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ABSTRACT

The subject of Lhis thesis is a study of lvianitoba¡s

agricultural geography and its changes from 1951 to L964 with

inferences concerning Ëhe future. Previous analysis of the

areaL variaLions of the small scale producing strucLure in

Ëhe province appears to be almost entirely lacking. Thís

lack of analysis is striking in view of the existance of

three fairly large scale demand - orienËated economic fore-

casts all of which expect a major change in the type of

agricultural producËion on the Prairies to begin by abcut

L970. The major change is from cash crop to beef productíon.

The evidence from thís study may therefore be useful ís

assessing the exËent to which this change may have begun, and

the likelihood of iËs being achieved as forecast.

The data used is almosË enËirely of secondary origin,

mcst of iË being cen.sus maËerial. Since Ehe only standard of

relevance for a small scale study of this sorË is its accuracy

at Ëhe functional level of the farm it was necessary to

analyse the bias in the aggregaLe census units which had to

be used. Following tesEs of homcgeneity forty of the hundred

or more municipalities in Manitoba were chosen as being
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relatively free from heterogeneity. The two measures used

to study economic efficiency \,vere input and ouËput intensiLy.

rnput intensÍty is defined as the value of all inputs per

improved acre, and output intensity as the value of all
outputs per improved acre" These measures are comparable

between dÍfferenË areas and over time, within certain limits.

The ratio of output intensÍty Ëo input intensity gives a

measure of economic efficiency or reLurrì upon resources

used.

calculations Ì^7ere made, using these measure, for
Ëhe forty municipalities for the years 1951 and 1961, and

using other secondary data available for some parts of the

province these calculations cuuld. be extended to Lg64. The

procedure of facËor analysis \^ias used in order to rationalize

and explain the many paËterns produced by these calculaËions.

rt appeared that from 1951 to Lg6L the norËhern half of the

sample had tended to experience falling inËensiËy while the

south had experienced Large rises. FacËor analysis showed

thaË the smaller the increase of intensity the larger was the

increase in farm size over the decade. Based upon the concept

of minimum overhead costs it seemed reasonable to assume that
between 1951 and 1961 the north, which had smaller farms, ï^ras
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adjusting its economic effiency in conLrast with the south.

At the same tíme a significant lack of correlation was

noËiced between increases of livestock and livestock

orientated municipalities. Factor analysis showed a strong

negatíve correlation beËween livestock increases and outpuË

increases. This implied that livestock ouLput was not in

general an area of profitable expansion over the decade.

More deËailed comparisons beLween different parts of the

sample were also made in terms of their structure and

expansion or contracËion over the decade.

Based upon the structure and trends shown for the

samPle comparisons could be made with the economic projecËions.

For the period up to L964 iË appeared thaË two of the changes

associated with the major change to livesËock had begun in

Manitoba. A sharp rise in land values and fertilizer use

was noticeable after L959. These changes correlated with a

rise in Ëhe index for grains, so that Ëhe most 1ike1y

explanation for them was that they were due to a rise in

crop prices. No sËriking increase in the catËle population

could be observed before L964. Thus it could not be said

Ëhat the changes which had occurred \,vere necessarily

associated with a Ërend towards livestock production.

However some estimate of the realism of the projectíons could
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be made. This was made by taking the forecast proportion

of the total output which wculd in 1980 be livestock, and

by employing a land use map, defining the areas which in
1980 should logically be in rivestock production. using

the evidence produced by this study Ëhe existing geography

of agricultural supply could be compared with that forecast

for 1980. The major deductíon from this comparison \,vas

that the more fertile part of the northern half of the

province, from which the major livestock increase would

have to come, could in no way be expected to achieve such

an increase. AdjusËment of economic efficiency was still
needed in many parts of M¿nitoba in Lg6L, and \^ras not likely
to have been achieved by LgTs if Ëhe economic forecasË for
L975 were correcL. since economic efficiency is desirable,

and even if the forecast livestock increase has been given

the wrong time period, a more rapid rate of adjusËment is
necessary. However adjustment in agriculture is, from the

naLure of the industry, a slow process. consequently it
rdas suggested that indirecË governmeîrt action should be

taken to quicken the rate of adjustment. such governrnent

action, to be effective, would need to be in the form of
an areally varying policy based upon geographically precise

daËa.
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PREFACE

AgriculturaL geography lnas not been a very

intensively studied part of the field up to the presenË

stage in the history of geography. There is therefore an

incentive for the sËudent to explore it. This does not

explain an inLeresË in the specific topic of Manitoba.

The origins of Ëhe study lie in fact merely in the desire

of an Englíshman to see North America. once arrived however

a series of field trips organized by the Geography Department

at the University of Manitoba soorl created an interest in

Ëhe agricultural geography" The mere facË of compleËe

ignorance of the province provided an incentive to obtaining

some grasp of iËs workings. rt is hoped Ëhat this form of

hybrid vigor has ouËweighed Ëhe effect of unfamiliarity with

whaË is known to French geographers as the rtpersonaliËyrt

of the region. Certainly the study of geography provides

one with something very maËerial to grasp when in a new

counËry"

A greaË many people have been kind enough to help

me. Dr. T.R. i¡'Ieir, Head of the Geography Department ax the

university of Manitoba, fully deserves Ëhe firsË place in Ëhe

list of those Ëo whom r am grateful. i,rlithout his help r
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should riever have come to Manitoba, nor settled down as

quickly when arrived. Dr. J,C. Gilson, Head of the

Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management

put the original idea into focus and made several other

important suggestions. Also in that Department the

organLzers of the two Farm Business Associations (Mr. J.p.

Hudson and G.A. Ackerman) were kind enough to discuss their

respective seËs of data. A graduaËe student of the same

Department, Mr. T. Friedgut supplied many of the Índices

required ín the calculaËions of constant dollars. Mr.

L"M. Johnson, of the Economics Branch, canada Department of

Agriculture, in I,rlinnípeg, showed great courtesy Ín

providing access to data. Dr. A" Ridley, Messrs. J.

Friesen and H. Tolton \^rere mosL helpful in allowing me to

copy unpublished parts of the soil productivity map.

Gentlemen, who prefer Ëo remain anon)rmous, from several

f.ertLLizer selling organlzations went out of their \^iay to

supply data. Dr. B.A. Hodson, Head. of the Computing

science Department, allowed me the use of the computse

or, while Dr. J.E. Klovan of that Department discussed the

details of factor analysis. The operators of the computor

itself shcwed almost unfailing patience to a beginner.
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NOTE ON PROCEDURE

Since this study employs a much greaXer number of

maps than is usual, even in a geographical thesis, some

deviations from conventional procedure \^iere made. Their

aim is Ëo relieve the difficulty of reading a work in which

so many cross references are necessary. The first concerns

the position of cross references themselves. Since there are

frequently many to a page the conventional method of placing

the page numbers ax the boLtom of the texË would lead to a

confusion of figures there, rt appeared much simpler to place

each cross reference in brackets immediately after the

reference Ëo it. From the poinË of view of the reader this
means Ëhat for each eross reference he is saved the trouble of
looking to the botËom of the page and selecting the correct

superscript before turning to the cross reference itself.
The other breach of convention is of the same naËure. rt
enable the reader to determine wheËher a cross reference is
Ëo a page or to a map. since there are forty nine maps,

scattered fairly evenly through the sËudy, a separaËe reference

system does not involve very much danger of the read.er being

unable to locaËe a given map. on the other hand it may be of
some assistance to know whether the reference is to the text
or to a map " Each reference in the text to a map is denoted

by a lower case (r) (for exampre m. zL). page references are

shown in Ëhe conventional way by a lower case ttpn.
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$ECIION 1; II$TR0DUCTI0N

The pTårpose of this section is Ëo outlíne Èhe aÍms of
Èhis study, to define the more important terms used, and t,o

give reasons for having dealb with this subject.

The aim of this thesis is to measure the producing

efficiency of the agricultural area of it{anitobau and hou¡ this
patbern changed frorn L95l Uo L96b" From a geographical point

of view it is interesting Èo measure and aceount for the areal

variations in producing efficiency, nhich is doae by using Ëhe

smallest census unit - the census subdivision. The resulÈs of
such analysis should be useful in assessing the future trends

in the different agricultural regions of Èhe provi-nce, Since

economic forecasts are availabl-e which plot future agricultural
trends bhese results can in fact be compared with such trends

in order to observe what reorganization of the producing pattern

may be necessaryo The value of a geographical approach Èo Ëhis

subject Ís that the producing structure of different regions

of Manitoba ean be compared, so can the changes in production,

so thaÈ judgemenËs concerning reorganization can be elearly
related to each district" The major part of the study is
concerned wiËh establishing a conmon measure of efficieacy,
calculating values for it, and relating these values to

oÈher relevant variables in order Ëo assess the strucÈure of

each area, The fourteen year period for which data is sbudied

allows noticeable changes in this structui-e to be observed"
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The knon¡l-edge provided by these cal_culaÈions read,s by itself
t'o several- definite conclusionse but is al-so put to practieal
use by being used to eval-uaÈe future changes in berms of fore-
cas& agricultural trends"

Before further dÍseussion of the subject matter it is
nesessary to define the ¡oore import,ant terms used in bhe sÈudy"

the main berm requiring definition concerns what was referred.

to in the previous paragraph as nproducing efficiencym, It is
clear thaü Èhe efficiency of production in agricultüre, as ín
other industries, üeans the ratio of all outputs to all inputs,
The points which require clarifieaÈion are the way in r,vhich

inputs and ouüputs are to be measured and how the ratio
between them is to be made eompar'abl-e between d.ifferent areas@

There appears to be no previous reference which clarifies these

points' The question of efficiency is closely related to bhe

j.ntensity of product'ion" rü is inferred in the following
quotation from E, 0o Heady: llÎhe opÈimum degree of intensity
{yieLd per acre sf for a farm of given size)nl" In this
sense intensity provides an answer to the seeond point above,

for as comparing outpubs from differenË areas is concerned"

The Concise Oxford DicÈionary defines wintensiv€tt, in an

economic sensea ås mserving bo increase production of given
^atreant, this implies thaü intensity is confined to the output

nThe Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current Enelísh
6.trr e¿" oxford Universj-ty press , LgbLl þ l. 0zl- --e--
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of a given areas âs in Headyes staÈement quoted above,

Measuring efficiency in a way which ean be compared.

between areas clearly involves relaËing inputs and outpu&s to
a given area and ùhen expressing the latÈer as a ratio of the

former" The dicËionary confined inteasiÈy to measuring the

output of a given area, Examination of õhe literature leads

to several more definitions being found. fn the same work by

Heady he seys nrhe method of this chapter is Lo consider one

factor as variable and arr oühers as constant, lilany farms

decision fall wlthin this frame work, The problem is one of
intensity of prod.uctÍon*3" This statement implies a broader

definitÍon not confi.ned to output or to area, Another sou.rce

stabes BThe relationship between labour, capital and managernent

on the one hand, and land on the other, is one degree of
application of those oÈher factors to land" Thi.s determines

Èhe intensity r,v"iüh which land is used,r?5" This suggesÈs that
input for a given area is meant" Further readlng of agricultural
economj-cs texts yielded no set definition of ninËensityn

although the word is fairly frequently used in the various

sense.s ill-ustrated above. Since it is essential to have a

defined measure of the geography of agricultural efficiency
it is necessary to suggest new terms.

3Heady-Lo-g--r-cit. p p" 26

5S. Sinclair Elenents of Land Utilization as the affecË
ffi Assn, o

3,Â.çsessing Officers of ManiËoba, April 25Un, l-9581 , pu
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The most accessible form of measure for inputs and outpuËs

is monetary value. Atl- output and nearly all inputsu e:<cepb

innponderables like management ability, can be expressed in

dollars" Thus for a measure of efficiency Èhe value of all
oubput for a given area would be compared with the value of all
inputs, The forner can logically be called output intensity,

and the latber input intensity, This geographical approach of

relating value to area has the addiüiona1 advantage bhat the

structure of agriculture can be compared between areas by

examining the intensity of the different components of the

total input"

fn order to complete the definition of input and output

inÈensity it is necessary to decÍde what t?given arealt shall be

used in this study. Assuming that only land in farnrs is to be

considered, the choice lies between occupled areas (a11 land

in farms), improved areas, and improved acres minus sunrmerfallow"

Unimproved }andu at the present stage in the hisüory of Prairie

agriculture, is not usually of great economic importairce to

farmers, except perhaps on the fringes of Ëhe agricultural

area, Since the percentage of unimproved land on farms varies

widely over Èhe province it,s inclusion would give a biassed

picture of intensity. Hence unimproved land will be excluded.

It j.s then necessary to decide whether or not to incl-ude land

in summerfallow'. l"and in sunimerfallov¡ is not necessarily less

fertile then the rest of the improved area, and the land.

involved varies from year to year" As is mentioned later(p, fl)
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the practice of summerfallovring is not rx¡avoidable over mo$t

of ManiÈoba" As a resurt the decision as Ëo ruhat percentage

of the improved area to surimer fal-lov¡ represents a deeision
by ühe farmer as to hor,,r¡ and where to invest in prod.uction.

consequently in comparing forms with the same improved

acreage but widely different amounts of summer farLow it is
nore accurabe to relate i-nput and output to Èhe total improved

acreage " If sunmerfallow brere subtracted in this case iÈ
nì.ght appear that the farmer w:ith nore surrmer farlov¡ had a
higher inbensity wtrich would be misl-eading since in fact
he merel-y dacided to concentrate production upon a smaller parÈ

of the area available to him" consec¿uently j-mproved acres
will be used as the unit of ttgiven ar.eaR,

summarising these definibions, output j.ntensity is the
dol-lar value of arL agricultural output per improved acreø

Economic efficiency can be carcur-ated by expressing ouÈput

íntensity as a fraction of input intensityø These measures

can be appried to any farm, or aggregate of several- forms
and are comparable between regionsE They therefore satisfy
the need for measures of efficiency expressed at the beginning

of thi*q section"

Review'ing the subject in the right of these definitions
it will be seen that input, and. outpuË intensity provide boblr

a $ray of establishing relative economic efficiency and also
of comparing bhe farming structure of the different parts of
I,lanitoba. Ï$hen account is taken of the changing value of Èhe
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dsl-lar and of ehanging demand. these eomparisior¡s can be extende¿
over time¡ so bhat the measures ean be used throughout this
sËudy*

the lasÈ part of this section v¡ill be d.irected to pracing
the subjeeb of this study in rel-ation Ë:o exist,ing knorrled.ge

of l¿lanitobaas agricurtural geopraphy and. bo pointing ouü sonâe

reasons for the relevance of a sbudy of t,his subjeet a b thÍs
scal-e ' concerning the structure of the agricultural geog,raphy

there have not been any extended analysis of it in 1vlanitoba n

The Eeonomic Atlas of Ì¡ianit"ba6 is priniazity descriptive as would

be expected. fron &he purpose of an atlas, ft d.oes not show

a very fine degree of detail" A series of publication by the
Econorcics Branch of the canada Department of Agriculture in
winnipeg do give original data at a much smarLer scale
(ttie bonrnship), One of Èhem, by Garland and RieckenrT contains
an extremely interesti.ng analysis of the agricultural land of
Iulanitoba based chiefly upon ån original map show-ing net value
of, agricultural productlon by towaship, This study was

therefore analysing productivity rather than efficiency
(althoughrof course"they are reLated) and was not directly
concerned wÍth the produeing structure, rn the terninol_ogy

used hereu Ít was concerned wj-th output intensity alone6

T
Economic Atlas of Manitoba (T" R" weir* ed.) (Dept. of

Tndustry and Cornmerce, province of l{anitobarlgéO)
7 S" üI. Garland and T. 0" Rieeken .À General ClassÍficabion

{F.lconomics
L963 )eparËmenÈ o culfure, Pe8¡
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Anothen publrc&èioR from the same source, by Johnson and
ê

Riecken" provides anobher original raâpø rb is of 1and. values,
based on average rand sales, aad contains deËail, within
bownships" It is Èherefore an Ímporöant source of information,
but again does nob analyse bhe agricultura] structure, Apart
from these sources tliere are none which analyse }lanitoba¡s
agriculbural geography as a whol-e. There are many anarysès

of individual types of enterprÍse and several of ind.ivfd.uar

s¡aa1l areas, but none which set ouÈ to eonpare the producing

efficieney of different regions of the provlnceo It can

therefore be said that there has been relatj-vely little
analysis of this aspect of agriculturat geography in Þlanitoba,

the fact that this subjecÈ has not received a great deal

of attention dc¡es not necessarily mean Ëhat iÈ is useful
Èo anaryse" However, there are two maj-n reasons røhich make

it appear Ëhat the topic and location are, in fact, important"

The first is the existence of eeonomic ôrecastsu d.iscussed.

in the ne)rt seetion (p. 10),which imply that Manitoba will
undergo a major reorientation of its agricultural prod.ucËion

by 1980' These projections base their forecasts mainly upon

trends of de¡nand and do not analyse in deËail the small scale

suppry situation" There is therefore scope for such analysis

Èo discover how for the agricurtural regions of Manitoba are

8L 
" r"r.

19ã6-1?6L
Winnlpeg,

Johnson and T" 0, Riecken Manitoba Farm_-@._Iafuæ
(Eqonomics Branch, Canada Ð
L96t+)
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prepared foru or are experiencing, the 6rend toi¡¡ards beef

production t¡hrch is expected. The second reason is related &o

the first in that it concerns the lack of areal stud.ies ab

fairly s¡aa}l scales, such as luould be neeessary to disqrss the

problems mentioned in the previous sentence, The lack of such

studies has been noted. both by agricultural geographers and.

agricuJ-tural economísts" fn the case of geography Lloyd Reeds

said nft is my contention thaÈ attention should be shifted from

the general studies of broad regions ¡øhich usually produce

only a few significant conclusions to the more intensive

studies of srnall """""9*, From the point of view of the

agricultural economist James T" Bonnen stated nThe author finds

argr.ments for the regionalisation or spatialise.tÍon of the

analyticat franiework convinciRg" This seems to be one of the

first steps necessary to bridge the great void bebv¡een maero-

Ievel analysis and the farm-household or micro-levell0*.

These two judgements suggest not only that there is a lack of
fairly srra}l scale geographical sùudies of agriculture but

Èl¡at Ëhere is a need for theno

this introductory section has attenpted to describe the

subject of this thesis, defi"ne the terms andu show the reasons

for undertaking such a study. fn sruunary, the central topi6 is bhe

o
'L]oyds Reeds 1?Âe-q¿-cuJ=-bgrgf*Gc-ograsltv ; Pr:oeress and Pro

0an, Geogø VII : 2, L964., p. 52
10Jo**u T" Bonnen, in "{ericg-ltural$upolv Functio8g (8"0" lteaciy EÉå.i, rouua srate ffi-

ffi¡d 
dc



strucÈìåre of farming across Manitoba, the relabive efficieney
of different areas, and their performance from L95L t,o L96b*

Thi"s analysis is justified by the absence of any previous such

sbudy in l4anitoba and by bhe apparent imminence of large scale
changes in 'çhe type of production of agriculüure in th.e

province. rnput and output intensj-ty provide a roethod of
assessing the efficiency an agricultural unit whether large
or smalL and of comparing it rÀrith other ones. At the sâme time
sbudy and comparison of the individuaL components of input
intensity can provide infornation concerning changes in the

pattern of invest,ment in farming" Study of the topic described,
through these measures, should provide evid.ence which will
al-low the economÍc forecasts to be put into prospecLive,

rt nay aLso suggest the relative speed of change necessary

in the different parts of Maniüoba. The geographical approach

to the probrem means t,hat the greatest emphasis wÍll rie on

the comparison of different areas rather than the very detailed
analysis of one unit such as the farn in Gi"lsonls s¡dy near

carman, Manitotallo A.s a resulÈ the conclusions. are likely
&o represent nev.¡ relatÍonships betç-een known facts rather
than nevr theories or new specific factsø

llJr0" Gilson and M"Hu ïeh prod.uctivity of Farm Resourcesinlhe Carman Are€¡ (Departrnent
UniversÍty of l4anitobao Tech" Bul]" i{o" 1, Lg59J^ t
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SECTION 2 : PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE AGRICULTURAL
ÏRENDS RELEVANT TO },ÍANITOBA

Having outlined the topic and its significance Ëhe

next step will be to discuss the economic projections of

agriculture mentioned in the previous secËion, since Lhe

forecasts drawn from them will be used to assess Ehe

performance of the area sËudied, and its future prospects.

Two of these projections are naËional ones" Both are

chiefly based upon data up to L956. The Ëhird projection is

for the provÍnce of ManiËoba and includes data from the L96L

cen sus .

The first of the national projectíons is the

rrFinal Reportlt of the Royal commission on canadats Economic

Prospects, referred to hereafter by the names of its chief

authors, trü.M. Drummond and I¡ü. Mackenzi..l Their forecast

covers the period 1955 to 1980. They deal at length with

expecËed changes in the intensity of agriculture (without

formally defÍning what is meant by rrintensitytr) . It is

considered that future increases in production will occur

I Royal Corumission on Canadats
Report, W.M. Drummond and I¡ü.

Queents Printer, L957)

Economic Prospects,
Mackenzie (Ottawa;

Final
The
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wiËhout large increases in the occupied agriculturaL area

(which would be called extensification). Instead it will

occur through inËensification, which they divide into the

following compon"nt" : 
1

A. An increase in the cultivated area (a process
stil1 going on upon the northern and wetter
areas of the Prairies)

Reduction in summerfallow (the black soils
area, which covers most of the agricultural
area of Manitoba, had 30% of its cultivaËed
area in sunmerfallow in 1955)

Irrigation (possible only in limited areas, and
which permits but does not cause a large increase
of íntensity).

FerLlLízer application (still in its infancy
on Lhe Prairies)

Technological advances in field crops (weed
killers and rust resistant wheats for example)

Technology and livestock producËion (in both
E and F technology is far ahead of existing
pracËice)

Historically they divide changes in agriculture inËo two main

B.

C.

D.

E.

F,.

group s :

l. Methods

reducing labour input,

which raise output per acre without

and raise iË by more Lhan the value of

I

2

íbid. ,

ibid.,

pp. 72-75

pp. 76-77
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Ëhe technique iËself.

2" Methods which replace labour by other capital.

The latter group has been dominant for the past quarter

cenËury and involves mechanization and Ëhe consolidation of
farms. Drummond and lvlackenzie felt that the continuation of
Ëhis process would allow outpuL to increase enough to satisfy
demand until about L965, after which the scope for replacing

labour by capiËal would have become small, and demand would

have risen, so thaË Ëhe first group of methods would

gradually be adopted. l rt shourd be noted that the first
group (excepting iten A) all involve an increase of input or

outpuË intensiËy, the second group

involve changes of intensity.

does noL necessarily

lrrt seems likely that present knowledge applied to
the existing land area can produce more of the livestock re-
quired, and that if extra cost is incurred it will be much

less than thaË of land development. canadian agriculture
has just passed through one revolution which has been cosË

reducing. crop production is now mechanized" rn inLensifying

I ibid. , p. 9g
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land use in the future, technology will continue to be

applied and it can confidently be expected Ëhat cost reducing

Ëechniques will be found" These will tend to offset the

increasing costs which might otherwise result from increases

in intensificatiorr."l They also say that ,na strong market

will bring about the adopr;.r of all methods which can increase
)outputrl,- and thaË the section of demand which will increase

most is that f.or livestock. The demand for meat will rise

both with the expected increase in the domestic population

and with the trend Ëowards a larger proportion of meat in

Ëhe national dieË. They Lherefore believe that the

Ëechnological revolution in methods of livestock production

will be precipitated by increased demand after L965.

The main source of this increase in livestock

production will be the Prairies. By 1980 livestock and

products will form the major sou.rce of farm income. rn
period 1951-55 grains supplied 64 per cenL and livestock

23 per cent of Prairie farm cash irr"or".3

its

the

I
2

3

@.,
ibid. ,

ibi4. ,

p. 77

p. 75

p. 18
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The part of the Prairies which will experience most change

will be the moister black earËh area (covering most of

agriculËural Manitoba). speaking of the black eari-.]h area they

say rtA move towards more inËensive farming is not likely to

take place quickly; it may not be evident for about another

ten years. rt is likely to come about as population gro\^is

and income rises. As these developments take place, prices

wÍll rise and stimulate Ëhe use of rotation farming and the

app lication of f.exELLLz"r. ,,1

The second naËional economic projection is by

R.E. caves and R.H. Holton.2 The period of their forecast

is 1955 to L970, the same starting date as the previous one

but Ëheir final year is a decade sooner than that of Drurmond.

and MackenzLe. caves and Holton staËe that the two

projections differ little tfeither in scope or in specific

conclusions. "3

they say ttThe maÍn question with respecL to the

Prairies is how and when the major shift towards livestock

production will come, âs it ultimately must.,n4 The short

Ëerm ans\^7er depends upon when Federal Freight Assistance for

ibid. , p. 270

R.E. Caves and
and Retrospect,

ibid. , p. x
ibid., p. 462

L

2

J

4

R.H. Holton, Ihu Canadian Economy, prospect
(Cambridge;
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feed grain being shipped away from the prairies is stopped,.

They say ËhaL the fundamental reasons ur",t

1. The resources of more than 50% of the
PrairÍes suit livestock producËion.

2. The vast amounts of feed grain which
are gro\^in in the area.

3. The ineviËable decline in Lhe relative
importance of wheat.

4. The need for diversification, more
income and more emplo¡rment for the
farm family.

concerning intensity they say rtËhe economic means of securing

the more Lhan one-third increase required in canadian live-
sËock production is mainly Ëhe more intensive use of existing
agriculËural land, although extensive expansion will enËail

little difficulty.n2 one method of doing Ëhis is shown by

Ëhe following remark. ttrt is ÍmporËant Ëo point out that when

a cash grain farm is converted into a feed-livestock farm, its
ouËput is increased because the grain is put Ëhrough a second

production process, and the farm thus converted becomes larger

1 ibid., p. 463

)1 ibid. , p. 455
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without addíng more acres."l Caves and Holton feel that

Ëhese Laxge changes will not be apparent until rather later

Ëhan Drummond and Mackenziets date of L965" They do noË

expect major changes Lo occur until after Lg70 
"

The third economíc projection is more recent and

LocaL.Z rt will be referred to by its usual abbreviation of

c o M E F, rt provides a suüìmary of the exisËing situaËion

in Manitoba:

The reasons for Ëhe smaller size of. farms in

this Province fcompared wiËh Alberta and

SaskaËchewan] have been Ëhe earlier settlement

with its smaller land holdings, the variability

of soil t¡æes and consequently a greater

emphasis on diversification, that is Ehe

raising of a variety of products as a hedge

against the risk of price or yield decline

ín any one product. These reasons for

diversificatÍon are noL valid today and imped.e

progress because of the loss of efficiency

compared to spec LaLLzed. producËiorr. 3

1 ibid. , p. 457
2

ManiËoba L962-L975 Report of the committee on rvialitobats
Economic Future, Lo the Government of ManiËoba (Wpg" L963)

3 ibid", p" v - 2 - L2
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This report expecËs intensity to rise by inference since it

does not expect any large increase in the improved area buË

does expect a large increase in production Ëo supply an

expected increase of 35 per cent in the domestic market

over the period. l

The two major increases in demand will occur for

processed vegetables and livestock. As a result Manitobars

production of vegetables for canning should increase to three

to six times the present volume mainly from new irrigated

areas on the Portage plains and in the pembina Triarrg]e.z

The beef catËle populaËion of ManiËoba rose from z7o r0o0 in
L95L to 600,000 in L96L, but her share of the national herd

fell from 9"4 per cent in Lg45 ro r.3 per cent in Lg6L.3

The obstacles to increased livesËock production were the

following:

Shortage of improved pasËure and
grazing land.

ShorËage of feed (mostly hay, especially in
dry years).

3. Lack of quality in beef cattle.

4. Lack of úntermediate term credit.4

1.

)

1

2

J

4

ibid.
ibid.
ibjg.
ibid.

2-L4
-16
-20
-5

t

t

p.

P.

P.

P.

v
v -2
v -2
v -2
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The government should direct its policies to overcome these

obstacles, so that the provincial beef cattle population

shall double by 19 75.L Manitoba is in a rtfavoured geographic
nposítionitt to supply Lhe growing markets of Eastern Canada,

and also any demand which uright come from the United States.

Associated with Lhese increases in production the

average farm sj-ze of Manitoba would rise from 411 occupied

acres in L96L to 530 acres in L975; at Ëhe same time the

nrunber of farmers would. d.ecline from 441260 to 34r500.3

Over the same period feed graÍn production will

rise 50 - 75 percent buË wheat production will rise only

slowly, Ëo give an overall íncrease in u.JÅeaÉ output of 20

TLper cent. COMEF tsherefore expects a fairly rapid rate of

change to occur in Manítoba over the fifteen year period,

but the type of change is within the pattern of the two

national economic projections.

By using elemenLs of all three projections a f.aLrLy

clear future pattern can be seen. Moreover Ëhere is room

1

2

J

4

ibid.,
ibid.,
íbid, p.
iÞ!4", P,

v -2
v -2
v -2
v-2

p.

p.

L9

4

13

15
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for testing some of these forecasts against the evidence of

Ëhis study, since by L964 over half the period of Caves and

Holtonr s forecast had elapsed. The major points of relevance

are the great increase in livestock production on the

Prairies upon the existing farmed area and therefore with

greaL íncreases of input and output intensity. Drummond and

Mackenzie list the means whereby output intensity can be raised

while COMEF poÍnËs out some local drawbacks to such an increase

whích exist in Manitoba. It should be noticed that all three

projections refrain from discussing the existing producing

síËuation in detail. IË is perhaps logical that such Large

scale and fairly long term forecasts for a primary producing

industry such as agriculture should lay mosE emphasis upon

demand, and assume Lhat the necessary adjustmenËs in supply

will occur. It is significant however that the more local

provincíal projection dwells for rongedrpon Ëhe need. for such

adjustments of the producing situation. However coMEF, while

discussing Ehe problems, does not explore their areal occurrance.

consequently in addition Ëo providing evidence to test some

of the forecasËs of the two older projections Ëhis sËudy can

aim Ëo provide some evidence upon the geography of the

producing siËuation which may complemenË the newer projecËion.
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ri emerged from the discussion at the end of the previous

secËion (p. I ) thaË no such geographical approach has yet

been made" This discussion of projections has therefore

provided a frame work of current and fuËure trends against

which to assess Ëhe evidence of this sËudy.
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SECTION 3 : DATA SOURCES AND I{ETHODS

The two previous sections provided an outline of

Ëhe subject and a background against which to assess its

results. Before proceeding Ëo the calculations for the

period L95L to L964 which form the basis for the arguments

which lead to the conclusion, ít i{necessary to detail the

sources of the data used and describe the methods by which

the data \iüas processed. Thís section will be broken up

inËo subsections both due to its relative length and its

relatively heterogeneous subject matLer.

A. DaËa

The data used in this study is, except for thaË

on fertiLizer discussed later in this section (p. 34 ) , all

from cfficial or published sources. Most of it is from the

Dominion Bureau of StatisËics, che majority of whose data

r¡ras drawn from the publicaËions of the censuses of 1951 and

L96L. However some of the smaller scale data \^zas not

published and was available only from its source in otLawa.

A list of the census tables will be found in the Biblio-

graphy (p.206 ). There \^7ere Ëwo minor sources of daËa.

The first was Ëhe published reports of Ëhe two Farm Business
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Associations.l These reports consist of audited data

supplied voluntaríly by farmers in the two districts. The

second minor source \^ias the series of reports on Changes in

Farm OrganLzation by the Economics Branch, Canada Department
)

of Agricullure, trrlinnipeg. The latter reports are published

about every five years f.or each of six survey areas located

over the province. A urap locaËing the areas for boËh Lhese

minor sources will be found ín Section 6 ( m" 35) "

In terms of the needs of this thesis these three

sources have quite different characteristics. From a

geographical poÍ-nË of view it is necessary that ðata should

be as closely related Ëo specific areas as possible. In Ëhis

respecË the census is perhaps the best. In order to obtain

the maxirnum amount of detail Lhe smallest census unit of

area, the subdivision, is used. These coincide in Manitoba

mainly with munici -palities but occasionally with local

government districts. For the sake of simpliciËy all these

Prepared by Ëhe DeparËment of Agricultural Economics and
Farm ManagemenL, University of Manitoba:

a. Cerman District Farm Business Association - J.P.
Hudson (annual reports 1958 - L964)

b. lrlesËern Manitoba Farm Business Association - G.A"
Ackerman, (annual reports L96L - L964)

Economics Branch, Canada Dept" of Agriculture, trrlinnipeg.
ReporËs on changes in Farm QrganLzaËion, occasional, L954-64.
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smallest census units r/üill be referred to hereafter as

municipalities. The boundaries of all but a few munici-

palities on the fringes of the agricultural area remained

the same between 1951 and L96L. Hence direct conparisons

are possible. The inLermediate census of L956 did not measure

many of the elements essential to this subject and is not

therefore considered. The previous decennial census of

L94L could have been used as well âs, or in lieu of, Lhat

for 1951 but economic conditions at that previous daËe

\^iere affected by the Depression and by a s,raï Ëime economy"

As a result comparison beËween 1951 and 1961 should give a

better insight into contempoxary changes. The Farm Business

Association data does not come from small defined areas buË

from irregular concentrations of farms within Large areas of

Ëhe sLze of census divisions. only Ëhese concentrations are

shown upon Ëhe map ( m. 35). consequently the results of

calculaËions using Association data cannot be applied very

clearly to well defined areas. Farm organLzaLion data comes

from within areas usually rather Larger than municipalities

and may come from slightly different parts of these areas

in different years. In geographical accuracy it lies

therefore between the census and the Association data.
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A second Ímportant characteristic is the type of

the sample. In the case of the census the sample should include

Ëhe whole population. This means that a wide variety of farm

sizes and types may be reported from one municipality, wiËhout

Ëhere being any way of separating Lheir locations. A partial

solution of this problem is aËtempted in the next section

( p.52 ) where the more homogeneous municipalities are

selecËed. The Farm Business Association members are members

by choice and do not necessarily include all the farmers

within a specified area. rË is Ëhus quite possible that

Ëhe Association sample is biassed when compared with Lhe

ËoLal population. It could reasonably be assumed, for

instance, that only the more enterprising and alerË farmers

would join, which might have repercLlssions in terms of the

types and sizes of farms included. rÊ is clear that Ëhe

AssociaLion data does not come from a random sample of

farms, rn Ëhe case of Farm organizaLion daËa each sËudy

of each area is preceded by a field survey. From Ëhe

farms included in this survey all which do not conform to

given specifications of type, sLze and possibly oLher

variables, are excluded. Another, and much more complete

survey is then made of the sampie farms which \^zere retained..

As a result data from Farm organLzation reports can be refer-

red much more specifically Ëo given types cf farms Ëhan in
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the case of the oËher tltzo sources. The census Ëherefore

shouldl include Êhe total population of farms, the

Associationr s partial sample may well contain undefined

biasses while the Farm organLzation data comes from

partial samples which contain sp.ecifically defined biasses.

The last characËeristic important to this subject

is the period of time involved, and the variations in the

sample over time. In the case of the census only the

decennial censuses are imporËant here. They should cover

exactly Ëhe same area in 1961 as in Lg5L. The Farm Business

Association data is issued annually, and iEs importance

in Ëhe presenË context is that it exËends beyond Lg6L

(currently to Lg64). As a result, if treated. carefurly,
it can be used to bring the trends deríved from the census

data nearer to Ëhe present. However Ëhe membership of
the AssociaËÍons may change from year to year, so that
the land involved may change. This however appears to have

been a slow process in both areas, Ëhe main core of
membership remaining the same. rn Ëhe case of Farm

otganízation daËa, \^ras previously menËioned., the areas are

surveyed once every five years, and since these reports have

now been issued for about a decad.er oosL areas provide at
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least two reports" Although the sample comes from a

defined area the farms included are not necessarily the same

from one report to the next. Hence, âs with Association

data, and unlike the census, different years are noL

directly comparable. since however the area of the

organLzation districts is small, and the types and sizes

of farms specified, different reports for Ëhe same a1ea should

be reasonably comparable. rn three of the four districts

used here the latest report is for a year after Lg6L,

so that again it is possible to extend the view given by

the census.

This discussion has shown that despite marked

differences, these three sources can, within limits, be mad.e

complementary to one another. The value of the two mi-nor

sources lies maínly in the time period for which they are

available, which allows the analysis based on the census

for 1951 and 1961 to be continued in several areas until Lg64.

b. Statistical MeËhods Used

The statisticar techniques used in this study

are all ones which have been wídely used, although in the

case of factor analysis not necessarily in geographical

research. Apart from facLox analysis the only other
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technique involving much calculation is that f.or

coefficients of variance. The coefficient of variance is

the sLandard deviaËion expressed as a percentage of the

mean" IËs value is Ëhat it allows the relative spread of

distributions to be compared without being biassed

according to the absolute values involved.3 Factor

analysis is a maËhematically much more involved technique

which can be most valuable in raËionaLLzLng a nr.rmber of

apparently confused patË"rrr".4 Its usefulness will be

discussed more fully in the conËexË of iËs applícaËion in

Section B (p L4L ). The calculation of values for input

and output intensity only involved dividing do1lar

values by figures for acres and was thus noË a complicated

procedure. All Ëhe calculations \,liere carried out using

the rnternational Business Machines L62o computor in Ëhe

Department of Computing Science aË the University of

Manitoba" The computor prograrnme for calculaLing factor

analysis was available from that Department, while the oËher,
)J F.E. croxton and D.J" cowden, Applied General sËatistics

2nd Ed" (London, Sir Isaac pitman and Sons, Lg63)
p" 222-223"

L' I^I.üi" cooley and P.R. Lohnes, Multivariate procedures
for the Behavioral sciences (John !üiley and sons, Lg6z)
pp" L5L-L72
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and si¡lpler programnes \Àrere writËen by the author.

c" Constant values

The reason for using constant values in this

sËudy was originally in order that dollar values for

intensity be compared beËween different years without the

deducËions being confused by variations in príces and Ëhe

value of the dollar. The comparison of values deflated

by a suiËable index should give Ëhe best indicaËion of

variations in the amounË of a given factor. As a result

changes in the structure of agriculËure should be more

correctly shown if constant dollar values are used"

However in practice there \^7as found Ëo be a

lack of suitable deflaËing indices. There were Ëwo major

shortcomings in the available indices. Firstly four of
Ëhe six indices evenËually used a-ce given only for

trüesËern canada, and not for Manitoba. trrlhenever the value

for Manitoba differs from that for I¡Iestern canada Ëhere

wíll therefore be innaccuracy in the deflation. secondly

iË is frequenËly impossible to find an index which exactly

represenËs the comrnodiËy which it is wished to deflate.

For instance Ëhe only index available to deflate the
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values for buildings is one for building materials.

index based on building materials is presr.mably only

correct deflator of building in Ëhe case of a new

building" Thus the value of all older buildings will be

innaccurately represented by the deflated value" As a

result of these two sources of innaccuracy in deflating

indices constanË dollar values derived from Ehem have only

been used in section 8. rn this case the exclusive use of

residuals from 1951 to L96L figures suggested that consËanL

values might give a beËter representation. rn the rest of

the sËudy currenL dollar values have been used.

In order to show clearly the effect of the

different deflaËing indices, and also how f.ax Ëheir subject

coincides wíth the item deflated, Table f (p. 3l ) was

consËrucËed" Five of the six indices \¡rere consLrucËed by

the Dominion Bureau of staËistics.5 The sixth index, Ëhe

deflator for land, is formed by the combinaËion of two

D'B"S. indices, one for the ouËput of crops, Lhe other for

See Bibliography (p" 208 ).

An

a

5
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Lhe output of livestock"6 Its use as a deflator is

based upon the assumption that Ëhe value of land

correlates directly with its productiviEy. This

assumption ignores some addiLional variables, buË wiËhin

limiLs should be reasonable. This crop-livestock index

for land is justified as a deflator only by

Ëhe absence of any other index for this purpose.

ÏABLE 1 - DEFLATING INDICES

Livestock Building Farm Animal Products
MachineryName

Used to
DeflaËe

L95L
L96L

L95L-6L

Crop

Land

2 "6848
2 "8553
+" 1705

MaËerials

Buildings

3.268
3.536
+.268

Machínery Livestock

L.874 3.811
2 "598 2 "g6L+ "724 +.950

Commodities
and Services
used by Farmers

Expenses

2.343 1950
2 "778 1960
+.435 1950-60

Farm Prices of
Agricultural
Products

Output

2 "744
2 "4LL
- .333

zkNote - each index has been divided by
constanË dollars shall not be f00 times
(since 1935 - 39 = 100).

100 so thaË Ëhe
Ëoo small

ffris combination was performed
by T. Friedgut, graduate student of the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, UniversiËy
of ManiËoba
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A further problem in aËËempting to create constant

values was ËhaË in order to deflate Ëhe values for land and

buildíngs (given as on.e fígure in the census) it was

necessary to separaËe the two items" There r^ras no index

which would d.eflate land and buildings together.

consequently it was necessary to separate the two values.

The meËhod used was Ëo take the provincial mortgage rai-e for

buildings in a given year (for exampLe 4 per cent) and its

value (for example 6,000 dollars) rtt$lt"in the total

value of buildings (r:r this case by multiplying 61000 by 25)

Having obtained Lhe value for buildings, this is subËracted

from the combined value for Ëhe given year to obtain the

value r.or land. rn order to obtain separate values for

mrmicipalities withÍn the province the provincial value for

buildings was expressed as a fracLion of Ëhe provincial

value for land and buildings combined, and this fraction used.

to split up the combined census value for each municipality.

This procedure is an arbitrary orie; the resulting values for

municipalitíes must vary in their accuracy. However it

provided Ëhe only way in which constant dollar values for

land and buildings could be obtained.
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Having explained some of the problems involved

in deflarion in rhis case, Table 1 (p. 31 ) will be

dÍscussed in order to assess Ëhe effect which deflation
by these indices will have. All indices are Ëo the

base 1935 - 39 = 100. I¡lhile Ëhe constant values for
the census for LgsL and 1961 \^iere evenËually used in this
sLudy. consequently Table r only gives index values

for Ëhese years. rË will be noËiced thaË values for
output index are for 1950 and 1960 which is because ouËpuË

figures given to Ëhe census in June refer Ëo the preceding

crop year. The absoluËe values of Ëhese indíces do not

cover a very wide range when compared. with one another.

rn L95L the range is from L.g75 ro 3.g11, in Lg6L from

2"4LL Ëo 3.536. Thus the relative values of differenr
iËems in different years will noË differ very radically
between constanË and currenË dollar paËËerns, This has

useful result Ëhat deductions based upoïr constant dolrars
can be relaËed Ëo those based. upon current dollars.

This discussion of constanË varues has shown

thaË while in theory it would have been more accuraËe to use

only constanË dollars in studying Ëhe trends involved, in
practice ít was impossible to produce consËanË values
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D.

free from bias. As a result consLant values have only

been used in Ëhe case of section 8, where 1951 to Lg6L

residuals \^rere analysed. The relative similarity of Ëhe

indices means Ëhat deductions based on constant dollars

are valid also for current dollar patËerns.

Fertilizer DaËa

A rapid rise in f.ertLLLzer use upon the prairies

was an im¡:ortant trend forecast by the projectionists.

The use of ferLlLLzex is to be a vital mearis of reducing

the current high proportion of sururerfallow thus raising

output intensÍËy and permítting the forecast greaË rise
in livestock production from Ëhe exisËing farmed area.

ConsequenËly, apart from íts relevance due to

the facË that iË is an item of input íntensity, Ëhe areal

paËtern of f.ertj-Lj.zer use is most important. unfortunately

the Dominion Bureau of statistics does not publish data on

fexxLLizer use for Manitoba below the provincial level.

The only excepËion to this rule is in the case of an

rrunofficiallt Dcminion Bureau of statisËics map showing

weight of f.extLLLzer used, and percentage of farmers using

fertilizer, for the crop districts of Manitoba in Lg64.7

7 C.F. Bentley FerËilizer Usage
L965-L975 (paper presented ro
Associatioa. August, Lg65) p.

Ëhe Prairie Provincesin
Canadian FerËilizer
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Since more detailed information for f.extLLLzer use seemed

necessary to an analysis of geographical t.rends of

efficiency within the province sorne collection of

original data was essential"

The major outlets selling fertLLLzer to farmers in

Manitoba are located in trrlinnipeg. It was possÍble to

obtain data in the form of tonnages sold per elevator

from several of these cutlets. In order to achieve the

best approximation of the total tonnage so1d, âo experienced

executive of one cf the major companies involved gave

estimates of the percenEage of the total market represenËed

by his companyts sal.s.B These estimates \^/ere given for

each municipality shown upon the base map for this study,

and should therefore cover virtually all fertLLízer used

in the province. In order to map this data in a way in

which iË could be compared wiËh other variables it was

necessary to transfer the tonnage figures from an elevator

to a municipal basis" The accuracy of such a Eansference

could noL be perfect since it was ímpossíble to know the

exact shape of the market area of each elevator"

8 All information and data concerning fexxLLLzer sales
was given in confidence; as a result no sources can
be quoted, nor can Ëhe original figures be given here.
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The transference \,1ias performed under the following

assumptions, which were considered realistic by

executives of the companies from which data was

obtained" rt was assumed that no farmer will go more

than 25 rniles for his f.ertíLLzex, if there is an

elevator nearer to him than that, and also that he

will go to Ëhe nearest elevator which sells ferllLízer.

Lines of communication around each elevator were taken

into account since it is mosË unlikely that each urarket

area would be a circle about the elevator involved.

Data for each elevator was assigned to surrounding

municipal units upon the basis of these assumptions"

The total tonnages for municipalities \^rere then adjusted,

using the percentage estimates of the market held, to yield

the toËal tonnage sold for each municipality. These

Ëonnages \,vere then related to the nr.rmber of improved

acres in each municipality. rn order to obtain figures

large enough to show variaËions clearly the ratio chosen

T¡ras tons of fert'í-l-Lzer per 100,000 improved acres. Data

was available for the years 1g51 to L965. preliminary

maps vrere consLructed for the years 1951, 1953, L956,

1958, and L960-65" However no ouËstanding variations
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appeared, so that only three of these maps are presented

here. They are for 1951, L961 and L965.

The general pattern of textLLízer use over the

fifteen year period will be outlined here since only a

sample of municipalities are used in the main calculations

so Ëhat Lhe entire fexXLLLzer pattern is not relevant.

Moreover as these maps presenË original daËa it is felt

that a general outline of theír implications should be

given here.

Ch. r"r"on for which three maps can adequately

show the areal variations in fertiLLzer use over this

period is that the general pattern of use has remained

basically constant throughout" The foci of heavy use

have remained very similar. Beginning with r95l (m. z) it

will be noticed thaË the major foci of heavy use lie

around sËeinbach, in Ëhe Rhineland area, in that of portage

1a Prairie, and in a broad arc of land running from

Lakeview municipality, Ëhrough Brandon, to the south of

trrlhitehead municipality. There are two outlying foci, in the

Dauphin area, and in Bifrost municipality. The remaining

parts of the province have much lower values, reaching their

lowesË ín the southwest. The general trend after 1951 can

be followed on the graph of provincial consumption (p,L29 ).
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From this it appears Ëhat fertLLLzer use increased

until 1953, but then fell very noticeably, rising again

only towards the end of the decade" From L960 to L965

consumption increased at a steady and rapid rate,

exceeding the peak reached in 1953 by L962. The map for

L96L (m. 3) therefore shows no great general increase over

that for L95L" The relative pattern is similar. However

vexy noticeable decreases are evident in the Dauphin

area, and lesser ones in Bifrost and Portage la prairie.

The arc centered Llpol1 Brandon has extended while a neï¡i

focus is apparent to Ëhe north and norËhwesL of !üinnipeg.

The remainíng parts of the province continued to show

moderate or low values.

By L965 (m. 4) however all areas show marked,

increases. The general foci of heavy use remain, however,

very sÍmilar to the position in 1961. rn a very generalized

way there are Ewo. regions wlthín the province whích far

exceed the rest. In the east is the Red River valley,

broadly defined, and in the cent,re is the wid.e arc

focussed upon Brandon. At Ëhis point it is not possible

to analyse the reasons for this paLtern. However it is

worth noting Ëhat most of the areas of heaviest use lie
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uloon moderate or poor soils, as can be verified by

consulting the Soil productivity map (m. 6) " The

Rhineland area is the only major focus which lies upon

good or excellenL soils. superficially, Ëhis concen-

Ëratíon upon the poorer soils wuuld. appear logical,
bearing in mind the fact that the greatest proportionaËe

increase in yields due to ferxlLLzer will occur upon

suitable t¡rpes of poor soils.

Before ending this discussion of the fertíLLzer
maps it should be re-emphasized that data on fertiLlzer
is Ëhe only type of data used. in this study which is
not from official or published sources. Bearing in mind

the method by which the maps r,ì7ere created it is clear that
there is room for innaccuracy. The r¡ain weakness probably
lies in the transference of the data from an elevator to
a municipal basis. However innaccuracies ax this level would

noË affect the general paËtern of fertíLizer use, so that
the location of the major foci should, remain correcL.

concerning the estimates of the percentage of the market held
in each municipality, Ëhese came from someone experienced

enough for the possibility of major error to be virtually
excluded. Hence errors which may exist are probably

fairly small and f.aLrLy local. The final justification for
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using these maps is, of course, the absence of any

other source giving the geography of fertrLjzer use

within Manitoba.

E. Map Sources

This subsection is devoted to presenting and

discussing sources of published mapped daËa which will
be used later in Ëhe study. They fall into two groups;

physical and economic"

1) Physical Maps

From the point of the present topic it is
very fortunate that during the past two years two

detailed interpretative soir maps have been produced,

each of which covers nearly all the agriculËural æea of
Manitoba.

The firsr is Ëhe Land Capability *ap.9 IËs

aim is Lo classify all land according to the agricultural
land use to which it is best suited. There are seven

classes, runnfng from class L, which is first class arable
land, to class 7, which is useress for agricurture.

rrl.and capability Map of Manitobarr, unpublished, Lg64,This map was produced in the Department of soilscience, university of Manitoba, under the d.irectionof Dr" trri" Ehrlich, late1y of that Department.
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A fuller description of each class is given in the

Appendix (p,227 ) " The map is superimposed upon the

sheets of the Reconnaissance Soil Survey which are at

a scale of one inch to two miles " In general it

gives the percentage of the surface which each land

class occupies for an area within which these relationships

remain the same" Only in a minority of cases is an area

placed unequivocally into a single c1ass" Although not a

feature used in this study, this map ís valuable also in

giving the type of limiËatíon which cause the land to

be placed in a class below the first.

The second is the Soil productivity Index

*rp.10 The soil producËiviËy index runs from l0 Ëo 100

and is a measure of the yield of wheat on summerfallow

(Ëhe figures l0 to 100 are abbreviated as I to l0 upon

the published map and also in Lhis study). The Soil

Productivity map is therefore based upon a much narro\,ver

definition than is the Land capability map. rt is also

more closely defined wiËh regard to area. The unit of

10 A" o. Ridley, J.
Soil Productivit

Friesen, and
Index Ma

R"E" Smith, Preliminary
of Souther.n Manitoba

(trriinnipeg; Queen s PrinËer, 1965) 
"
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classification is the improved part of each quarter

section of land. The published sheets cover about three-

quarters of the agriculturaL area of Manitoba at a

scale of one inch to four miles" IË was possible to

obtain unpublished sheets which covered uruch of che rest

of the agricultural area.

In ïna$y ways these maps are complementary.

Although Ehe Land capabiliËy map is based upon a broader

definition, and defines areas more loosely, iË is

valuable as an assessment of the basic value of all the

land area. The soil Productivity map has a narror^Z

def inition and ref ers only Ëo improved. land, buË d.oes

have the merit of defining each quarter section

unequivocally. The following example shows a !r7ay in
which their information may be combined. To the souËh

of Riding MounËain National park there is a wide area

which is crassified mainly as class g on the soil
ProducËivity map (m. 6), which has small pockets of
classes 5 to 8. 0n rhe Land capabiliLy map (m. 5) rhe

whole area is summarized as having a combination of
70 per cenL of class 2 land, l0 per cent class 5, and

20 per cent of class 6 land, The first map showed, Ëhat
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the improved land \^ias nearly all very hÍgh quality sheat

land, and showed exactly where the poorer improved land was

found" The second map showed what proportion of the total

area \^ras occupied by good land, enabling one to understand

why Lhis area is only 60-70 per cent improved. (m. 4L).

rt also suggested thaË while this area was nearly first

class wheat land that Ëhere r,üere drawbacks, defined. on

the criginal mâp, which make it of somewhaE lower value

as general arable land. From this example iË can be

seen that a combínation of information from both maps

can give a fuller view of the characËer of a region than

either can alone.

However comparison between these two maps is
hindered by their being at different scales. Their use

in this study is also hindered by the fact that boËh are

at very large scales. consequently boËh maps were

reduced to the scale of the base map used throughout

(approximately one inch to 27 miles). This reduction

could be done with fairly high accuracy in the case of
the soil Productivity map because of the exact and

geometric pattern (the unit being a quarter section) of
the original" A grid of municipal boundaries r4ias

superimposed upon the township and range lines of the
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original sheets so that it was comparable with the

municipal grid on the base map. As a result it is
thought thaË this copy (ur. 6) reproduces the original

above the scale of about Ëwo sections of land" Areas

below the sLze of two sections would be almost too

small to show in colour at the reduced scale. rn Ëhe case

of the Land capability map the original scale was much

Larger, and areas more irregurarly defined. than in the case

of the soil productivity map. As a result more detail was

losL in the reduction and. the general accuracy was

probably lower. Moreover whíle ín Ëhe case cf soil
Productivity there \^rere only Ëen possible classes, ín the

case of Land capability the combinaLion method of classi_
fication used meant that a great nr.mber of different
combinations could occur" In order to show these using
only ten colour shades further generalizati'on was necessary.

rn consequence it will be observed on the reduced map

(m" 5) that one shade often covers twc adjacent areas

whose combínations are different, but of the same general

characËer superscripts give the percentage of the area

occupied by a given class. However the accuîacy of the

reduction should srill be fairly high.
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The two reduced maps are set to follow one

another so that comparisons may be made between them"

Despite their differenx bases of definition, methods

of com.cilation, and accuracy of reduction, the

correspondence between them is very good. rt is to be

inferred from this that in general the varue of rand for
wheat corresponds wiLh iËs value as arabre land, and

with the amount of unimproved land found.. There ale a few

exceptions to Ëhis rast statement of which the most

noticeable is in the case of Rhineland and Roland

municipalities where the land is regarded as first class for
arable use, but distínctly below firsË class for wheat.

Having established the characËeristics of, and the
relationships between, these two maps further consideraËion
of them will be reft unËir they become relevant at a laËer
stage in the analysis.

2) Economic Maps

The economic maps germane to the topic were
largely reviewed during the survey of previous studies of
Ëhis nature in Manitoba (p. 6 )" rt wirl be remembered

that these sources are few. The Economic Atras of
Manitoba, whose data is d.rawn from the Lg56 or previous
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censuses, is not appropriate for intensive study of

the small scale situation. The publications of the

Economics Branch, Canada Department of Agriculture

are at a much smaller scale, that of the township.

They do not, however, in general present data which

can easily be tied into this study. The one exception

to this statement is in the case of Johnsonr s and

Rieckents (p.LZ6 ) data on land values which was used

in Sectíon 7 tp" f09 ) " It is clear rhar while maps of

the physical geography of Manitoba in relation to

agricultural potential are comprehensive in their

coverage, complementary maps of the economic geography

of the agricultural sËructure are scanË.
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$E0TIOIü t+r THE $EI"ECTI0Iü OF F{0MOGEIUEOUS MtJ}lf,GfPAr,ÏTIE$

As was pneviously outlined (p" 2L ), the major aouree

of data for this study was eensus inforrnation for nuniei-

pal"ities * The ruain prob}em in the t¡,se of such aggregate

ur¡its (in l¡þnitobae munieipaliËies usually eontaín aÈ this

period about 4OO farmsle exists in relation Èo the individual

farm' The objeeÈ of this study, as j.È is of any work

direcÈly connected wiËh agriculturee nust be the funeÈiona1

r¡r¿it, which is the farm' Any conclusions or deducÈions

should be applieable, witbi-n a reasonable range, to actual

farms" The range considered reasonable ¡*ould evidently

widen as the scale of the study increased" In the ease of

the present topie , whicb is coacerned v¡:ith areal variatÍons

in the structure and produetiwåty of farms over the area of

a single province, the reasonabLe range is fairly smalLo As

a result, every effort should be made to ensure that the data

is chosen so that deduetiÖns based upon it will- in fact apply

Èo as manlr actual farms w"ithín the area aS possible"

Here iÈ Ís evidenü thaÈ Ùhe use of nunicipal units

present,s d.rawbacks* These are perhaps most clearJ-y illusürated

by an example, This eomes from The Economic At}as of

ManiÈoba, but eould be repeated in any sÈudy, incLuding thís

one e which uSeS aggregate uzlits. The example eoncerns a m,ap

giviag average farm siøe for the muåicipalities sf lvþnit'obal,

lEconomic Atlas of lsþnitoba, S' cib, , Plaüe 19"4
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tw 1956. The municipaliey of La Broquerie is given as having

an average farm size in the t.rrgu 48A^560 aeres. Ðuring bhe

eal-eulations of eoefficients of nariance it beeame evident

üha.t all but one of the fanas in l¿ Broquerie lay well bel"ow

tbis $l€ârÌø The inference was that Èhe remaining farm was

very large ind.eed, This inference þras laÈer confirmed by a

native of the area" In faetu the situatíon ia la Broquerie is

that Ëhis ie one very large raaeh of abouÈ ?3'OOO acres, and

the remaining farms clust,er around a mode of about J00 acres.

The average farm siøe given in the Econoroie Atlas was sub*

sËancially above tÏ¡aË of the surror,¡nding areau and could lead

to all kinds of misleading inferences" fn faetu aJ.I but one

of ühe farms did lie around the average for the surrounding

area, Tf measures of economic efficiency were made for

Ta Broquerie the results tqould be equally m-ì-sleadíng" I¡ühile

errors of this kind are virtually unavoidable in an atlas,

which ains to depict all of a given arear soße method of

redueing them should be made ln studies of the present kind'

This probJ-en has received considerable aËtention" Duncant
)

ßuzøort, and. Duncan- deal at length v,:iËh the distortion and

inaceuracies which follow from having to assume homogeneity

within the standard aggregate uniÈ" Schaller and Dean say:

æThe nnderlying researcfr, problenn, basie
Èo virtually all nicro-oriented supply
analysis, is to determine the conditions

2o"Ð" Ðuneans R"P. Cuzø&t|, and B" Dunear:, $t-atistical
Geosraphv: Problens in Analvsj.ng]Lreêl-DejLqu Glencoe ÏIl.
Free Press, 196I, Chap, 1*
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assoçiated wiÈh homogeneity in the
modelîs grouping of farms' Þsed or¡
this knowledge, we need Èo defåne
eri&eria for grouping farms so as bo
rainimize the aggregaüion biasu or at
least so that we know what kinds of"
bias we ean expeeË in our resulbsumJ

Heady sta&esa nI& is indeed díffieu]"t Èo prediet the type

of relationshÍp whieh is traced out fn studies based oxl

aggregate samples or censÌts and other secondary daÈa.m&

These quobations reinforee the statement that some effor&

should be made bo redr¡ce this bias in t,he ease of the present

Ëopic,

Of t,he th¡"ee soure e6, the census daËa is by far bhe

r¡qorsË affected. This is beeause Farms Business Association

and. Farm Organization data is in t,he form of samples including

only abouË J"00 fanros, whieh are divÍded up for presenÈation so

Èhat the classes usuall-y contain only about a dozen farms'

M¡nicípaLit,les, on the oËher hand, include an average of lE00

farmse as btas previously stated,u and include the botal poprúa*

tion raËher than a parüial sanple" As a result'o proeedures

desÍgned to select the more homogeneous units elere carried ouË

only for the census data'

The approach used v¡as Èo rûeasure the dispersion of farms

in eaelr munieipality for a number of vaniables €oncerned wÍþlt

3W" M" Sehaller and. G. lü" Dean, Påedictine Reeignal-,
Lrodugtion, IJ"S,Ð"A" Technieal- Bulletin L329s L965 p' 66

&g, o, Ëleady,
Resouree Useu FrenÈice-Hall, 1 p' 3L0
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the ekraraeber of fanms ' ÞIunie ipaliÈies wibh the lowesÈ dis-

persions were ehosen bo make rep the sample for wtrich ealeul-a*

t,ion on struçture and efficíene y were earried oÌIt u The

variables used vfere t,he following: soil productivåÈy, farn

Siuee valu,e of ouÈput per farn, and Ëypes of farms" The pro*

cedure used varÍed vribh bhe nature of the daba for eaeh

variable" ALI nunícípalities in Maniboba v¡ere used, excluding

only a very few whieh lay ou the fringes of Ëhe agricultural

area and whose total area was ¡aade up of severaL disconnecbed

di.st,rie bs ø

fn the case of soil produetivity, bhe percenÈage of eaeh

nBunieipalíty which lay in the different classes eould be quj-&e

closely est,inated due to the na&úrt@ of the soil ProducËiviôy

map (m" 6), The resuLÈanÈ pereentages could be placed upon

bar graphs so that the disperson of soil produc&ivt&y eouLd

be compared betvreen municípalities. In the same sraye in the

ease of Ëype of farming data, the nunber of farms in each

eategory could be shown on bar graphs for each nunicipalíbyø

In the ease of types of farming, as with the two variables

yeb to be diseussed, data was available both for L9515 and

Lg6L6 " Consequenbl-yu munÍcfpalíties were seleeted on the

basis of their dispersions for both years" Hol*everu i¡r the

ease of Ëypes of farming, r¿nlike that of the last fwo

59, B, $" Ninth Gensus of Canad.a wPereentage- Ðistribu-
õio¡¡ of Gross Farm Revenue by-¡nunicípa1Ítym (unpubl*shed]

fu. B. $ - Lg6L census a Agrieult'ure , Table 6a

{unpublished'i
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variabless there is a síg'nificant difference of definition
lbetween' the two years. In 1961 eacL¡ farm was elassif,ied

aecording to ibs pattern of output on Ëhe basis of thre såøe of

the lead.ing component, As a result it is possible to see from

Ëhe Ëotals of farrns in each category what the leading component

wase or if it was relaüÍvely snall, to see what mixture of

leading eomponenbs were present" It i.s impossible to know the

lesser components on each farm, but this classification ensures

that, no single farm is totally misrepresented. This¡ ürifo¡-

tunately, is not true of 1951u when only the total value of
production in each category for each nunieipatity was given"

This means that a municipality given as having mixed farning,

producÍng l0 per cent' wheaü and f0 per cent beef, raay in fact

vary bctween two extremes. One possibility is that every farm

in the nunleipality produced this proportion of uiheat and beefu

the other possibility is that 50 per cent of the farns produced

wheat alone, while bhe other half produced only beef" It is
evident that only the nost general deductioru concerning

hornogeneity can be nade on ühe basis of f951 types of farming

data" It is perhaps suitable to note here that types of

farning daÈa for both L95L and 1961 ¡/ere mapped for the

nr:nicipaliÈies eventually selected" The nethod used was a

slight variation upon WeavertsT method of farming conrbinations,

AlI caËegories for which there 'hIere significant number of

farms hrere represented by single leËters, Where the nunber

TJoh* c,
Middle Wesbtt

i¡Ieaver s0hanging Patberns
.E-aoaoøi.e-G-eogrêpbl+ XIT p 

"

of Cropland ín the
lø
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of farms in the leading caËegory was more Ëhan bw"ice thab in
the next category¡ or where nearly all the farms fell equally

int,o two categories, capital letters were used. All obhen

eaÈegories Large enough to represent were shown by lower case

letters, This nethod indicaËes as much as possible of the

detail of the farning structure w"ithin each mr:nicipality"

In the case of the two remaining variables indicating
agricultural structure it was possible, due to the nature of
the data, to perform tests of eoefficient of varÍanceS2$,

The data in both cases was given in the form of frequencies

øithin size elasses along a pontinuous scale" fn each case the

probleni lay in assigning a mean to the open ended class at, the

Èop of bhe size range, In the ease of farm sÍze a mean was

assuned for the open end,ed. elass in both 19518 and 19619"

Subsequenb calculatj-on of the coefficient,s of variarce upoa

the compuËor also yielded mean farm sizes for each nunicipalibye

Since these mean farm sizes, partly based upon ühe assumed
srear:' for the largest sLze class. haróly differed*, fron the means
obüained in the érdinary way by'dividiirg the number of acres

by the npnber of farms, ít appeared that the assumed mean was

nearly eoruect, The only cases u¡here there u¡as inaceuracy

were those where there was some abnormally large farm, as w1Èh

La Broquerie, However there erere relatively few cases of this
*8D"8"S, 

Ninth Census of Canada, VoL. VIe Part rïu
Table 30"

9Ð.8,s" census Lg6L" Bull , 5,j*Lo Table 29
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sorÈ' Tn the case of output for 195tr1c *rrd. 19é111 an assuned

mean would have yietrded too great a range of error. This is
partly because there were many more forms ia bhe open ended

elass for ouÈput, but arso because fairJ_y accura€e figures
were needed so that the ÈoÈals for output per munieipaliËy
couLd be used in later calculati.on, fn order to obtain a
more accurate mean for Ëhe open ended class a more Ínvolved
procedureo using the computore &ras neeessarye FÍrstly the
total value of produetion for the province for aLr classes
below the open ended one tvas obtained. and subtracted. from the
totar provincia] output, The remalnder b¡as divided by the
nr¡nber of farms in the open ended class for the province and,

the resulting figure was installed as the assumed mean. As a
result the calculation of the coeffieients of variance for
output also produced fairly accurate figr"res for Èotal output
per muni-cipaliËy.

There is one furthêr point which requires consj.d.eration

for the four sets of coefficients of varÍanc.e provided by f95l
and 1961 daÈa for the two variabres. rt is the degree of
skekrness of the frequerrey dist,ribubions for each municipality"
In the case of farm size tne peþsonian measure of skewness was

calcurated for eaeh municipatitylzo Few valt¿es implying a

higfÀ degree of skewness were obtained, and those -y+hich occuryed,

lOD.B-S, Ninth Censes of Canada, .ê,grj.cu1ture, noommercial
Farms, classified by Economic Olassificatlon and 'üalue of
FroducËs sold in 1950mu (unpubtished)

11o"t"s" 1961 Censes, d.itto e Lg6O, (u¡rpublished)
120ru*r"n and Coçrden, -S" cit.s Fp" ZZT-ZZ\
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were for units w:lth high eoeffieients of variaÍlcêo rn the

case of output all distribut,ions vüere strongly skev¡ed tovrards

t'he higher vaLues' As a result coefficients of varianee were

obtained which ranged betrueen 600 and 3s000 percent" The

coeffieients îor l-95L (m"9) and Lg6L ftn"10) for farm siøe are

shown here, those for output, being of more dubious validity,
are nof"

Having measured the di.spersj-on of each nr:nÍcipalitty for
Èhese four variables the next step r,r¡as to rank each nunicipaliüy
according to iÈs di-spersion on each variable (in three out of
the four cases this invol-ved some averaging between differen&
years)" The final ranking, upon all four variables combined,

involved weÍghing the varíabres by differenÈ amounts. There

is an argumenb for attaching more ímportance to homogeneity

îrith regard to farm size than h'ith regard to output" rg is
based upon the assunptlon Èhat the percentage of land improved.

on farms of equar size in terms of occupied acres (th.e type of
acre used for coefficient of varj-ance calculations ), uril] not
vary very widely upon munÍcipalities selecbed on the basis
of soil homogeneity" As a result it is to be presu'red that in
municipalities w1th a small dispersion of farm sizes (low

coefficienÈs of variance) the farms in that unit have a

relatively uniform potential productivity. rf output varies
more widely than usuar in such municipalities this suggests

that the efficiency of the farmers involved, varies widely,
rf on the other hand munieipalities honogeneous wiÈh regard
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&o output were chosen again on fairly uniform soils, aad. if
farms size varied widely, it would seem that the efficiency
of fhe farms had in some t'ray cancelled out the effect of w-idely

differing physical poÈenbial, fn fact coefficients of variance

for output did not correla@ well uiith those for farm si.zeu but

Èhose for farm size correlated quite wel-L with variability of
soils(n"å)" Since bhis study ís concerned. with measuring

efficiency it is preferable to choøse the municipalltíes where

the dispersion of farm si.ze is low" Upon theseo changes in
output are directly relaÈed to effíciency, due to the equalÍt,y

of potential productivit,y. To choose units w:ith a low díspersion

for output but wide varlati.ons in farm sj.ze and i.n soil ferüility
ias woul-d be the case here) would make it difficuLt to prove

anything concernfng efficiency" Hence of the four variables

used the nost stress ¡øas laid upon soil fertility and farm

size" Farm type in l-961, the only year for which the variance

can be trusted¡ wâs also regard.ed as important"

The next questÍon, once al] municipalities had been

ranked upon all four variables together, was how many to

iaclude in the sample" The final choice of forty out of the

approxJ.mately one hundred and ten municipalities j.n tr¡lanitoba

was a compromise betç¡een opposing arguments. Onr the one hand

the more rigid the specifications for homogeneíty, Ëhe more

accuraÈely would the aggregate figures represent Èhe posiÈion

at thefarm level" This would imply a very small sample, 0n

Èhe ot,her hand it j-s neeessary to have a large sample ín orden
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that Èhe results of calculation upon it should apply as vddeJ-y
in Þlanitoba ss possibre" calculations upon one ideally
homogeneous municipalityu however accurate at the farm level,
would not necessarily produce results applying to more Ëhan

that one small area. rn view of the number of farms in a

municipality it is useless to hope for complete horaogeneiby"

As a result ühe sample mighÈ as well be large enough to
represent a fairly w:lde range of conditions, since complete

aceuracy at ühe farm leve] is noü possible. As a result Ëhe

sample of forty municipalities is represent,atÍve of all the

dÍstinctive districÈs in Manitoba, but does not include

any distineÈly heceiogerieors¡tu.nicipalities" It is therefore

hoped that the sample represent,s the best compromise between

minÍmizing aggregation bias (p.54) and maxinizing coverâg@¡

having in mind that aggregation bias cannot be reduced beyond

a certain poinÈ w-ith Lhis data.

According to the general distrj.ct Ëo wtrj-ch they belong

the forty municipalities have been divided i.nto arbitrary
groups, to each of rshich a narie has been assigned (n.l )"

These groupings are not inferred to have any significance beyond

an indication of general locationn The purpose of creating

Èhese six groups bras in order to sawe verbiage in deseription"

The existance of these grau.ps means that there is a choiee

beËween using group names, when dealing krith geaeral trends,

and municipal names, when anatyïng in d.etail" This device

therefore saves Ëhe recitation of mnnicipal names which ¡rould
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be neeessary otherwise" Given bhe areal spread of the sample,

references by points of the compass would. in most cases be Èoo

vague ø

The purpose of this sectron has been to ninimise Ëhe

effecÈ upon later caleulations of bÍas due to the use of
aggregates of farms, "uilhile it is irnpossible to eliminate

such bias Ín the present case iË is certai.n that results based

upon the sample chosen will have more relevance at the farm

level than any resulËs based uppn the whole province couLd have

been assumed to possess" It is necessary only to refer bacl<

to the case of ta Broquerie (p.53 to see the force of ühis

point" without the anarysÍs in this section ther:e would not

be any way of proving that any results ¡rere more accurate than

those for ],a Broquerie would be" clearry, alsou if deductÍons

concerning efficiency are to have any meaning, homogeneit,y of
farm size and soil fertility must be maxi"mized, and if these

deductions are to be applied to given types of farmi.ng Èhe

variance of the latter must be minimized. Ib is therefore

ænsidered t,hat the saruple of forty municlpaliËies probably

represents the besb compromise of the conflicting circumstances

described above" ResuLts based upon the sample should be

assured of a reasonable degree of accuracy at the farm level,
and arso be applicable to all the major distinctive farrning

areas of the province6
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SECTIOT\ 5 : THE 1951 - L96L SITUATION IN
CURRENT DOLLARS

rn this sectíon and the next the patLerns of input

and outpuË intensity for the sample from 1951 to Lg64 will be

ouËlined" It is essenLial Ëo describe Ëhe areal and temporal

variations first in order to make intelligible the analysis which

will follow thís descripËion. The outline is accompanied by the

numerous maps required in,:rder to show Ëhe paËËerns of intensity

over the decade. All Ëhe maps enploy data drawn from the

Dominion Bureau of StatisLics. Since an immediate reference

Ëo the source is noË necessary in order to comprehend these

maps much repeËiLion in footnotes has been avoided by placing

these references togerher in rhe Bibliography (p.206 ). rt

will be noticed thaË the base map for all these paËterns

includes the ouLline of the soil productivity map (m. 6). The

loss of clariLy in reading Ëhe nr.rmbers on the maps should be

ouËweighed by the value of thís reminder of some of the

variation which occurs wiËhin each municipality. rË should

be easier Ëo visualLze Ëhe diversity of conditions which make

up the single municipal figure when the complexity of the

pattern in each case is observed.

Two further points require mention before the des-

cription is begun. Firstly it should be noticed thaË some of

the munÍcipalities in the Fringe area (m. l) are somewhat

excepËional compared with the rest of the sample. rt will be

reaLLzed that inpuË and output intensity are comparable
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beËween regions and over time provided that Lhe improved part

of the farm is the chief source of production. rn the case

of Eriksdale and stuartburn in the Fringe area there is very

little improved land per farm, and extensive use of Ëhe

unÍmproved area does yield a significant part of the production.

As a result values for intensity appear misleadingly with the

rest of the province. Theír inclusion in Ëhe study is
justified by the fact that values for these Ëwo municipalitÍes

from different years may valídly be compared, and hence

deducËions made concerning changes in their structure.

secondly, iË should be remembered LhaË values are given in

currenË dollars. trühen deflated, Ëhe consËant dollar values for

Later years are usually made to seem relatively smaller. Thus

comparing the three constanË dollar paËterns shown in the

Appendix (rn. 47-49) wiËh the relevant maps in th¿s section,

Ëheir changes appear more negatively biassed. However Ëhe

general patËern of change is very simílar both in constant and

current dollars, âs would be expected from earlíer discussion

(p. 34 ) " Comparíson of relevant currenL and consËant dollar

maps provides visual proof that deductions made from one may be

applied to the other without signifícant loss of accuracy.

Turning Ëo the maps in this section it will be noticed.

Ëhat in each case Lhere are three maps for each variable. rn

every case Ëhe 1951 pattern is shown firsË, followed by the Lg6L

map. comparison between them can most easily be made by thenturning to the third map which shows the change which occurred.
between the 1951 and L96L. The descriptions begin with the
1951 rnap f.or al1 items of input íncensity ËogeËñer (m. ll) .
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Apart from the Fringe area (which should be treated
with caution, remembering the relative fewness of improved.

acres) the area of greatest investment is Newdale, followed

by Dauphin. There are no clear patterns over Ehe rest of
the province. Turning to Lg6r, one sees a high concentration

upon the Red River area, followed by Newdale, Dauphin has

failed to increase at all so that Virden and I¡laskada come nexE.

The Red River appears as the richest and most intensively
farmed area of the province; although the best parts of it
1ie outside this survey. rf one looks aË the map showing

change (m" 13 ) one sees thaË an overall decrease occurs only
in the north and east, while major increases are concentrated

on the Red River. Thus it appears that the Red River part of
the survey area only became the most input intensive part of
Ëhe province during this decade. rt remains to analyse the

way individual components changed to produce the overall effect,
The mobile items of farm capital (buirdings, machinery

and livestock) had in 1951 Ëheir lowest values in the Red River
and south west, their highest in Dauphin and Newdale (m. 26 ).
The reasons for this emphasis lie mainly in the livestock
patËern (m. 23 ) reinforced by that for machinery (rn.20 ).
Values for land (m. L4 ) show a trend. towards lower values in
the souËh west, a'vay from the Red River, Newdale and Dauphin

areas, whose values were very similar. Hence the reasons for
the overall emphasis on Newdale lie in the mobile items rather



















































Ëhan in 1and. Looking at the way Ëhe pattern changed from

1951 to 1961 one sees what caused Ëhe change in emphasis from

Newdale to Ëhe Red River. The greaËesË single factor was the

relatívely greaË rise in the value for land in Ëhe Red River

(n. L6 ). The values for land rose in all but a few northern

rmrnicÍpaliËies, but rises over ten dollars rnrere, apart from

Ëwo units in Newdale, confined to Ëhe Red River and neighbouring

areas. However the changed pattern was not due entirely to the

influence of 1and. The combÍned change for the mobile íËems

showed a very similar pattern of change Ëo that for land, buË

wiËh lower absolute values (n. 28 ). rn the virden, Newdale

and Dauphin areas there.was usually an actual decrease in these

mobile items. Livestock (n. 25 ) followed the general trend,

but increases l^7ere fewer and decreases occur even in Ëhe Virden

area which is Ëhe chief livesËock producing area in the sample

(m. 24 ). BirË1e and sifton, oo Ëhe edges of Ëhe virden area

showed the greatesË íncreases followed by the units around the

line between I¡üaskada and the Red River. Machinery (m. zz )
showed the same trend buË wiËh fewer decreases. Buildings

(n. 19 ), of course, are in current dollars the exacË reflection
of values for land and hence are noË discussed. Thus every iËem

of Ínput intensity measured showed this Ërend from Newdale and

Dauphin towards Ëhe Red River over Ëhe decade. Individual items

for L96L show the following Ërends. Livestock (m. 24 ) is hígh

in the areas already menËioned as concenËraËing upon that type of

94
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farming (virden) but also in pembina, Louise, Argyle and Turtle
MounLain where not so many of the farms are classified as

livestock units in terms of their output. Machinery values

(n"2L ) \,vere more evenly spread than in 1951, when there was

an emphasis on the north. The patËern of land values (m. 15 )
shows very much the same pattern as Ëhat tor total input

inËens ity.

Thus over the decade there appears Ëo have been a

decided movement of the highest intensity ar^iay from

Newdale and Dauphin, towards the Red River. The virden

Irüaskada and Fringe areas did not show such large changes. This

swing is not due to any simple distortion such as a big increase

in the improved acreage outside the Red River area,

Now the position for output inËensity will be considered"

output is free from the problem of missing items to which the

values for input intensity Trere subjecË. However output varies
much more radically than input from year to year under the

influences of weather andrnrkets. Fortunately the census values

for output are for the crop years 1950 and 1960, Thus the effecËs

of the great droughr in L96L are not apparent. yields in 1950

r/úere above average although Morris and Macdonald municipalities
were held back by Ehe great spring flood of that year. yields

in 1960 rliere also somewhat above average. Nor are the values

for livestock radically distorËed. Hence output for these two
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years was not affected by very exceptional weather conditions

(evidence concerning yields from Bulletin on Crops, Livestock

Etc. , issued annually by the Provincial Department of Agri-

culture and Immigration) .

In 1951 output intensity was generally highest in

the Newdale area (m. 29 ) although Roland in the Red River area

had an equally high value. The Dauphin area came second

followed by the Red River. This pattern seems quite similar to

that for input intensity. In order to@st this impression

output intensity is expressed as a percentage of input intensity

(m" 32 ). These values are also a crude measure of relaEive

productivity. The general average is about lB% and the majority

of areas sLay close to this figure, showing that output does

correlate quite well with input in 1951. There are a few

aberrations. Low values are found in the Fringe and parts of

Dauphin area. Very high values exist for Elton, Brenda and

Roland. These three units have no obvious conditions in common,

and their performance may have something to do with locally

favourable weather and market conditions.

From 1951 to L96L output intensity (m. 3f ) showed a

patLern of change which was broadly similar to that for inpuË

intensity. The Red River area showed the greatest increase

followed by i,rlaskada and the Fringe areas. The Fringe area's

increase contrasted with its decrease as regards input intensity.
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Virden increased slightly, Newdale decreased and Dauphin

decreased seveæly. The resulting pattern for output intensity

in L96L (m. 30 ) showed like input intensiLy, a concentration

upon the Red River area. The Fringe area came nexL followed

by Newdale, I,rlaskada and Virden with Dauphin last.

Output as a percentage of input intensity for L96I

(m. 33 ) showed a rather similar patLern to that of output

intensity thus suggesting that crude productivity had increased

most where input intensity had increased most (that is in the

Red River area) . The Fringe area still shows the lowest crude

productivity. The high values show a different scatter.

Glenella is outstandingly the highest despite being in the poor

üIest Lake districË. It is followed by Ethelbert, pipestone,

Ifhitewater, Oakland and Elton. The last named is the only one

which also had a very high value in L95L. The mean for crude

productivity is abouË L7%, one percent lower than in f951.

If one looks at the map of changes over the decade for this

measure of productivity (n. 34 ) one observes that all the

large negative values represent adjustments which bring values

down to near the mean for L96L. The reverse is not true. Very

few units showed large positive changes - Glenella being the

outstanding excepËion. Crude productivity, therefore, does not

show any general trend in the form of a shift from Newdale Ëo

the Red River.
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It remains briefly to consider two of the missing

items of input intensity" These are farm population, as

rePresenting labour, and ferXLLlzer as part of operating expenses,

Their significance in other respecLs will be discussed later,

f.or the moment their patterns alone will be considered. Neither

was included in the earlier analysis because neither can be

given a morrey value" There are no figures for labour inport in

L95L, therefore no courparison can be made with L96L. However

rural farm populaEion, when related Ëo improved acres, should

give a rough indication of the relationship of manpower to land.

Nor does the census give comparable figures in l95l and 1961

for operating expenses" FertiLizer represenLs a small, but

growing, f.raeti'on of operating e><penses and is included because

of its importance in current and future agricultural- change.

Rural farm population per ímproved acre showed a

paËËern and a type of change which correlates much more closely

with that of farm size in improved acres (1139-40) than with

changes in input intensiËy. Both in 1951 and 1961 the highest

values for population Lay in Ëhe north-east, moving down to

lowest values in the south west, I^iiËhin this general spread

one can see that the poorer soil livesËock orientated

municipalities such as strathcona showed higher values than

surrounding better soil cash crop areas. However farm size was

also usually smallest in these poorer municipalities. The

patEern of change r,ras similar ( m" 38 ) greatesË in the norËh
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east, smallest over the south wesL. The disparity in the

changes was however not large enough to change the relative

positions of the areas much over the decade. Hence one

concludes that it is likely that Lhe value of the labour

input showed an overall decrease, whose pattern, however, did

not show much association with changes in the other items of

input intensity.

The provincial pattern of fertiLi.zex consumption has

already been discussed (p. 34 ) . The pattern in the survey

area for 195f ( m. 2 ) showed much the highest values f.or

the Newdale area, followed by Dauphin. The Red River came next,

then the Fringe areas and finally l,rlaskada and Virden. This

spread shows a good correlation with the general patLern for

input and output inËensity in 195f . In L96L ( m" 3 ) fertili,zer

use was recovering from a decline which had lasted from L954 to

L959 (p, L29 ) . The area of heaviesL use was that referred to

earlier as the central arc, running in the case of the survey

a:rea from Minto to Riverside. The Red River area came next,

although Eriksdale had a very high valuerstanding on its o\^7rì. in

the Interlake, due to the fewness of improved acres per farm.

Considering the changes from 1951 to L96T the position is more

familiar - large decreases in Dauphin, smaller ones in Newdale,

and a general increase in the Red River and \nlaskada. This again

is similar to the position for changes in input and output
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intensity although there is more emphasis upon the

increase in I¡Iaskada"

To sum up the possible effects of these

extra items of input intensity is noË possible in

terms oÍ. a cofitmon ffi'3âsufê. IL does seem clear however

that the value f.or labour decreased everywhere over the

decade" The patLern of decrease however showed litËle

correlation with that for changes in other items of

input intensíty" Fertilizer however showed a distinct

similarity both of basic pattern and of change with the

rest of the items of input intensit.y.

The overall pattern of change is therefore

fairly similar for input and outpuË intensity. This is

borne out by the facË that changes in crude productivity

showed no clear trends over Ëhe province. The main

feature was a relative, and in many cases absolute decline

in the north Newdale and Dauphin areas, balanced by an

increase in the souLh - Red River and ldaskada areas.

The result was a change in the focus of greatest

intensity of boËh types from Newdale to the Red River.

These changes and the basic pattern will be discussed

in Ëhe context of oËher economic indicators in Section 8.
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SECTION 6 : THE L96L -' L965 srruATrON rN CURRENT DOLLARS

This section like the last is descriptive. However,

afËer L961', the sources of data change. After Lg6L the major

sources of data are the two Farm Business Associations,

supplemented with Farm OrganLzaLion figures. In order that the

figures for L96L - L965 can be compared with those for the

previous decade, these data will be compared with the census

daËa for the year in which they overlap (1961).

First it is necessary to define the areas involved.

The ülestern Manitoba Farm Business Association covers most of

what is called here the Newdale area. The main concentrations of

farms lie on the boundary between Hamiota and Blanshard, and on

that between lvlinËo and Saskatche\iüan municipalities. Therefore

the data from the l,rlestern Manitoba farms applies well to the

Newdale area. In the case of the Carman District Farm Business

Association the data is given in three sections on the basis of

soil fertility. Fortunately the soil group called "Good to

Excellentfr lies almost entirely in Macdonald, and therefore can

be used as a continuation for that part of the Red River. The

other two sril areas lie in Grey and Dufferin municipalities.

Therefore, the results from both Farm Business Associations can

be used to conËinue Ëhe description for parts of the survey area.
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The Farm Organization areas which overlap the survey area are

Ëhe Red River Valley (mainly Macdonald, Morris and Roland),

Somerset -Manitou (Pembina and Louise - also includes some of

Lorne, which is ouËside the survey area) and Russell-Minnedosa

(the Newdale area). The map (m. 35 ) wilt serve to locate Ëhe

areas mentioned in this paragraph more accurately. The data

vüas not mapped in the same way on the census. This was because

the data was presented in a different form (already classified)

and because the areas are not as well defined.

Consider the values for input intensity given by the

census in L9(.. ,. zuã,- -L2,' and by the Farm Business

Associations (p" 2f1 ). As far as one can judge, in view of the

number of classes, Lhe values for input intensity are reasonably

comparable. One should remamber that the t'Good to Excellentfl

section of Carman is to be compared with Macdonald, and lrüestern

Manitoba with Newdale (especially Blanshard, Hamiota,

Saskatchewan and Minto. )

Turning to the individual items of input, land is

f.aLrLy comparable for both areas and therefore so would be

buildings. Machinery values are also closely comparable.

However, livestock values are very much higher for the Farm

Business Association. This difference is especially evident

in the case of Carman. Admittedly the sample comes only from

the western part of the municipality, where one is moving Lowards
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poorer land and a higher concentration of livestock farm- q

however, the values are three times Larger than the census

values. Hence one must assume that the Association members in

this area are strongly biassed in favour of livestock farmers,

unless one is to assume a difference of definition between the

two sources of data. The l,rlestern Manitoba f igure for livestock

is twice the census figure, so that again one has to assume bias

of one kind or another. Turning Ëo output intensity one finds

the sâme position as with livestock. Part of the difference is

due to the inclusion of custom work and miscellaneous receipts

in the Association values. However, these values usually

represent less than L0% of the total, and do not begin to account

for figures double the size of those in the census. As a result,

of course, the values for crude productivity are much higher

Ëhan those for the census areas in L96L. It is impossible to

say what kinds of bias cause these differences, however one

should bear the differences in mind when considering the L96L

64 period in relation to f95f - 6L.

In the case of Farm OrganLzation data only input

intensity minus labour and operating expenses has been calculated

(p"222 ). Only Russell-Minnedosa provides data for L96L.

The values are more closely comparable with the census data than

are the Farm Business Association data. This is also true when

one compares the Red River values for L962, and Somerset-Manitcu
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for L959 with the L96T census.

l,le will now proceed to describe thr,r pat-bern given by

these figures. The very similar constant dollar situation can

also be obtained (p" 223 ) " rn dealing with Farm Business

Association data one should bear in mind that the farmers

involved differ slightly from year to year; the groups remain

similar but not identical.

For Macdonald the AssociaËion shows a sharp rise in

input intensity minus labour and operating expenses. This is
mainly due Ëo a re-evaluation of land values in L963. Livestock

values decrease slightly but machinery values increase. Taking

input intensity plus expenses (wilich include paid labour) the

increase in input intensity Lg6L-64 becomes slightly greater.

Expenses usually make up 10 - L5% of input intensity. output

intensity for Macdonald shows a slight decrease over the period

and so also does crude productivity measured in the same !\iay as

previously. Hence the only two obvious changes are an increase

in the value of land and a consequent decrease in producEivity

since output does noË rise.

The Newdale area showed a similar rise in input

intensity minus labour and expenses, a}ain mainly due to a rise

in the value of 1and. Both machinery and livestock showed a

slight increase. rnput intensity plus expenses also rose but

not quite as much as without expenses, implying that expenses
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had shown a slight relative decrease. Output intensity did not

fall, ås it did in Macdonald, but remåined about the same. As

a result crude productivity showed a smaller decrease than for

Macdonald.

Comparing these two areas the main differences üiere

that Newdale did not reflect the drop in livestock and output

which Macdonald showed, but that expenses did not increase in

Newdale. In absolute terms Newdale did not pull up much on

Macdonald which had clearly larger figures for input and ouËput

intensity.

The Farm Organi-zation data (p" 222 ) provides some

evidence which overlaps that given above. For grain farms in

Ëhe Red River L957 ^ L962 one notices that the major increases

r¡iere in land and buildings. In Farm OrganLzation data the values

for buildings \^/ere given separately, and therefore do not

represent an arbiËrary division as with the other two sources

of data. In the case of these grain farms the values for

livestock rose by a large relative but small absolute amount.

For Russell-Minnedosa L956-6L (Newdale area) there r^7as .no

appreciable change in input intensity minus labour and expenses.

IË should be remembered that samples from different years do not

necessarily include the same farms. This may be why the values

for buildings fell drastically over the period. Livestock rose
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appreciably on the grain-livestock farms" Input intensity

remained higher for grain-livestock than for graLn farms.

For Somerset-Manitou (Pembina and Louise) L959-64 input

intensity rose very considerably" This was especially due

to Lhe rise in land values anci al-so to a large rise in the

value of machinery and in livestock (on the graLn livesLock

farms) " It is probably significanË that the most strikíng

íncreases \,\iere registered in Ëhe most recenËly surveyed area,

aîL impression which will be supporËed if one looks ax the

Sifton-Fork values f.or 1958 - L963.

All these sources of information are agreed abouË

the le iraving been a considerable increase in land values, and as

a result, of input inËensiËy" The available evidence does not

suggest a comparable rise in output inËensity, There is little

to indicate a big increase in livestock intensi-ty in Newdale and

Macdonald, but Pembinars livesËock intensiËy did rise considerably

over this period" These sources do not clearly show that there

have been major changes, except in land values, for the period

L96L - L964. They are however only samples, and ones whose

populations can change from year to year.

The only item which can be studied over the province

until L965 does show a very significant increase. Al1 parts of

the sLudy area show big increases in fertiLLzer use. The relative
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position of the Newdale area has increased again compared. with

the Red River and the \,rlaskada area continues its rapid increase.

Next come the Fringe area and the Red River, followed by

Dauphin and Virden. These large rises in fertLLLzer use do not

necessarily imply a significant increase in any other element,

but do have imporËant irnplications which are discussed later.
The intention in this section was to Ery to measure

Ëhe trend of changes in intensiËy which can be obtained from

the census for the decennial census years, but which remain

obscure in between. rf the L966 census follows that of Lg56

in not measuring the items of input intensity Ëhe current trends

in agricultural intensity will noË be known until the results
of the L}TL cerì.sus are published. It is therefore justifiable

to continue the T96T census data with the Farm Business

Association and Farm orgànization data until Lg64 even though

the latter series are not exacËly comparable with the census.

The meaning of the trends described in this sectíon will be

discussed in Section 7.
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SECTION 7 Z THE RESULTS COMPARED I^IITH THE PROJECTIONS

The evidence concerning input and outpuË intensity for

the survey axea in Manitoba, described in sections 5 and 6, will

be discussed from two aspects. First, in Lhís secËion, this

evidence will be analysed in terms of the trends expected by

the projecËions outlined in Section¿( p. f0). In the nexL

secËion the evidence will be considered in Lerms of íts meaning

aE the fa::m scale.

The trends forecast by the projectionists will first

be summarized so that the actual trends found may be compared

wiËh them" The major theme of future change was expected Ëo

be the rising importance of livestock production on the

Prairies" The increase in livestock production would be assoc-

iaËed with a rising demand for meaË, generated by the growing

domestic population of Canada, and the probable decline in

demand for wheat in overseas markets. The trend towards live-

stock farming on Ëhe Prairies was expected to become evidenË

by L965 (Drummond and MacKenzie) or L970 (Caves and Holrqn).

The major locus of increased livestock production within the

Prairies was expected to be the black soil region, which covers

most of the agriculËural area of Manitoba. The survey aîea

Ëherefore lies in a part of the Prairies expected to undergo

a marked change in iËs Ëype of farming. From the poinË of view
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of Ëhis thesis there aTe a number of imporLant structural

changes which would occur in farming when this movement towards

livestock production began. Drummond and MacKenzie say r¡prices

will rise and stimulate the use of rotation farming and the

application of ferxLLLz.r."l The roËations would include forage

crops and feed grains and would extend over that part of each

farm, in the moister black earth areas, which is now in

summerfallow. Summerfallow could be greatly reduced or

eliminaËed in these areas because the forage and feed grain

roËaËions upon it would mainLain Ëhe soil stÍucture (as in the

case of clover which adds nitrogen to Ëhe soil) " The price rises

which would sËímulaËe these changes are rises in the cost of

land, of operating expenses and in the price of livesËock.

Sínce the trends summarized above will be compared with the

evidence from Manitoba Ëhey will be listed in order to facilitate

reference:

The Prairies

1. Prices and cosËs will rise in the future,
Most noticeable will be:

- Lhe value of land
- the cost of operating expenses

on a farm
- the price of livestock

Price and cosË rises will enforce increased
producËion" This will occur maínly through
adjustments permitting increased production
from the existing formed area, raËher than
by extending iË onËo new land.

t 
o..ro*ond and MacKenzie, ibid, p. 270

2.
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3" Increased production will involve:

- large increases in the number and
productivitY of livestock farms,
especially in the black earLh region"

- arL increase in the use of forage and
feed graj:n roËatíons on these farms.

- a resultant Large decrease of land in
summerfallow in Ëhe black earËh region"

- a greaË increase in the use of f'ettLl-ízer
will be needed to sustain the higher
productivitY required.

4.ThetimescaleforthebeginningofLhemajor
change towards livestock farms was
esËimated with L956 data as L965 to L970

5. The basíc assumption is thaË inËensification
will be more economic than extensification'

The nexË step is Lo put Ëhe survey area in relation to

the prairies" This will be done by first comparing Manitoba with

Ëhe other t\,üo provinees, and then comparing the survey aTea wiCh

Manitoba. Each of the maps showing input intensity and its

components carries the relevant figures for ManiËoba, SaskaËchewan,

and AlbexXa" consideríng inpuË intensity for 1951 (m. 11 )

I4aniËoba had the highests value of all Ëhree provinces. This is

Ërue of each component excepË for livesËock (m" 23 ) for which

AlberEa had the highest value, In all cases SaskaËchewan had

the lowest values. Alberta Lay in second place except in the

case of livestock component jusË menËioned. From 1951 to L96L

all three provincest input inLensity rose in currenL terms (n' f3 )'

However the rise in Manitoba was relatively much smaller than in

the other Ëwo provinces" Albertats input intensity increased at
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the most rapid ra:ue especially in land (m. 1,6 ) and livestock

(n" 25 ) components. Saskatcher^iant s values increased by

relatively more than those for Manitoba, but Saskatchewan

remained the least input intensive Prairie province. (m. TZ ).

As a result Manitoba fell into second place, behind Alberta.

Manitoba had the highest value only in the case of the

machinery component (m. 2L ). The most noticeable component

in the increase of input intensity for all three provinces T/r7as

land (m" 16 ), although Albertars relative increase in live-

stock intensity (m. 25 ) was very consíderable, An analysis of

these figures would suggesË that the rise in land values which

would accompany, and help to initiaËe, the more inËensive use

of existing farm land had already begun. The increase over Ëhe

decade for land (m. 16 ) represented 60-100% of the 1951 figure.

In comparing the three provínces one cannot be very precise

since the provincial figures are averages which may conceal

wide deviaËions. However it is interesting to notice that

ManiËoba, which had a high value i.n 1951 and increased most

slowly over the decade has much the smallest farm sLze of Lhe

Prairie provinces.l For reasons analysed in the next section

smaller farms are likely to have higher input intensity Ëhan

Large ones. This is especially true of machinery, where small

farms may have to bry, but be unable to use fully, several items

of machinery. It is

I cor,ßF, p. v-2 - L2
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Ëherefore probably significant ËhaË l4anitoba still had the

highest value for machinery in 1961, suggesting that the

relatively small farms size in Manitoba induced this higher

machinery intensity, An extension of this hypothesis would be

Ëhat }4anitobafs relatively smalI increase of input intensity

over the decade partly reflected the fact that farm consolidation

eliminaËed some of the inefficiently used machinery and

buildings which existed in 1951. This negative trend of input

inËensity would be less evidenL in Alberta and Saskatchewan

with their Laxge farms. The overall positive change of input

inËensity over the Prairies would Ëhus be explained as a

combination of a negative trend due to farm consolidation, and

a posítive one due Ëo the greater profitability of investing

in the exisËing farm land rather than extending the farmed area

(based on point 5 in Ehe stirnmary above) " It should be

emphasized that while this hypothesis fiËs the facËs at Ehe

provincial scale it is merely a suggested explanaËion for Ëhe

changes observed. The relaËionship between farm size and

intensity upon which it is based, will be discussed in more

detail in the next section (p. L37) "

Having compared Manitobar s performance with that of

Alberta and Saskatchewan the next sËage ís to consider the

relationship beLween the survey area and Manitoba. The atËention

of the reader has already been drawn to Ëhe provincial figures
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found on the maps showing input inËensity" In addition" Lhe

figures for Manitoba will be found on the series of maps

showing outpuË intens ity iZO-Zt ). Firstly, to put the survey

area into perspective, the fo rty munícipalities included in it

produced, ín round figures, 39% of Manitobats total outpuË by

value in 1951, and 40% Ln L96L. These f igures \¡7ere obtained by

taking the values for municipalities calculated by the procedure

outlined (p. 28 ) , and expressi-ng their sum as a percentage of

the census total for the year involved" Therefore the survey

area produces a considerable part of the provincer s total outpuË.

For ËoËal input intensity most municipalities lay near

Ëo or slightly above the provincial meaÍl in 1951 (n. 11 ) " This

is also true of the individual components of input intensity

except for livestock" The livestock orientated municipalities

( m. B ) lay well above the provincial mean for Ehe livesËock

component (m. 23 ) . In the case of output intensity (n" 29 )

the municipalities appear to be normally distribuËed around the

provincial mean. In L96L Ëhe survey area lay below Ëhe mean for

input intensity except in the Red River area ( m. L2) " Values

for outpuË intensity, however, remained evenly spread about Ëhe

provincial average. This evidence suggests that Lhe survey axea

does include a sample which is fairly representative of Manitoba.

This suggestion is supported by the facË that the municipalities

in the survey a:rea are scaLtered over Ëhe province in such a way
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that each district is represented. It is thus established that

the survey atea produced, in 1951 and 1961, over a third of the

provinciaL agrLcultural output, and that the individual

municipalities showed figures for input and outpuË inËensity

which \^rere fairly evenly scatËered around Lhe mean for ManÍtoba 
"

Thís relationship between the survey area and the province will

become ímportant when the implications of the municipal figures

are discussed in the nexL section (p. L37) .

Having established that the survey aTea is represenËa-

tive of Manitoba, and also the way in which Manitoba changed

between 1951 and 1961 compared wiËh the other two prairie

provinces it is possible to discuss the behaviour of the

projectionisËsr indicati:i:,s (p. 110 ) in Manitoba since 1951.

The first indicator to consider is land values. This

is because a rise in land values was one of the factors which

would seË in Lrain the reduction of sirmmerfallow and increase

in f.extlLLzer use which would accompany the trend towards

livesËock farming on the black earËh soils. When discussing the

Prairie provinces aË the beginning of this secËion it was shown

that land values had increased rapidly in a1l three provinces

from 1951 to L96L. Evidence from the previous section (p,107 )

shows Lhat for the Newdale area, Macdonald, and Pembina

municipalities the most noticeable item in Ëhe general increase

of inpuL inËensiËy from L96L Ëo L964 was land" A more coherent
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but less detailed series of land values can be obtained for the

crop districts (boundaries as before Lg62).L The values include

land and buildings, and one therefore Larger than the separaLe

values for land discussed until nor^i" Moreover values are

given for occupied rather than Ímproved acres" The figures

cannoË be adjusted Ëo an improved acres basis since the nrimber

of improved acres for the crop districts is not given. In order

not to be misled by the absoluËe values one should consult the

map showing the percentage improved in 1961 (m" 41 ) " since the

percentage improved did not change much from L95L to L964 r]ne

values are not disËorted as they would be if the proportion

of improved land had changed significantly. Thus one would

for example adjusË the very high values for the Red River

(crop districË 3, 79-90% improved) when comparing it with Ëhe

Virden area (crop districË 7, 50-70% improved).

The outsËanding trend evident on the graphs of these

land values from 1950 ro Lg64 ('ns-o ¡ is Ëhe rapid increase in

values for nearly all areas since about 1960 (the data is graphed

o11 semÍ-logarithmic paper so thaË raËes of change may be

observed.) The only excepËion is crop disËricË 6 which includes

Ëhe semi-agricultural land of Eastern }4anitoba" Equally clearly,

there was a period of very slow increase in the south of the

province, and of absolute decrease elsewhere during the mídd1e

and later 1950rs , These figures are based upon sales of land,

1r Manitoba DeparËment of Agriculture and Conservation rrReport on
Crops, Livestock, EËc.rr, annual, for 1950-L96L. DaLa for Lg6Z-64
obtaíned from D.B"S" in Ottawa
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Figure I
FERTILIZER TRENDS
A. Tons of fertilLzer sold f.or

the period L945-L964 for
the Prairie Provinces.

CROP DISTRÏCTS
B. (revised L96?) In each

district the upper figure
gives the percentage of
farmers who used fertj-Lj-zet
in L964. The lower figure
gives the estimated per-
centage for L975. The
figures in thÊ corners
identify each district and
may be used when consulting
the land values given in
succeeding Figures. The
pre-L962 crqp districts to
which land values reLer,
did not differ radically
from the present ones.
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Figure 2

MANITOBA LAND VALUES L95O-64

Given for the pre-L962 crop
districts in current dollars.
Values are given Per acre Í.ox
land anci buildings
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Ëherefore one uright suspect thaË bias could have caused this

decline in land values. However there are two reasons for

Ëhinking that this bias was noL ímportant. Fírstly the trend

was Ëoo widespread for such LocaLLzed bias as the quality of

land for sale to have affected it" Secondly there is another

series of land values for Manitoba from L956 to L96L by

Johnson and Rieck.rr.l These values are also for land and

buildings together. They \^iere calculaLed for each of five

regions into which the province was divided. For the presenL

purpose it is unnecessary to define the regions used. The

significant point is thaË these values, based like the D.B"S.

orres on sales, hTere carefully analysed for bias due to land

qualÍty, size of the plot sold, and several oËher variables.

Such bias was not importanL in explaining the drop in values

which is seen to occur in all regions during the late 1950 | s

(p " T26) . Thus it would seem clear that Ëhere were two

phases in the changes of real estate values in ManiËoba from

1950 Lo Lg64. In the tirsgähase from 1950 Ëo Lgsg there was

a very slow rise or a slight decline in values over the

province. From 1960 onwards there was a rapid increase in

values, tending in mosË areas to become more rapid towards L964"

I l-.ttt. Johnson and T.O. RieckenroManitoba Farm Land Values
L956 - L96L': Canada Department of Agriculture, Economics
Branch, trüinnipeg L964,
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It is interesting Lo attempt an explanation of Lhese

two well defined phases, In terms of the genexaLLzaXLonsof

the projecLionists it would appear thaL after about L959 Lt'

became necessary to increase production more rapidly, and that

Ëhe increased production came by intensification of the

exis¡ing land in farms rather Lhan by its extension. A

relevant indicator, the wholesale price index for Grains

(p. LZg), shows very much the same pattern of change. It will

later be shown that the figures for f.ettrLLLzer and livestock

sold in Manitoba coincide with Lhe trend of the Grains index.

I¡ühi1e one cannot assume a casual relationship on these grounds

it would cerËainly seem plausible that the market for grain,

high during the Korean trdar, falling afterwards, and rising

during Ëhe present decade with exporLs Lo communist counLries,

should have had a powerful effect on land values during this

period" There is however, clear evidence that the two phases

of changing land values from 1950 to L964 were com¡non to

several relaËed economic indica'tcrs;' "

The second indícator Ëo be considered in the

percenËage of improved land in summerfallow" Rising land

values ought to encourage a reduction of summerfallow, but

from 1951 to L96L there was a significant increase in the

percentage of land summerfallowed" The increases viere almost

in propol iion to the percenLage in 1951, so that Ëhe Newdale
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area, which had high values in 1951, had still higher figures

in L96L, Hamíota 42% of. its improved land in summerfallow

(rn. 42 ). However the available evidence for the NewdaLe axea

and Macdonald municipaliËy (p. }LB) showed a strikíng reduction

in strmmerfallow from L96T to L964, NeverËheless the provincial

Ëotal does noË show so gxeat a change:

MANITOBA - Thousands of acres of land in
surmerfallow.l

L96L
L962
L963
L964

3,230
3,165
3,260
2 ,880

From these figures LX appears that it is too early to speak of

a major trend towards a reduction of sr:smerfallow. IË is clear,

however, that the members of the Farm Business Associations,

possibly the more alerL among local farmers, did reduce their

sunmerfallow significanËly from L96L to L964.

The third indicator is f.ertLLí'zer use " The changes

in detail of the paËËern for ManiËoba have already been

discussed (p " 34 ) . At Ëhe provincial scale the Ërend (p. L29)

shows Ëhe same phases of change as does livestock. The increase

since L959 appears striking, but is small compared !üith that

1 Manitoba DepartmenË of Agriculture and ConservaËion - Year-
books of Manítoba AgriculËure, L963 and L964 ( a continuation
of the Bulletin on Crops, Livestock, etc.)
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in Saskatcheï/ì7an and especially Alberta (p. L24) " Nevertheless

the rise since L959 is very significant when compared with the

previous rate of change in ferLLLizer use. Since this rise is

correlated with that for land values and for the Grain index

it Seems reasonable to assume Ëhat f.ertíLLzer use has risen

mainly under the impetus of rising land values and increased

demand.

The fourth and lasE índicaËor is livestock. The

livestock population and livestock sales are, of course,

expected to rise greatLy in Ëhe long term future. However,

Ëhe graph for value of livesLock producËion for ManiËoba

(p. L29) shows a fall in Ëhe previous decade and a rise during

Ëhe presenË one in much the Same vüay as land values, the Graíns

index, and f.extLLizer use" The rise during the períod since

L959 is not nearly as well defined as the rise in land values

on fertiLizer use. The graph showing change in the livestock

population of Manítoba (p " L29) shows a slow rise at an almosË

constant rate from L95L to L964" The difference between the

trends of livestock production and livestock population is

explained by a number of factors" The most importanË ones are

perhaps, the current price of meaË, the quality of the meat

produced, and the amount of invesËment per head of cattle.

The number of dairy co\^is in the total population has been
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falling steadily for a decade, so thaË the growth in cattle

population is due entirely to the beef component of it" It is

clear that there has been no dramatic increase in beef cattle

population or production in ManiËoba so far 
"

In connection with this slow increase in the cattle

population of Manitoba one should cite the Federal Freight

Assistance for l¡eed Grains already mentioned (p. L4 ) as a

possible short term hindrance to Lhe growth of the beef caËËIe

population of the Prairies. A recenL trprelimin,ary assessmentrr

of its effecËs by A"i^I. V,Ioodl allows a srlinmary of the position.

The major effect of this assistance, which has continued on

a yeax to year basis since L942, is to allow farmers in Ontario

and Quebec to receive feed grains from the Prairies almost

without charge for Ëhe cost. of transporLing Lhe grain from the

west" It is shown Ëhat iË would be cheaper to ship finished

beef ea.stward from trdinnipeg to Toronto than it woulcl be to

ship an equivalent a¡nount of feed grain, or feecl grain plus

semi-finished cattle, if the subsidy were not in effecË.

However the Ontario beef producer apparently does not rely

upon subsídized feed grain because he finds it economic to use

increasing amouir.Ës of ímported corn. Moreover Quebec farmers

1¿¡
' A.I,il. trdood, Effects of Federal Freight Assistance on Iiüestern

Grains and Millfeeds shipped into Eastern Canada and British
Columbiaf Department of Agricultural Economics, University
of Manitoba; Agç_içultqgal [qonoqrics Bulletin N,çr.... 7, Feb, , L966
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have during the present decade taken about 50% of the grain

shipped under Assistance andrwhíle I¡üood does noË discuss these

figures, the removal of Assistance might affect Quebec farmers

much more adversely than those of OnËario, to say nothing of

the political implications. In some Freight AssisËance for

Feed Grains may not have as much effect in preserving an

uneconomic patËern of beef production as is sometÍmes supposed

and that for political reasons its removal is unlikely.

Hence the slow increase in the provincial cattle population
þ*'t'J

cannot beirexplained in terms of the movemerrË of subsÍdized

f eed graíns a\rvay from the Prairies "

The avaílab1e evidence has now been compared with

Ëhe forecasËs of Ëhe projectionists. It ís clear that while

Manitoba is expecËed to gain more than the average for the

Prairies in livestock production, that a major trend towards

livestock production does noË appear in the period from L95I

to L964. This does not disagree with the forecasË, which

\4ras that this major trend would notbegin until somewhaË afËer

t965. In the same way Ëhe absence of a general reduction of

summerfallow and consequent increase in feed grain rotaËions

does not disagree with the forecasËs. However, two indicators

do show a marked increase in the second half of Lhe period.
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Both land values and fertilizer use show marked discontinuities

over the period 1951 to L964" Each indicator shows a phase of

slow increase or actual decrease from 1951 to L959 and then a

phase of rapid increase from L960 to L964. In view of the

sharpness of Lhe discontinuiËy Lhere should be some condition

which changed sharply Ln L959 or L960 to account for it. It

\^ras suggesËed that Ëhe ftains index might be the causaLíve

facËor, since the Prairies sËill depend upon Ëhe market for

grains to a large extent.

A rise in land values should eventually cause an

íncrease in output intensity, among oËher reasons because incr-

ease of farm sLze by consolidation becomes less profitable

and Ëhere is more incentive to pay for Ëhe increasing cosËs

of living and operation of the farm by increasing the output

of the existing farm area. Increased f.erti-1-Lzer use is one of

Ëhe chief methods of increasing output inËensity. It is then

significanË Ëhat the rise in land values should be associated

with an increase in fertiLLzer use, However, the available

evidence for the period after L96L for outpuË intensity

(p" 2L6) does not suggest a large increase. Nevertheless if

the trends of land values and f.extLLLzer continue in Ëheir

presenL dírection an increase in output inLensity must follow
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unless farmers are willing to accepË an increasingly smaller

reLurn on their capital invested.

Consequently it is clear that the projectionists

\^iere correct in forecasting that the major trend towards

livestock would not begin during Lhe period of this study.

This is true also of the expected reduction of summerfallow

and its replacemenË by feed grain and forage roLations.

However Ëhe significant rise in land values and fertlLLzer

use since abouË 1960 was not predicted. It should lead to an

increase of output intensity" If Lhe projecËionists were correct

in saying that the market for beef was the one mosË capable

of expansion (p" L7 ) then the rising trend of land values

and ferLilizer use should herald a major increase in livestock

production, as being Lhe only sector in which ouËpuË is capable

of large scale growth. If it is correct to suggest that Ëhe

market for grain initiated Lhese rises in land values and

fertLLi-zer use Ëhen iË is understandable that Ëhe projectionists

should not have anticipated Ëhem since the market depends to

such an extent upon weaËher conditions in Ëhe U"S.S"R" and

China. It also shows the advantage of beef, where the markeË

is domestic, and does not depend upon incalculables like the

weaËher. Thus Ëhe increase in fertilizer use shows that the
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pressure of increased land values is being felt, andsrggests

that, if forecasËs of demand aTe cort.^ect, Ëhe major trend

towards lívestock should begin fairly soon. This last state-

ment is weakened by the facË that one cannoL measure the

absolute amount of pressure exerted on the farmer by increased

land values; one can only inf er such pressure from the f.ert|Lizer

increase. In the same T¡iay it is not possible in this study to

establish how much aËËraction the possible courses of action

open to a farmer wí1I exert" It is only possible Ëo discuss

how far the agricultural structure is capable of adjusting to

the forecasË producing situation in which beef becomes the major

element. This will be done in Ëhe section after next"
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SECTION B : THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE INTENSITY
CHANGES IN MANITOBA FROM 1951 TO L96T

Since this section will be concerned with input and

output intensity at the farm scale it is necessary Lo take

account of the wide diversity of farm sizes and types found in

the sample used" It will be remembered that municipalities

r,üere chosen rpon the basis of relaLive internal homogeneity.

There is however, considerable heËerogeneity between

municipalities. It is essential to take account of this

hetrrogeneity when comparing input and output intensity across

the province. Observation of the maps for farm type (m,7-B)

and farm sLze (m. 40 ) for 195f and 1961 will show thaË

Lhere is a general relationship between these two variables"

Smaller farm sizes tend to be associated with livestock

farming and larger farm sizes with arable farming. This is

noË to infer a ca'r¡¡.al relaEionship but merely to point out a

useful coincidence. There is another, and very important,

coincidence which must be outlined before discussing the

differences between the munieipalities.

As one moves from larger to smaller farm sizes many

inputs can be reduced in proportion so that the invesËmenË per

acre remains constant. There are some inputs however, which

below a certain amount are indivisible; Lhe chief of these

being family labour. Assuming that the farmer corrfines

himself to f.arm work, and assuming other variables aParL from
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farm size to be constant, the farmer will have to make

Lhe same absolute profit to pay for his own labour on five
acres as on 500 acres. !ühile the smaller farmer may accept

a lower net income than his Larger neighbour he is bound

to try to produce more output per acre where the d.isparity is
as greaË as in the example above, and where he depends upon

farm income for his living. Thus below a certain size of
farm, other things being equar, input and output intensity
will increase with decreasing size of farm.

rt is unusual however, for small farms to have as

high a ratilo of output Ëo input intensity as do Large ones:
rrThe basic cause of the lower economic efficiency of the

average small farm Ís thaË overhead costs, and in particular

family labour, are too high in relation to the outpuË
1obtained.tt- The machinery componenË of input intensity also

Ëends to be inflexible below a certain size of farm. Evidence

concerning rrecomonics of scaletr for machinery is given by

Ihnen and Heady.2

I office of the Minister for science. A ReporË by the
Natural Resources (Technical) commitËee ltscale of
Eqt_erprise in Farmingtr London, Her lta¡"styGEïionery
Office, L96L, p. 64.

L. Ihnen and E.O. Heady - Cost Functions in Relation to
Farm Size And Machine Technoloer i-I]_ ésg!þern
Research Bulletin 527. L96L, ç. \25

Iowa. Iowa
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It was found that a technologically efficient set of farm

machinery could be used most profitably at a farm sLze of.

320 improved acres. A reasonably efficient performance could

be maintained (not considering profits from custom work) , by

altering the combination of implements, down to about L96

improved acres. Below L20 improved acres no efficienË set

of machinery could be profitably used, even taking into

account the probable income from cusËom work. These figures

cannoL, of course, be applied directly Ëo Manitoba, but they

show that below a certain acreage a given machine will not

be used sufficiently to pay for the capital invested.

However, there are some machines, such as tractors, which

are essential to nearly every type of farming. Hence, in

order to pay for under used machinery, output intensity must

be raised. Consequently not only will input and ouËput

intensity Lend to increase as farm sLze gets smaller, but

output will tend to become smaller in relaLion to input

because of the Large minimum size of some inputs such as the

farmerf s labour or a tractor. Moreover in order Eo make an

adequate net income the farmer may have to follow a course

of action such that rtunder present circumstances fconsidering

the same type of relationship, but in Ëhis case concerned

with British agricultureJ, the short term interest of the
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farmer, particularly the small farmer, does noL always

coincide with the longer-term national interest.,,l This

quoËation is dealing with the type of ouLput, but the same

is true of the inputs where for instance in terms of the national

profit it is beËter xhax two farmers with two sets of machinery

should farm a given area rather than ten farmers with ten

sets of probably under used and possibly obsolescent machinery.

The preceding discussion has shown thaË there is a

direcL relaËionship between the area of a farm and its input

and output intensity. rt has also been shown that there are

diseconomies assoeiated with the higher intensity due to the

pressure of fixed overhead costs which is found on smaller

farms. rË follows that since the average farm síze varies

widely in the municipalities used ( m" 40 ) that intensity

will be affected by Ehis. rt is also clear that the changes

in average farm sLze from 1951 to Lg64 will affecË the values

for intensity. Although farm sLze is the chief variable

affecting inËensity the type of farming, soil fertility,

social factors and distance from large towns are other

variables which may modify the effect of farm size. At the

1- Scale of g ibid p. 4
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level of aggregation of this study it is probably reasonable

Ëo take account only of farm sLze, farm t¡rpe and soil

fertility" Hence in comparing municipalities it is necessary

to remember that distinct from the trends forecast by the

projectionists, there are variations caused by these three

factors 
"

Having now outlined the ways in which intensity

may vary from a generaLtzed poinË of view it ís now possible

to analyse the situaËion within Manitoba and its changes

with some understanding of what may explain the variaEions

in Ëhe values for intensiËy. rt has been established that

while the major trend towards livestock does not appear to

have begun in Manitoba that land value and fertilizer use

have shown distinct increases. consequenËly some input

inËensification has occurred. To explain changes of inËensity

due to Lhese two items and those due to the three structual

variables mentioned above in a ci;r;e::enË way is difficult.

This is partly because to do so for the period 1951 to Lg6L,

would require a sumaary of the thirty or more relevanË

patterns depicted on the maps in this study. Fortunately

there is a statistical method catled factor analysis whose

function ís to establish how much variation such a set of

patLerns may have in cornmon, and also Ëo show how much each
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variable contributes to the common pattern which is called a

factor. Once the common pattern which explains most of the

variation has been extracted, further factors may be

obtained which progressively describe the remainder of the

variation" In this way factor analysis would show, f.ox

example, how the machinery item of input intensity was

related to farm sLze in L96L. It would also show which

factor had a high loading (that isrexplained to a Large

extent) the value for machinery, and which had a high loading

for farm sLze. By this method the relationships between a

Large number of variables can be much more clearly seen than

by observation of the separate maps. Moreover the explanaËion

can be done simply by observing one or two maps and graphs

rather than by a long description and discussion. The results

of factor analysis of an appropriate problem should be f.ar less

equivocal than the hypothes es which might arise from a

paîallel discussion of the probl"*.1

rn the present case factor analysis was performed

on a series 'âfresiduals (1951 values subËracted from Lg6L

values) for ten variables. Each variable was measured for

I For a more extensive discussion see hl"hl. cooley and p.R"
Lohnes: ttMultivariate procedures for the Behavic, raL

'Sciences.rr John I,rliley and Sons , L962, p " f 51 - t57 "
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Ëhe tc rty municipalities in the study. The variables

used were the following:

1" Land componenL of input intensity.

2. Buildings component of input intensity.

3. Machinery componenË of input intensity"

4. Livestock component of input intensity.

5. rnpuË íntensity (the total of the previous iËems).

6. Output intensity.

7. Rural farm population (figures not expressed
per improved acre).

8. Soí1 productivity (average class estimated for
each municipality).

9, Farm size.

10. Percentage of farm land improved in L96L.

It should be noticed that variables B and 10 are not residuals

(1951 to 1961) like all Ëhe others but are absolure values. rn

Ëhe case of variable 7 r]ne change in rural farm population was

not related Ëo improved acres as it was in the case of the

rnaps (m,36-8). This means that the values are distorted

according to the size of each municipality and this in turn

means that the population variable should be treated. with

caution. The population variable is not invalidated by this

shortcoming because the municipalities used are fairly

similar in sLze. rË is importanË to state Ehat the dollar
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values used for both types of intensity are constant dollars.

They were calculated using the indic -es already discussed

( p. 29 ) " Constant values lvere used in preference to current

ones in this procedure because, firstly, it will be remembered

thaL currenL and constant patterns do not differ greaLLy

( p " 34 ) so that iË is to be presumed thaË conclusions based

on each would not differ radically, and secondly constant

values should provide a more accurate view when values

involving different years (such as the residuals in this case)

are used. The ten variables \¡zere chosen in order not only to

study the way in which the various components of intensity

are reLated, but also to compare their changes with changes in

farm size and to relate all these changes to the physical

pattern as shown by soil productivity and percentage improved.

Factor analysis of the fo,rty occurrances (municipal-

ities) of each variable yields a factor matrix (p,224 )

which gives the loading on each variable which goes to make

up each facLor (measure of pattern in common). The percentage

of the total variance explained by each factor is also given.

For example the first factor accounts f.or 44.8L% of the toËal

variance. The firsË two factors together accounL for two

thirds of the total variance. By plotËing Ëhese two sets of

loadings againsL one another it is Lherefore possible to see Ëhe
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Figure 4

FACTOR ANALYSIS: GRAPH OF

FACTORS 1 AND 2

The variables are numbered as
in the Eext, where a discussion
of their significance will be
found.
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major part of the relationship between the ten variables

upon one graph. i,Ihen this is done (p. 145 ) it is seen thaË

input intensity fal1s inËo a cluster with high positive

loadings on facËor 1, with the exception of livestock. The

farm slrze variable lies in a negative position on factor I

which implies thaË Lhere is a negaËive correlation beËween

inpuË inLensity apart from livestock and farm sLze. In other

rrüords municipalities which experienced a large rise of input

intensiËy lnað, a relatively small increase in average farm

sLze, and vice versa. This relaËionship is important as it

accords with the statements made earlier Gr" f37 ). From

Ëhis negative correlation it is possible to infer that

increased farm sLze and increased inpuL intensity vrere in

f.act altsernatives during this decade" The reasons for

choosing one or Ëhe cther will be soughË mainly by examining

Lhe values for inpuL intensity and farm sÍ-ze existant in

Lg5L. Before doing Ëhis the relationships between Ëhe oLher

variables will be discussed since they nìay prove relevant to

the enquiry.

Factor 2 is positively loaded on soil productivity,

percentage improved and the livestock component of input

inËensity. It is negatively loaded on farm sLze and output

intensity: Another, Lf less prounounced, negative correlaËion
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exists. The deductions which follow from this are that

increases in Ëhe livestock component were associated with

high values for soil productivity and percentage improved:

in other words livestock increased most upon the better

land. Likewise outpuË intensity increased most where farm

size increased most. As with the other item of input

intensity livestock Ëherefore increased most where farm

síze increased by the least amount. rt is inËeresting thaË

livestock should be negatively correlated with output

inEensity. This correlation implies thaË the municipalities

in which livestock showed relatively large increases r,üere

Ëhose which increased their overall output intensity least.

such a situaËion requires some explanation in view of the

expectations of the projectionists.

Before such discussion the remaining steps of

factor analysis will be outlined. rn some .u"""1 explanatÍon

of the variables is aided by the rotaEion of the axes. The

varimax Ëype of rotation was performed, prod.ucing another

factor matrix (p" 225 ) " lrlhen the first two factors rvere
splotËed against one another as with Ëhe original factor it

1 Cooley and Lohnes: i-hid.,pp . L5L-L57
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ROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS: GRAPH
OF FACTORS 1 AND 2

The variables are numbered as
in Ëhe text, where a discussion
of their significance will be
found.
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r¡ias clear'that no major changes had occurred (p" 148 ). Input

intensity aparx from livesËock is now more closely related

with output inLensity while livestock has moved nearer to

Ëhe oËher items of input inËensity. However in this case

rotation does not greaxLy affect the relationships shown for

Lhe original facËors.

The third and 1asË procedure !\ias to obËain the

f.aeEor scores of the original maËrix of factor loadings.

EssenLially this step shows the relaËionship within the

original population (municipaliËies) according to the factors

(measures of common pattern) established. The resulting

maËrix of factor scores (p. 226) may be graphed in Ëhe same

Íñay as were the factors. On Ëhe factor score graph for factors

L and 2 (p. 150) the two factors Ëogether still explain some

66% of. the variance, and the same relationships exist beËween

the positive and negative paxts of the axis as are shown on Lhe

graph of che variables (p. 145)

The municipalities on the factor scores graph fa11

f.aírLy clearly into six groups, which have been ringed (p. L45.

These groups have also been mapped (m. 43 ). Remembering the

graph of the variables iË will be seen that group l, which

covers Ëhe Red River area, increased iLs input intensity mosË
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over Ehe decade. Its increase in farm size was relatively

small and it has no marked tendency in terms of the variables

on factor 2" It ís inËeresting that the Red River area should

stand out as clearly in terms of its changes as it does in

terms of its absolute values in L96L. Group 2 occupies a

unified block of land in the V'Iaskada area. Its íncrease of

input intensiËy vras considerable but not as great as in the

Red River, correspondingly iËs farm sLze increased by rather

more than in the Red River. The area occupied by Group 2 ís

not disËinct from the surrounding district in Ëerms of

absoluËe values, iË is however significant that this continuous

area experienced a conrDon trend. Group 3 is small and has a

moderaËely posiËive position upon both axes. hihile output

intensity and farm size did not increase by much, if at all,

inpuË intensity including livestock intensity did increase.

Group 3 is scattered, buË lies around the edge of the Virden

livestock orientaËed area. IE is therefore probably signifi-

cant thaL its livestock intensity rose which is in contrasË

with the two previous groups. Group 4, while distinct upon

the graph, lies near the origin of the axis and has no clear

trend other than in tending towards Íncreases of farm size and

outpuË intensity radner than livesËock. This Ërend becomes
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significant when the map (m" B ) is consulted and it is

seen xhat while these municipalities are scattered they all

have a noticeable livestock element. Therefore municipalities

with a Larger livestock element than those in group 3 yet did

not increase their livestock intensity nearly as much. The

remaining municipalities fall into two Large groups which

occupy nearly all the northern half of the sample. These two

groups have in common the facË thaË theír input intensity

apart from livestock increased little, or decreased, while

their average farm sLze increased relatively greaËly. !Íhile

these Ëwo groups are not separated along facËor 1, they are

sharply divided along facxor 2. The divisíon is most sign-

ificant since group 6 contains only municipalities with a

sËrong livestock orientaËíon, while only sËrathcona in group

5 has a dominant livestock elemenË. rt will be noticed. from

Ehe graph however ( p" 150 ) that straËhcona the least positive

position on f.acLor 2 of all the munícipalities in thaË group.

The inËeresting point about Ëhis sharp division is Lhat the

mainly arable ( n. B ) group 5 Lay in a positive position on

factor 2 (and therefore tended to have good soils and a larger

Ëhan average increase for livestock intensiËy) while the

livestock orientaËed group 6 lies in a negative posiËion ( and

so experienced relatively larger increases in farm sj-ze and
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ouËptlL intensity but'13v on poorer soils and had smaller

increases, or actual decreases in livestock intensity) .

Again as with groups 3 and 4 the livestock orientated group

of munícipalities experienced much more negative changes of

livesËock intensity than did the mainly arable groups 3 and 5.

It is evident that facËor analysis of these residuals

has brought out several previously concealed relationships.

The inverse correlation between input intensiËy and farm sLze

which appeared in Ëhe original factor maËrix revealed iËself

again in the disËribution of the municipalities. The souËh of

the province in general increased iËs input inËensiËy relatively

more Ëhan its farm sLze while the north of Ëhe province showed

relatively great increases in farm síze wiËh actual decreases

of input intensi-Ëy. As was stated earlier in this section

increases in farm sLze and increases in input inLensity seem

Ëo have been alternative and not, to a large exËent, overlapping

courses of action during Ëhis decade. rt should here be

recalled that it was stated earlier ( p" 137 ) thaË there would.

normally be an inverse relationship between farm size and

intensiËy, and also that it was doubtful whether the higher

intensíty of the smaller farms was highly profitable, either

in terms of the profit which could be made on a Large farm of
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lower inËensity, or of the regional use of resources. The

northern half of the province had clearly smaller farms than

Lhe souËh in 1951 öt-OO ) and also higher input and ouËpuË

intensiËy (11r29 ). In view of the relativeLy tapid increase

in farm si-ze, and decrease of intensity over the decade in

Lhe norËh it would seem likely that in L95L intensity was

high mainly because of the small average farm size, and that

consolÍdaËion of farms over the decade permitËed a fall in

this ínËensity. This hypoËhesis is supported by the fact that

output as a percentage of input (crude productivity) tended

Ëo rise much more in the areas covered by groups 5 and 6 than

in other areas ( m. 34). A parallel argument would apply

ín the case of Manitoba compared with the other Ëwo Prairie

provinces. Manitobars high input inLensity and small farm

sLze in L95L followed by a relatively slow increase or '

intensity ovel the decade ( m. f3 ) suggest thaL the province

l{as reducing the forced high intensity of f951 by farm

consolidaLion. Factor analysis, by showing the negaËive

correlation between farm sÍ-ze and input inEensity changeS over

Lhe decade, Eherefore provided sËrong evidence that farm con-

solidaËion in Ëhe norËhern half of Manitoba permiËted the
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formerly high levels of intensity to faLL, thereby increasing

productivity.

The second major relationship was the negaËive

correlaËion between livestock inËensity and outpuË inËensity.

Groups 3 and 5 had higher livestock values and groups 4 and 6

had higher ouËpuË values. The important point was that nearly

all the livesËock orienËated municipalities in the sample

axe found in groups 4 and 6. Associated with a relatively

large rise in ouËput intensity and a tendency to decrease in'

livestock intensity these municipalities had poorer soils,

a lower percentage improved and larger increase.s in farm sLze

than did groups 3 and 5. In view of the expecËed large

increase in livestock production in Ëhe future iË should be a

source of reflection that the establíshed livestock producing

areas found so little incentive to increase livestock

production between f951 and 1961. Indeed increases in live-

stock intensity for the whole sample over the decade were not

frequent or large ( m. 25 ) . It is also noticeable thaË of

Ëhe nÉhern half of tee province the livestock orientated

municipalities in group 6, by virtue of their negative position

on f.acLor 2 are conspicuously found on poorer and less

improved soils than Ëhe arable municipalities in group 5.

A likely reason for the absence of increased livestock
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production in group 6 is that being on poorer soils and

having relatively smaller farm sLze than group 5 ( n" 40 )

thaL farm consolidation rather than intensification was the

most profiËable course of action during the decade. The

oËher point concerning livestock is that Ëhe groups for which

it increased, groups 5 and to a lesser extenË 3, r^rere ones

whose input intensity and output intensity tended Ëo fall,

and whose farm size increased relatively slowly. These

areas rlrrere, in other words, not dynamic with respect to

indicators other than livestock. The negative correlaËion

between livestock and ouËpuË changes therefore allows a

distinction to be made between groups 4 and 6 which are

livestock orientated but which increased output excluding

livestock over the decade, and groups 3 and 5 which mainly

conËain arabLe farms which did not increase their ouËput

inËensity very much buË did increase the livesLock component.

It will be noticed that groups 1 and 2 have been

omitËed from this discussion. The omission was due to the

fact thaË while these groups are disËinguished by their large

positive changes of input intensity Ëhey do not show a strong

trend on factor 2" They tend slightly towards higher output

intensity rather than increased livestock intensity. This

evidence should be compared with the L96L Ëypes of farming map
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( m. B ) which shows that none of the municipalities in this

group had a dominant livestock orientation. It shows that Lhe

arabLe municipalities of the south (groups 1 and 2) have the

opposite tendency to the arable municipalities of the north

(groups 3 and 5) which increased livestock but not output

intensÍËy. Hence groups I and 2 stand apatt from the rest of

Ëhe sample in having few livesLock farms, and little Ëendency'

Ëowards an increased number of them. They \^iere both, however,

dynamic with regard to input and output intensity. It is

logical Ëhen to enquire wheEher a lack of connection with

livestock was related to Ëhis dynamism. However, with Ëhe

available data this is an unanswerable quesËion; iË is only

possible to note the dichoËomy and its significance in

relation to the forecasts of the projectionists. A likely

explanation for the dynamísm of these two groups ís the large

farm size (n. 40 ) in conjunction with good soils (to. 6 )

and a low rural farm population density (*. 36 ) which

exisËed in 195f.

FacËor analysis therefore has allowed several

definite sËatements to be made. FirsËly, concerning Ëhe

relationships between the variables Ëhe negaËive correlaËions

between input inËensity and farm size changes, and beËween
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livestock and output intensity changes are very important.

The former because it confirms the hypothesis thaL farm

size and input intensity are closely related and the

latter because of its bearing on the forecast trend

Ëowards livestock. secondly facËor analysis allowed.

the changes between L95L and L96L Ëo be rationalLzed. so

that six groups of municipalities could be isolated.

These six groups could be generaLized into three t)æes

oc change. Groups 4 and 6 on relatively poor soils and

with a livestock orientation had over the decad,e not

increased their livestock intensity greatLy, but did

increase their formerly small farm sLze and also their
outpuË intensity. They decreased Ëheir input intensity

and thus their productivity rose overall. Groups 3 and

5 on relatively better soils and with relaËively larger

farms and livestock intensity, buË did poorly with

regard to input and output inËensiËy. Groups 1 and 2

lay on good soils with relaËively large farms most of
which \,vere arable" They experienced. little increase

in livestock intensity, but rarge increases of input and

output intensity. rn this \ùayr using factor analysis,

the ten variables have been related lead.ing to several

important conclusions and also Ëo Ëhe division of the

sample according to the Ëype of change experienced.
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SECT]ON 9: SYNTHtrSIS OF TH¡J PROJECTTONS !.ITTH THE SUPPLY

STTUaTION IN MANITOBA.

The previous section gave evidence upon the producing

sbructure of },{anitoba î s agrlculture rshich had noÈ previously

been available, IË nay be put to use in order to assess Èhe

accuracy of the economic projectiorrsø Up to L96l+u as has

been showr ¡( f l ) , no sueh assessment coul-d be nade " The

projections did not expect any rnajor changes to occur by

that tlme, and in fact no unequivocal evj-dence of a trend

towards l-ivestock could be seeno

However, such an assessmenÈ can be made if the future

implications of the projections can be accurately established

for each area of Manitoba" If this were done, the necessary

changes in sÈrucÈure would be evident 1n a localized and

precise Íray" A.s a result, the likelihood of sueh changes

occurring could be much better estimated than otherwíseu

The difficulty in perfonning this comparison is nainly in the

creation of a map show'ing the forecasb paÈterne ForEunaÈella

due to the recenÈ appearance of interpretative soil naps for
l4anitoba there is some basis for the creatj.on of sueh â. &åpø

The Tand CapabÍlity map discussed earlier (p.43) purport's to

show the bype of agrieultural l-and use to which an area is
best suibed, By consideríng the types of land use which

different kinds of farming require t'he srder in which t,he

latter should compeÈe for land in a given area can be esbJ-maÈed"

Using the projeetion, therefores i& should be possible Èo
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creaÈe a map showing bhe areas wtrich should logically be in
di-fferenÈ kinds of farming r^,i-th a given conbination of kind.s
of prodr.lctionu

The next step is t,herefore to establish what situation
Èhe projectionists forecast, As was staÈed. earlier (fl8 )

all three projections foresaw a major trend. towards 1ivestock
producÈion" C0MEF stated that }4anitoba could double its beef,

production by Lg75"L rhis forecasÈ is reinforced. by bhat of
Drummond and MacKenzÍe who said that by 1p80, nThe prairie
regi-on w:trl be dependent on lj.vestock and rivesÈock products
as the raajon source of farm income"*2 This compares with the
share of .Z:9 per cent which this see.bor supplied Ln L95L*55 s

{ p. 13} " The demand for w}reat is rikely to remaj.n high enough

to keep the acreage in that crop at the leveL consid.ered. normal

for canad*,3 Therefore, a great rise in output intensity is
expected if livesËock beco¡nes t,he chief source of Prairie j:arm

j.ncome by 1980, The change becomes even more radical when

Manitoba, lying mainry in the black soil area, Ís considered,

The generar reason is that the brown and dark brown soÍrs,
covering nearly half Ëhe arable land of the prairÍes, are noÈ

expected to inèensify their lÍvesbock production significantly
by 1980" L'ivesËock produetion would not represent more

Èhan a supplemenÈary part of the total
lcOil,EF, 

-e.Þ, ciq, e po V*Z*yg

2Ð",**orrd and MacKenzie, -e.E,e -q¿-U.e po gz

3Jþ¿-q" g po ;;68
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farm ineome in roost of, these *r**",& Gonsequenbly, pnoduc&ion

of llvestoek from the blaek soils, which cover about l+5/" oî

the Prairiese arable land, must account for most of Uhe

increase by t$80' Even on Èhe black soils wheab output witl

not, be redueed significanËly, altlrough due to increased

yie-J.ds, it nay come from a smaLler area€5 *rurrsity of, live-

stock production on those parts of the black soils no$ in

wheat must therefore rise very greatly by 1980'

In 19ó]., the sale of livestock represent'ed 28fo of

agriculturaL íncome in Maniboba" With bhe addition of dairy

and poultry products, all forms of livestock sale aecounted

nr &5#" I4anitoba includes about a third of the area of

black soilsu In order to satisfy the foreeast' for the

Prairie ineome in I980p l4anitobaes pnoduct'ion must be eon*

siderably more tha¡r half made up of livestock and its pro*

ducts. ff a third of the Íncome ín brown and dark brovrn

soiL areas cones from Ij-vestock in 1980, which seems a fairly

high estimate, then about 66 per eent should come from

livestock in the black soÍl areas by thab time" The black

soils in facte occupy less Èhan half of Ëhe improved areae

but probably have more than half of Prairie popula&ion' By

l9Ê0u boweven, a more eonsiderable loss of populat*on would

occîJ.r in Blaek $oí1 areas t'han e}sevs}rere"T Henee, iü would

4&åd,e pp- 26â*269

5Ïbid.a p, 269

6Ð.B.sn tensus, BuLl , 5,3*Lg

?Ð"**uod and MacKenzie , eE "

Table 3L-7

e-&Þ-,a P" ?69
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Seen reasonable that if Dnurmond and l{aeKenzle 0 s foreeast

were fulfilled by 1980 that t,wo Èhirds of Manitobats output

must come from livestock and livesËock products, Beef and

hogs are the two forns of livestock oubpub expected to grow

rapidly on the Prairies"S In view of the inpossÍbility of

tyåÞg hog production to given land classes only beef produc-

tion will be considered" Thus, 1n creati"ng a future map

based upon ühe projection, trøo rnain references vril] be used"

The first is the Land Capability nap; the second is the

assunption that by 1980 about two thirds of tr{anitoba¡s out*

put will be made up of livestock"

The Land Capability nap has been divided inÈo three

parts; map A (m, tvblo rnap B (n. h5ls and map C (m. l+61" The

ain behind the division was to isolate as far as possible

tlrree regions of distinctive land use suitability" Since the

original map tends to show areas with tbe same combination

of classes, rather than individual classesr some subjective

judgement was Ínvolved" Hottreveru the exact boundary of each

nap has in any casea ro very great significance; the importance

lies ín the amount of the provinee covered and its general

characteristics.

Map C is made up of districts whose leading component

Class varies fron 7 (useless for agriculture ) to ff ( severe

limitations for crops). The other components in these areas

8ÅÞ¿8" 
, p. 96
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rarelyincÏudeanyabove!þ"tonsequenËlyglloneoftheLand
eovered by nap t could be devoted t,o intensive agriculËure

(unless based upon imporbed feed) since there is li&ble arable

land, i,Iap B land has leading eomponents which run from

JO per cent of class 3 (moderately severe limitabions for

erops ) to 60 per e enb of class 2 (moderat'e limitations for

erops), Again the lesser eomponents are usually of lower

classes " I,Þp B land usually has some good arable land buÈ

also ineLudes poorer land suitable for livestock" ThÍs

suggests ftself as a land use eombinabion ruhich would favour

intensive livest,ock Production'

Although no data esists for these particular areas, it

can be fairly safely asserted that in L961 all farned parts
o

of },Iap 0 land use devoted to Lívestock production"' Siote

there is little arable land, no signÍficant, intensiflcation

of produeüion eould be expee&ed by 1980" }@rp B land also

had a signifåcant Livestock orientation Ín 1961. gonsider,

for instance, the sample nrunicipalj-tfes of BÍfrost, North

Norfolk, Morden, and the Virden areau wtrich mainly eover

map B land' (m. S)" However, fivestoek farms are in a

minori&y ån severaL par&s of map B land" since Èhís sec&ion

already has a bias towards livestock, and has a suitabLe

eombinaËisn of land elasses, it ís very likely t'hat it would

o
'For a hemapr@

.s Prepared bY the
eonomies of, Agricul&ure, from

lnfornation suppi*,e¿ by Èhe- Census Division, D.B "S.
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intensify ibs pnodueõion eonsiderably under the assr-¡.mption

for 1980"

By looking a& map A and. estimaÈing Ëhe proportion of the

paÈËern not colouredu it can be seen that maps B and e cover

somewhat over half the total pattern" The pattern covers

nearly all the agriculbural area of lvþnitoba" rË can there*

fore be said that about half the agricultural parÈ of the

province has a signifJ-cant proportion of lívestock farms on

it" Il/þp c cannot be expected to supply very nuch more live-

stock by 1980 than it does llotrf. I&p B coul-d Íntensify pro-

duction of livestoek significanËly' It fs noticeable that

in L965 nost of the areas of heavy fertilizer use lay on

Map B soils (n" bl " Since the soils on thÍs nap are only

moderate in qualityu fertilizer use would need to be much

increased to allow intensive livestock production'

Map A land varies from a leadíng component of 70 per

eent, of class 2 land. (noderate limi.tation for crops ) to a

hornogeneous class 1 area (no impontant limitatÍons for

crops), This land occupies stightly less tban half the

total pattern" Nearly aLI bhis area was predonÍnantLy ín

cash crop production in 1961.

Having establlshed the eharaeteristics of the areas

covered by Èbe three maps, the next step is Èo deeide t¡rhich

areas should logieally be producing lives&oek by 19S0" Ie

is assumed that livestock competes better with eash crops

upon poorer }and' Consequently, a larger area is presunably

neeessary Ëo produce a given volume of livest'ock than a¡¡
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equivalen& volume of eash erops. If &ç¡o Ëhirds of iqanitobass

orr&put in 1980 is Èo be livesüoek iÈ is therefore ÌikeJ-y thaË

Livestock farming would oecupy nore than bhat proportion of
the available land" lulaps B and C have al-ready been established

as Livestock srientated and suited to becomiag wholJ-y so,

Hence, by 1980 it nnay be assumed that all the area eovered by

those two maps wåIl produce livestoek. Representing half t,he

oecupied area, it i,s srost unlikely that in 1980 this area ?ciLl"

produce as much as a half of the provincial output" This

can be seen e learLy if it is consj.dered that lihp 0, covering

about J0 per eent of the tot,al patüern, cannot be expecüed to
increase iüs output significanÈIy" $ince cash crop production

ís not expected t,o fall in l,þnitoba, tbe total ou&put must

rise greatly if Èhe Livestock increase is achieved" By 1980

therefore, map C?s share $ù:t11 have fallen well below j.ts

present position" Map Bo occupying about 2O per eent of the

pattern, could not be expected (in view of its lower fertility
than Map A) to produce any nore than that percentage of the

provincÍal output in 1980" Thus, maps B and C together, pro-

ducing livesbock alonee are not likely to produce more than

perhaps a third of lvIanitobats output in 1980"

If maps B and C together produce a third., then nrap A

land must pnoduee Èhe remaining two thirds of the 1980 out-
put" But by that time, livestock must for"m two thirds of

the total product,ion" Hences eêp A must, produce one half of

the livestock production, since maps B and C, producing live-
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s&ock entirelye can produec only a thírd of Èhe Èobal- ou&put"

$Þp Acs livestock production will represenb one half of Èhe

teÈal outpu& of bha& årea' Since, ín 1961, most of thís area

produced cash erops, sueh a sibr:ation imptåes a naior ehange

of farming enterprise Ì¡pola map A land' The question Ëo

deeide is ùich areas wilt gndergo change" The ansÞrer

depends upon the order in which the two bypes of produation

compeÈe in the different âr€âso

under the assumption of conÈinuing demand for eash

crcps, Ëhe land best suited to it trtrill remain in such pro-

duct,ion" 0OMEF reinforges this assunptíon with ibs sfate*

ment that the Portage La Frairie and nPembina Triangletr

districts woulC become the loci of greatJ-y increased vege-

Èable producbion (p. L7 i. The next poi-nt is to decide

whieh areas would produee the wheat crop of 1980, expected

to be simiXar in volume t,o t'he presenÈ o¡l€ c From the Soil

productivity map (m. 6) it can be seen that' if the two

dÍstricts mentioned. above are onittedu the best regaining

wheat area is around the Newdale part of the sample' Here,

howeveru a problera of competing land uses is createde From

the original l,and Capability map (m" 5l the Newdale atrea

w"ilL be seen to have a considerable proportion of }and fib

only for pastüf€o Tn addibionu a consÍderation of Èhe

nabural vegeEatÍon sholfs that the Newdale and map A land

further north, was under wooded grassland, vùite map A land
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further south tended. to be open grassland'l0 Thus, the

northern part of the map A land is better suited to the

producÈion of forage erops Èhan the south, and the larges&

part of it has a signifÍcaat amount of natural pasture' Add

to this the existence of many small bocties of water upon the

glacial till of Newdale, and the area appears to be very well

suited to a livestock economy, Ttris combination of a

relatively moist clinåte suit,ed to forage crops, areas of

pastÌ¡re, and. relatively good waÈer supply is not found in

the southern part of map A land to any very Large exbenf"

Therefore, despite the suítabilÍby of the Newdale

area for wheat productíon, it d.oes not seem tikely, in viesr

of the size of the increase in livestock production, that

it could eompete rsith the latter on this land, Sj-nce live-

stoek is not in so good a position to cornpete ia the

southern part of map A land, it Ís to be presumed that wheat

production rrill become concentrated upon the upper Red

river valley and the Pembina district, Trl terns of economic

competition, it therefore appears that the northern part

of map Â land would turn to livestoek production hlhile the

southern half devoted itself to intensified cash crop pro*

duction, There would¡ Bo doubt, be ulany loea} exeeptions

to this general siÈuatÍon" In the case of the several

smaLl- poekebs of first class land in the northe such as in

IOE.o.ro*i, Atlas of Manitoba'
also contains reference Èo the snal]

p, 2L" This source- bodies of water on P. 4"
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$wan River, and North Cypress, caslr crop farming çror:Id

remain an effeebive eomPeti&or'

Eevievring &his e onclusiotl, iÈ appears that Èhe broad

are of land. eentered upon Newdale and extending from Shell

River municipality in the north to the Spruce Wbods Forest

Reserve (dotüed) in Ëbe sout,h vrould become devoted t,o

livesboek productÍon" so also would the norbhern enelaves

of Dauphin and $wan River. The smalL areas of map A land

in the southwesÈ wor-¡.]d becorne livestoa$ orienÈated løhere

local moisbure eonditions perrnítted, This leaves the re-

maining half of map A land which would targely remain in

eash crop farning. The smatl outlying portions to the norÈh

and easË, being bebter suj.Èed to it, might well be produeing

livestock in 1980" The renainder' ineludÍng mosb of the

first, class Lar¿d in the provinee, would not experienee a

radÍeal change of enterPrise*

The idealiøed map of produeËioa in 1980 has now been

creat,edq Tt sa&isfies the condition that two thirds of

the output, and therefone rather more than that pnoportion

of the areae should be assigned to lÍvestock productiollo

This pattera wít1 now be compared with Èhe existång situa-

&ion"

It is clear from previous discrirssion thaË the roa;iæ

increase in ou,Èput ml¡st occur on the northern half of map

A land. Thls will involve a reorientation of productiotl

since the farrning in this area is predominantJ.y cash erop
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prod.ueing, The parb of the sample representing much of this
area is shown as gro¡åp 5 on the factor scores map (m" l+31"

IÈ wil-I be rernembened. Èhab group 5 eonsisËed of areas which

were relieving the pressure of nininum overhead eosts over

the decade 1951 to 1961" Group 5s therefore, d.oes not

represenÈ distriebs whieh are Likely, r:nder exÍsbing eondi*

&ions, to expand Ëheir intensity rapidly in ühe near fi¡ture,

It is noticeable that such increases of livestoek intensity
as oeeured from L95L to 1961 tended to be located in the

south of map A land, whieh must in fact be devoted to eash

crops by 1980 (m, 25). Tn L961" the northern half of map A,

as represented in the sample, had smaller farms and a higher

popuJ-ation densiËy (m, 371 than did ühe southern half of

nap Á." This suggests that the former u¡as making relatively
inefficienË use of it's physieal resources@

SÍnee bhe sample resul-ts give only a partial view of

the area, some .figures for the provine e as a whole will be

quoted, fn l-961, farms with a botaL value of products

sol-d of less Èhan 5sO00 dollars yielded 32"6 per cenÈ of

the value of the provineiaL ouÈput" The same group of

far¡ns yielded 36.8 per cent of the value of lívestoek

"o1d"Il Farms wibh less Èhan 1OeO00 dollars value of pro-

ducÈs sold produeed 65,& per cenÈ of ManÍtobars output

and 65,5 per cent of the livestock output"lz The neÈ in-

11D" B. $. census, 1961"" Bulr. 5,3-L, Table 3r-7
1Zrbid.
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eome tikely bo be derived fnom sueh a gross ouËput suggesËs

&hat a large proportion of the provÍncial produet'iop wag

produeed ìrnder pressu.re from at, least one fixed overhead

cosb - the need to pay for the farmêrrs }abours SLze of

gross ouËput, moreover, shows a general positíve correla-

tion røith farm "iru,13 $ince the fraction of t'he total

output, eoming from Smål} scaLeu and probably small sized,

farnrs is so Large it follows Èhat a great nany farms are

required to produce it" From this it would seem plausible

Èo deduee that a najority of the farus in iulaaitoba in 1961

were produeing under Èhe pressure of ninimurn overhead eostso

This is no reason for thinking that the northern half of

eap A land had less than the provincial share of such

eeonomåca!}y snall farms; bhe evidenee from the sample

suggesËs the reverS€e

Thus far, bhe evldenee show-s that the norbhern half

of map A land would not only need to raise its output

intensity and dnastically ehange its type of produetÍon,

but also remove a greab nany ineffieÍent uniÈs to do so*

In order to jtrdge the tikelihood of the latten oeeurrencet

C0lffiFts projeetion coneerning changes in farm size wil"l be

e *¡,lsid,erdd. As was previously mentioned { p. fB } f,arm s¿u €

liÍas expeeted to rise from trl} sceupied aer@s in 1961 to

530 seeupied acres in 1975. IÍt order to reduee Èfle later

figune to the more realistic basis of inproved acrese it

13Ð" B, s" oensus, !96L, Bulr, 5,3-L Table 37*Le2
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witl be assumed bhaÈ ia L975 iurproved land will represent

about /0 per cent of ahe oeeupied area' If the relevanË

adjusÈroenb j-s mad,e, it appears that Èhe average farm size

wÍ}l be about 3?0 inproved aeres. This implies that n1ore

Ëhan half the provincees farms will posaess a half see&ion

or less of improved. land in L975, fn view of the probable

rise in the cost of tiving and of operating a farm by bha$,

tÍme, ít does noÈ seem likely Èhat such farms would be free

from the pressltre of roÍnimum overhead costg'

There is logical reasons for the slow rate of change

in efficÍeney inferred from tLü.s foreeastu The problem

involved is staÈed by Heady, tThis situation [tfrat small

farms are noÈ replaced by large ones] is i.n contrasb to

that of other industrÍes when spatial consideratj-oa are noÈ

tbe flnaL linitaÈfons ia determÍning the nr¡.mber or size of

ftrms wbich can exist at any one time'*X& The larger and

raore efficient farms cannot undercut the smålIer ones wibh

the speed t,hat uiould be the case if they were firms produ'cing

consumer hardware, There is therefore, a theorebical reason

for expecting the adiust¡nenb of econo¡aic effieiency in

ManiÈobaes agriculture to proceed only slowlyu

The likely increase in effici-eney of product,ion from

its low level in 1961 is notrconsequently, going to be

rapid. Hence, the increase ín the northern parb of map A

land is also unlikely to be quick* tr{owever, this land ¡øith

th" o" Head.y, Economj.es of AgÊLglrur+&=FrodueËion
and Leso:r+rce:Use (Prentice Halle L95?¡ p" )'lè,
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soee assis&anee from map B tand, must produee the

eent inerease in livestoek production of }¡þnitoba

per

19s0"

This includes a more than doubled beef production" a w-ide-

spread ehange in the type of produetions &s well as a rise

of int,ensiÈy would need to occur" Even if such an inerease

in produetion were achieved, it would not, ín the circumsfanees,

be accompanied by the great rise in productie&Èy pen animal"

expected by Ðrumr"oond and 1,{acKenzi u"L5 smatt and relatively

inefficient enterprises could not be expected to use the mosb

aì.dvancedtechniquesofproduetignoHencegtheactualrise

incatblepopulationwouldrequiretobegreatertoproduee
the foreeasÈ output " This d'oes not increase Èhe Likeli'bood

of i"ts occtlrf€rlc€o

oonparisonbebweenthehypot,heticalpatternofproduction

forlg80andtheexistingstructurehastbereforedemonstrated
several points" Ib has become clear that tbe naior part of

bhe great, increase in livesbock production (mainly beef) can

onlycomefromexistingeashcroPregions'Intheassuned
cirerr¡asbancesonlythenorbhernhalfofthecashcroparea

{mapA}canbeassigaedtolivestockproduetion"That'this
area shourd intensify production is supporÈed not only by

ËhephysicalcapabÍlitiesofthelandbutby0"F"Bentleyls
foreeast fertilizetr use {p. Lz4I, This shows that in the

cropdistrict.scoveringtheNewdale,Dauphin,andswanBiven

50

by

cit, sl5Ðrn*uond and lltraeKenzie u .qp."
p" 105
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areas 80 per cent, or more of bhe farms are assulaed Ëo use

f,er&iliuer by L975" The surnounding distriebs (nrrap B and

0 land) are given pereentages øf V5 and below* Howeveru

Èhis nort,hern area underwent, adiusbmen6s of its efficiency

in &he decade afÈer L95L" The evidenee for 1961 does not,

suggest that bhis adjustmen& was eompleÈe, nor is the Pr^o*

cess expeeted to raise economie effieiency quickly in the

future" Hence, iÈ could be stnongly doubted v¡heÈber bhe

great forecast change eould in fae& occl;rro Thls doubb

did not exist in relation to the southern part of map Å.,

where larger far.¡1su lower pe¡lulat'Íon, and a trend of

expansion between 1"951 and 196I" suggested that i¡rtensified

outpuü of easlr erops eould be ach*evsd" IÈ is not necessary

t}lat the assumpËåosl eoncerning proportion of out,put in 1980

and bhe pereentage of l¡þnitoba occupied by maps Au Be and

C should be absoLt¡t,ely aeeuraËe for Èhese conclusions tô

reaain validu Íbe general size of the increase in ou&put

compared with the resources and econonic strucbure avail-

abLe to produee iÈ show clearly Èhat t'he forecast prod.ue-

tien would be extremely diffieul& ts aehieve*
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SECTION 10 : CONCLUSION

The final section will summarize the results and

conclusions of this sLudy of Manitobars agricultural geography

from 1951 to L964. such a sunmary can be divided into three

parts. The first will deal with the possible value of such

data and methods as are original to this sludy. NexÊ the

evidence concerning ManiËobar s agricultural structure and

efficiency found for rhe period l95l Ëo Lg64 will be ourlined.

Finally general conclusions based upon comparisons between the

projected fuËure and current Ërends will be made.

A. DaËa and Methods Original to the Study.

The data which is presented for the first Ëíme here

is entirely in the form of maps. The Ëwo reduced soil maps

are certainly not new, but have characteristics and Llses

sharply distinct from the originals. The published soil

Productivity map does not cover as great an area of the

province as the reduced version due to the unpublished sections

included in the latter. The Land capability map does not

always gíve, in its presenË state of preparation, a very clear

general ímpression, since the daËa is printed. direcËly upon

phoËographed copies of the Reconnaissance soit survey sheets.

Neither map employs colouring or shading to distinguish
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different areas" The t\nio maps are on large and different

scales. IL should be emphasized, however, that these

criticisms apply only to the maps in their present, and

incomplete form. Since the two maps are in several \,\iays

complementary (p. 45 ) this position is unfortunaËe. Mcre-

over it is difficult to obtain readily a general impression

of fertility across the province from Ëhe several large

sheets involved in each case. As the two reduced maps

(m.5-6 ) are on the same scale, and can be scanned fairly

quickly, iË is hoped Ëhat they may prclride a solution to Ëhese

problems. Consequently the two reduced maPS could serve a

purpose outside this study in cases where their conparability

and generaLized nature are relevanL. IË is, of course, clear

that such use would depend Llpon accepËance of Ëhe accuraey of.

the reduction.

For analogous reasons the f.ertLLLzer maps (m.2-4 )

may be of use. The geography of fextLLLzer use is an

important variable in the study of agricultural trends.

However, as was stated earlier (p " 34 ) there is no available

source which a11ows the study of its areal variations

within Manitoba. Despite the probable sources of error in

its compilaËion these errors may be expected Ëo be chiefly of
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local nature. Hence comparisons beËween groups of several

municipalities should not be greatly biassed, and the general

pattern should be largely correct. Hence the f.erLlLLzer maps

night be expected to have some use beyond Ëhe jmmediate

context, ãt least unLil detailed informatíon for the province

does become available.

It is not as certain whether Ëhe analytícal methods

used in the study will be of value outside it. Input and

output intensity, although simple concepts, seem to be original

to the present work ( p. 3 ) . Prevíous studies dealing with

similar topics do not appear to have produced any clearly

defined measures for this type of analysis. However there are

certain limítations to Lhe general use of Ëhese measures as

defined here. Intensity as defined is only accurate in cases

where improved acres represent Ehe area of production and

investment. There may also be difficulty in assigning a

corrmorr value to all inputs. Management appears to defy accurate

monetary evaluation. Moreover in this study the nature of the

data prevented money values from being assigned to Ëhe inputs

of labour and operating costs. The basic concepts are simple,

and might serve as convenient measures of the geographical

efficiency of agriculture. However varíations in Ëhe
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characËer of agriculture, and the nature of the available

data would in many cases reduce their usefulness.

The methods used to select homogenecus municipalities

from among Lhe aggregate census units are in cournon use.

However their application to this kind of problem was not

discovered elsewhere in studies of. agrLcultural geography.

Their more general use is limited by the data available. rn

order to apply measures of dispersion it is necessary Ëo

obËain data in the form of frequencies in either distinct or

conËinuously varying categories. such data is by no means

always avaiLable. Moreover in some cases the study of only a

certain selected number of aggregate uniËs may not be accepËable.

The errors due to using a total population can be so large, how-

ever Lhat some applicaËion of these methods to the problem of

aggregation bias may be useful in other contexts.

It may therefore be suggested that some of the

mapped data used here presents information which is relevant,

but notr âs yêt, readily available for Manitoba. The

analytical methods may be applicable to other studies of the

geographical strucËure of agriculture in cases where Ëhe data

is suitable.
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B. Agricultural Structure and Trends from 1951 to L964"

Firstly the major patËerns wíll be considered" In

L95L the major areas of high input and ouËput inLensity lay in

the northern part of the sample. During Ëhe succeeding decade

Large increases of inËensity r^zere LocaLLzed wichin the

souËhern part. As a result by L96L the general area of

highesL intensity had shifted from Newdale in the north Ëo Ëhe

Red River in the south. The inferred change in relationships

behind this major alËeration in geographical structure is

based upon the concept of minimum overhead costs. Briefly

puË, Ëhis concept expresses the fact Ëhat below some poínt

cerËain important inputs cannoL be varied if the farm is to

operate. As a result it is ineviËable thaL below a given

areal size of farm input intensity should rise. The farmer

has then Ëo pay for these fixed inpuËs from a smaller area, so

that his output intensiËy must at some stage rise. This may in

turn involve additíons, such as fertLLLzer, to inpuË intensiËy.

In general it is very difficult for farmers operating under

Lhe pressure of minimum overhead costs to obËain as good a

reËurn upon resuurces used as thosewho do not. Consequently

such farmers are not making Ëhe best use of resources from a large

scale point of view. IL is Ëo be presumed, however, l-h,aL aE
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some level of pressure farmers will make the effort to increase

their farm size, and thus the productive area from which they

can pay for their minimum overhead costs. rnput and. ouËput

intensity would thus tend to decrease during such a process"

on larger farms, not under such pressure, a rise of intensity

would merely reflect the more intensive use of land, in
preference to other resources, with no necessary loss of

efficiency.

ReËurning to Ëhe agriculture of Manitoba, the

application of this concept is clear. rn both 1951 and 1961

the size of farms in the northern part of the sample was smaller

Ëhan in the south. In almosË direct negative correlatíon with
farm sLze, population density was higher in Ëhe north than in
Ëhe souËh" The pressure of the fixed overhead of family labour

can Ëherefore, in view of the relative unimporËance of

employed labour, be regarded as much stronger in the north than

in the south" The standstill or decrease of intensity in the

north might therefore be supposed to be due to an increase of
farm size designed to relieve such pressure. Factor analysis

confirmed this inference. There was a strong negative

correlation between changes of input intensity and of farm sLze

over the decade. This means'thaË areas which did not-i-ncreasê ¡¡,irn;¡li
t 0.- f: ¿;..

îtheir farm sLze by relatively more than those which did. rË

follows Ëherefore
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Ëlnat the northern part of the sample was undergoing an

adjustmenL designed to reduce the pressure of fixed costs.

It should be noticed that if the missing iEem of labour \,vere

added to input intensity, the fall in the north wculd probably

appear much gxeater (p. 98 ) . Due to the larger farm size and

lower population in Ëhe souËh, it is entirely possible Ëhat

Ëhe large increase of intensity in that atea occurred without

a reduction in the return upon resources used.

Associated with this major change in the pattern of

intensity was another, and signifícant trend. The highest

values for livestock intensity both in 195f and 1961 \^iere

registered for municipalities which had a majority of livestock

farms. However of the few increases in livestock intensity

which occurred over Ëhe decade, five out of six were for

municipalities without a major livestock orientation. Factor

analysis suggesËed a relationship which might account for this

siËuation. It showed a negaËive correlation between rises in

livesËock intensíty and those of output intensity. A tendency

towards livestock increases occurred in better soil areas.

Decreases, accompanied by increases in ouËput intensity and

farm size, \,\iere found on poorer soils. It therefore appears

that the livesËock municipalities, which lay on poorer soils,
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r,\iere escaping from the pressure of minimum overhead costs.

The point of particular significance is thaË the livesËock

municipalities (group 6 on the factor scores map) showed a

a distincËly more negative trend with regard to livestock

Ëhan did Ëhe rest of the north (group 5). Since output

intensiËy rose for group 6 it is quite likely that Ëhe

livestock municipalities chose to increase their outpuË of

crops raËher than that of livesËock. This facË has signi-

ficance when Ëhe forecasts of the economic projections ane

considered.

AparË from Lhe major trends outlined above Ëhere

r^iere a number of mcre detailed poinËs of interest. The

justification for discussing them lies ín the fact that the

deductions Ëo which they lead are based upon factual evid.ence.

Due to the lack of previous work, âny previous deductions upon

the geography of the agricultural structure wculd of necessity

have been based more largely upon intuition. Evidence based.

on a more detailed examination of paLËerns of intensity do not

always confirm generally held opinionr âs fat as the laËter can

be judged. For example the Red River district would probably

be regarded as the area of the most rrintensivetf farming in

Manitoba. This is almosË cerxainly correct when Ëhe toËa1
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occupied acreage is considered. However it is more realistic,

when considering the functioning of agriculture in Lhe province

Lo use the improved acreage. In these Lerms the Red River area

was still the most intensively farmed part of the sample in

L96L. However in 1951 both the Newdale and Dauphin areas

possessed a inuch higher input and output intensity. The Red

River area only gained the leading intensity during the decade.

Although the Red River area of the sample does not include

units which may have a higher íntensity, such as Rhineland

municipality, the Ëhree eastern municipalities in iË decidedly

belong to what would be considered the Red River region.

Nor is iË highly probable that the existence of a

distinct unit in the l,üaskada aTea (group 2 on the factor

scores map), which experienced rises of intensiLy second

the Red River, would have been known" Since this group

covered an area of large farms and fairly good soils the

of fixed costs was not a likely factor. ConsequenËly the

2 area is presumed to be making more intensive use of its

physical resources without a loss of efficiency. IËs

only Ëo

effect

group

distinction from the resË of the l{askada aîea is logical Ëo the

east, where lie smaller farms with a livestock orienËaËion and

upon poorer soils. However it ís not explicable, with the evi-

dence available, why group 2 should be distinct from Ëhe Ëhree
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municipalities Lo the west, which have similar general

characteristics. Thus, establishing group 2 as an area of

relatively good performance raises the question as to why areas

to the west did not behave in the same way.

Eriksdale and Stuartburn, in the Fringe area,

represent districts very close to the edge of the agricultural

area of Manitoba. Due to their use of unimproved land they are

not directly comparable with other units, but changes over

tíme within them may be sËudied. These show that farm sLze rose

relaLively more than in any other parË of the province (m. 39)

while input intensíty and population densíty fell considerably.

This suggests that a considerable adjustment of efficiency

occurred here, which probably confirms generally held opinion.

Grandview municipality in Ëhe Dauphin area experienced the

largest fa1l of inpuL intensity in Ëhe sample, but did not lie

on such poor soils as the two areas just discussed. As a result

Grandview presents an exËreme case of the trend common to group

5, while Eriksdale and Stuartburn show exLreme cases of the

trend common to group 6 (m. 43).

This discussion of detailed points co-uld be extended"

Moreover the profile of each municipality in terms of strucËure

and change could be constructed, using the ten variables
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(a11 mapped in this study) whose residuals were used in

f.actor analysis. However such a procedure would be

excessively lengthy in terms of the scope of the Lhesis.

Consequently it will be carried no further.

This summary of changes in Ëhe structure of the

agricultural geography has concentrated upon the decade

after 1951¡ since changes from L96l to L964 in the three

areas for which daLa is available merely confirm existing

trends. In view of the selecËion of homogeneous rmrnicipalitíes

these conclusions should have validiËy for at least a

significant number of farms in each sample municÍpality" It

is unfortunate that the conclusions cannot be extended to

cover the rest of the province. It should be realized Ehat

areaL patterns appearing as distinct within the sample may

in facË extend over uníts not studied. Such extension,

bearing in mind Ëhe characLeristics of each municipality for

which it is done, would give a more reliable impression than

wculd values of inLensity calculated for Ehese units. The case

of La Brcquerie (p. 53 ) should be recalled. The two general

conclusions are probably valid f.or a wider area than the sample

alone. These \,üere firstly the adjustment of economic efficiency

in the north as compared wíth a relatively efficient increase
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in the intensity of the use of land in Ëhe south. secondly

was the fact of the general absence of increase in livestock

intensity - the only exceptions Lending to be arable

municipalities in the south.

C. General Conclusions and Inferences.

The final part of the summing up involves

reintroducing Ëhe three economic projections and some general

evidence concerning Manitobar s structure and performance.

The major forecast was of a radical change to beef production

on the Prairies, Ëo begin somewhere in the period Lg65 to

L970 according to the two national projecËions. The black

soil belt, which covers most of agricultural Manitoba, !r7as to

be Lhe main locus of this change. AssociaËed trends would

be a drastic reduction in stimnerfallow, increase in

production from the existing farmed area with a consequent

rise in land values, and a great increase in f.ertj-Lj:zer use.

some of Ëhese associated trends appear to have begun in

Manitoba" There was a striking rise in land values and

tettLLizer use after about L959. However these rises coincided

with a rise in the Grains index, and hence may very well have

been due to an i-urproved market for cash crops of thaË kind.
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The amount of summerfallow in Manitoba showed no clear

downward trend up to L964, but the farmers in the two

Farm Business Associations strikingly decreased their

percentage of surnrnerfallow from L96L Lo L964. since the

1aËter sample is quite possibly biassed in favour of more

progressive farmers its trend may be an early sign of the

future decrease in summerfallow over the province. No

sudden rise in Ëhe cattle population of Manitoba could be

observed up to L964. Livestock producËion showed a pattern

of change similar to that of f.erxLLizer and farm values, with

the important exception that the rise in the late 1950rs was

not maintained and did not far exceed the previous peak in

the firsÊ parL of the decade. rt was concluded therefore

that at least unËil Lg64 there were no unequi-vocal indications

of the forecast trend Ëowards livestock producËion.

since ín any case Ëhe national projecËions did not

foresee any radical changes before Lg65 this conclusion does

not provide clear evidence concerning their accuracy. However

there is an indirect way of using the evid.ence produced Ín this

study. rt is based upon Lhe fact Ëhat this study accumulated

a certain amount of informaËion upon Ëhe agricultural supply

siËuation in Manitoba and its trends. The Ëhree economic
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projections \^iere LargeLy concerned with analysing future

patterns of demand. Al1 Ëhree assumed implicitly, Drummond

and Mackenzie explicitly ( p. 13 ) rhat rhe supply situarion

would follow the demand paËËern without a significant lag.

rn 1964 the full term of the longest projection was only

sixteen years aT^iay. some assessment of their realism would

therefore seem possible, using the evidence already produced

for Manitoba. The method employed for doing this was to

Ëake the projections of the volume and relative imporLance of

livestock production by 1980 and deduce from Ëhe Land

capability map what parts of Ëhe province should logically

be in livestock production in 1980. By referring back to the

current, situation the changes necessary to produce the 19g0

pattern could be seen and evaluated.

The Land capability map shows the land use Lo which

a given atea is best suited. Bearing in mind the land uses

associated with given types of farming the types of farming

which should ideally occr-lr can be seen for each area. Each

district can therefore be ranked in terms of its suiËability

for livestock farming and also in terms of suiLabílity for

cash crop farming. By relating the two series it is possible

to state Ëhe order in which differenË districts would turn to
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livestock productíon if there were a strong and increasing

demand for livestock products. It is assumed thaL livestock

will compeËe best with cash crops upon less fertile land.

As a result, toótain an equivalent amount of output, a

livesËock region must be larger than a cash crop region. The

forecast for f9B0 implies that about two thirds of the outpuË

of the black soil region would need to be in the form of

livestock" If COMEFTS statement concerning the efficiency of

specialization (p. 16 ) be regarded as correct livesËock and

cash crop farms should be fairly distinct by that time.

Bearing soil fertílity in mind it follows that if two thirds

of ManiËobars ouËpuË in 1980 is livesËock producËs then

raËher more than two thirds of the axea would need to be in

lívesËock farming.

In terms of COMEFT S forecast of a large increase

in the production of vegetables for processing, and of the

general agreement that wheaË production and oËher cash crop

production would experience no absolute decline, the areas to

remain in cash crop production can be defined. These include

most of the first class arable land in Ëhe province. They

are the Portage la Prairie disËrict, the belt of good land

along the Red River, the Rhineland and parËs of the Pembina
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districts" In each area only the part shown on map A would

remain in cash crops; this would allow somewhaË over on.e

quarter of the cultivated area of the province for this

purpose. The remaining parts of the province would be in

livestock production with, ideally, a livestock intensity in

proportion to their fertility.

Having established the f980 pattern this was

compared with Ëhe existing situation. Map C land was

already producing livestock almost solely, but due to its lack

of arable land could noË be expected to increase its intensity

greatly by 1980. Map B land also lnad a livestock orientation,

although not so marked as with map C. Map B land included a

fair proporËion of average cropland" Consequently there would

be scope for intensificaLion. This area already includes

most of the areas of heavy ferxí-l-i.zer use in ManiËoba, and

further increase would be necessary for increased productivity.

Maps B and C Ëogether include about half of the provincers

agriculËural area. Being the less fertile half iË is mosË

unlikely that it would produce as much as a half of the

provincefs output. This area includes virtually all the areas

now producing beef . If beef productioïì \^iere to double by

L975 (COMEF) and did so in exisËing beef producing areas,
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productiviËy \,üould also have to double which appears most

unlikely. There is a disËinct límit Ëo the

increase which could occur in Map B areas, due to the naËure

of most of the arable land, while Map c land could hardly be

expected to increase productiviËy at all. since the parË of
map A land assigned to livesËock is physically more

productive than maps B and c land it is to be assumed thaË it
should produce more than its proportionate share. From Ëhe

calculaLions above it would also appear thaË this part of map

A would be obliged to have a high livestock intensiËy by

1980 because of the inability of the other available areas

to satisfy the projecËed demand.

It will be remembered Ëhat livestock farms r^7ere not

.' do$,i.nant over most of map A land. IË will also be

recollected thaË the part of it assigned to future livestock
producËion riras by no means regarded as highly efficient in
L96L. l4uch of it falls into the parË of the sample

represented by group 5 (m. 43). rt was thus adjusting to the

pressure of minimum overhead costs from 1951 to Lg6L. However

in L96L farm size was still smaller and population density

still higher Ehan in Ëhe south of the map A land. rn view

of the past trend and Ëhe existing disparity between north
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and south it is extremely plausible that the north should

still be under some pressure from minimum overhead costs.

There rnras no evidence of a rapid increase of farm sLze in

Newdale from L96L to L964. Therefore, by 1980 the northern

part of map A land would not only have tomake a great

reorientaËion of output but in order to do so would

presumably have Ëo raise iËs economic efficiency. As a

method of judging the feasibility of these changes the

general position of ManiËoba and its forecasË fuËure will be

briefly considered.

Between L95L and 1961 the changes of input

inËensity in Manitoba as compared with the oËher ttüo Prairie

provinces \^7ere analogous to those in Newdale (group 5,

factor scores map) compared with the Red River (group 1).

In 1951 Manitoba had the highest overall input intensity,

but increased by the smallesË amount over the decade so that

Alberta had the highesË input intensity in L96L. Remembering

COMEFT S remarks concerning Manitobaf s general agriculcural

structure ( p " 16 ) it would appear that ManiLoba as a whole

was adjusting its economic efficiency over the decade, âs

compared with th{other t\^ro provinces. The question is then

vüas in L96L.to fínd ouË how well adjusted ManiËoba
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çaf y tl c¿'1¿ f 4a: n

In Lg6L two thirds of ManitobarsTfarmers producrn$

less than 101000 dollar value of gross output, one third of

them less than 51000. The net income inferred from these

figures would i:nply that a very large proportion of

Manitobar s farmers were producing under Lhe pressufe of aË

least one minimr-im overhead cost - the need to pay for theír

own labour. COMEF|S projection for L975 ímplies that by that

yeax at. least half the provincers farmers will still possess

only a half section or less of ímproved 1and. In view of the

probable rises in the cost of living and of operating a farm

it seems likely that farms of chis sLze would in L975 feel at

1easts some pressure from fíxed overhead costs. Associated with

this change in farm sLze the number of farmers in the province

would fal1 from 44,260 to 34,500 between L96L and L975. This

does not suggest either that ManiLobars efficiency wouõ have

risen greatly by thaË time" There is no good reason f.or

believing that radical changes ín efficiency would occur

beLween L97,5 and 1980

ManíLoba was thus arr atea of relatively slow expansion

within the Prairies from 195f to L96L. Its position in L96L

suggests that a Laxge proportion of the farmers were producing

under the pressure of fixed overhead costs. Its future

change up to L975 is expecËed to produce a situation in

which over half of the farms will sLill feel some effect,
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under the conditions likely in L975, from the pressure of
minimum overhead costs. There is no reason for believing

that the northern part of Map A land is likely to achieve

a structure more efficíent than Ëhat of the average for the

province" These points raise the question whether in fact
the great increase in livesËock production must occur in
Manitoba if Ëhe prairie projection is to be satisfied..

Previous discussion ( p L6L) showed thaL the

brown and dark brown soil areas, covering half the arable land

of che Prairies, were expecËed to make only modest additions

to existing livestock production. Livestock production,

at the time of Dnimmond and Mackenziest projection, made up

less than a third of the total value of output. Hence

Ëhe black soil areas, occupying mosË of the resË of the

Prairiesr arable area, would. be the locus of nearly all the

livestock increase. rn the period LgsL - 55 livestock made

up 23 percent and dair y products an additional 6 percent

of farm irucorne on the prairies. I

Drummond and MackenzLe, op. cit", p. 1g
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An increase to over 50 percent would have to come almcst

entirely from less than half Lhe area with no decrease in

wheat production. It seems unreasonable to suppose that this

increase could occur if Manitoba, occupying orre third of the

black soils aTea were unable to provide its share.

Therefore, if the projected increase in livestock

production occurs, Manitoba will need to produce a

subsËantial proportion of it. In terms of comparative

advantages, both physical and economic, the only area within

the province which can be expected to sustain a major increase

in livestock productíon by 1980, under the assumed conditions

then, is the northern half of map A land. The Newdale,

Dauphin and swan River districts which make up Ëhis area

ririere relatively inefficient farming areas within Lhe province

in L96L. The projection to L975 does not suggest a rapid

increase Ín effíciency for ManiËoba. under present economic

conditions in the northern half of map A the individual

producing situation is usually under some pressure from

minumum overhead costs. As a result not only is Ëhe ratio of

output to resources lowered, but the type of production

dictaËed by this situation may not be the same as would be

suggested by the resource patËern at the provincial level, or,
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within limits, by demand. Hence it may not be as

profitable to expand livestock production as might appear

from Lhe Large scale situation" Irrespective of this poss-

ibility, the great increase in productiviLy of beef per

animal, foreseen by Drummond and MackenzLe (p"L76 ) would

certainly be hindered by this inefficient producing

situation. Even if the northern half of map A were Ëo

raise its efficiency rapidly the evidence for 1951 to L96L

does not suggest that it would necessarily fínd livesËock

Ëhe most profitable alternaEive" The líkelihood of a great

change in farm organLzation and in the type of production in

this area by f980 therefore appears small. The interpretation

of Drummond and Mackenzief s projection in terms of ManiËoba,

made in this study, may not be absoluLely accurate. However

it is evidenL, both from this projecLion and from COMEF,

that a greaL increase in livestock producLion, especially

beef , \^ras expected by 1980. IË has now been made clear

that the probability of such an increase is, in terms of the

producing situation and its expected fuLure, very low. The

corrclusion from Ëhis comparison of the hypothetical 1980

situation with present patterns is that the economic forecasts

are unlikely to be fulfilled,
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There is one final point which is raised by the

evidence and analysis of thís study" rt concerns the

shortcomings which have appeared both in the agriculturaL
structure of Manitoba and in forecasts concerning ít. A

soluËion for boËh shortcomings could be based upon more

knowledge. The essence of such knowledge would be thaË iË

must be both detailed and é.learly related. The problem

lies partly in a lack of data. The evidence produced

in this study has shown only the broad.er variaËions in
structure and growth over an area providing h0 percenL of
Manítobars output. rË is difficult to see how the

aggregate daËa available for Ëhe pro;;'ince could be used

to produce more detailed results.

To illustrate the kind of knowledge needed, Ëhe

example of the pressure of minimum overhead costs will be taken.

For each farming area Ëhere is a farm size below which such

pressure will cause a relatively inefficient use of resources.

For each area of the province these threshold farm sizes could

be calculated for different types of farmÍng using some

form of sample data. comparison of such maps of Lhreshold

farm sizes with actual farm sizes and types would indicate

the degree of efficiency in Ëhe use of resources. such
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thresholds would, of course, change with time but would

be valid within a given period. SimilarLy the areal

variations in the profitabilíty of different combinations

of resources and outputs could be assessed.

Such knowledge would help to eliminaËe each of

Ëhe shorLcomings mentioned above. Detailed and areal

information concerning the producing structure and its

Ërends would allow future changes in supply to be

estimated much more accurately. As a result more

realistic projections of the future could be made. In

addition such projections might be broken down a.i:ea1-ly

so that the individual farmer himself uright learn something

about the expected changes in hÍs local area. Innaccuracies

would certainly appear, and much more evidently so than in

the case of large scale projections. However innaccuracy

would probably be much less than in forecasts based mainly

upon demand, whíle those at the producing level would be

made much more acutely a\^iare of their relaËive position

and probable future. The first benefit of such knowledge

Ëherefore is that information concerning future production at

both the large and the small scale could become much more

precise.
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rt will be evident that the suggestions ouËrined

above require funds and organízaxi-on on a scale only likely

to come from government. one form of return on this

investment is given in the previous paragraph" However

a much greater return could occur in the effect upon

government policy. rt has been made clear that if Ëhe

present siËuation continues under laissez faire cond.itions,

any increase in the efficiency of productions will be slow.

Hence Ëhe ability to respond quickly to changes in demand will
be hampered" This is Ërue of agriculture as an indusËry,

shown by Ëhe quotation from Heady (p,175 ) and also of

ManiËobars agriculËure, as shown by coMEFts projection.

The broad logic for an evenLual trend towards livestock pro-

duction on the Prairies, âs sLated by caves and Holton

(p. 15 ) , appears sound. Hence continued inefficiency may

well become an increasing economic liability. The only way

Ëo reduce this inefficiency rapidly is through some form of
government acËion. Direct acLion would hardly be sanctioned

by public opinion unless condíËions ï^iere desperate. However

indirect action could be effective if detailed. and accurate

enough" rf the governmenL r^iere in a posiËion to go to the

individual farmer with a definite analysis of, and
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progranme for, his local aTea, it is much more likely that

he would respond Lhan if a generalized poLLcy were drawn up

with no such direct appeal. If the facËs r,vere made evidenL,

urr4f,olicies were based tlpon them, no farmer could with justice

feel discriminated against. As a resulË incentives could

be applied selectively over the province. The essence of

such governmenË action would be that if met an areally

varying problem wíth an areally varying solution. This

study has demonstrated some of the pattern of economic

inefficiency; only geographically sensitive government action

can hasËen its removal.
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TabLe 2

FARM BUSINESS ASSOCIATION DATAr
CARMAN AND i^IESTERN MANITOBA

Note On AbbreviaËions Used

A. CARMAN

DaËa is given ín three groups based on soil fertirity:
Ex - Good Ëo Excellent Soils
Gd - Fairly Good to Good Soils
Fr - Fair to Good Soils

Each group is divided into three classes" From r95g toL96L these classes are by acres per farm, In Lg63 andL964 the classes are by the capilal value of the farm indollars 
"

B. I/üESTERN MANITOBA
DaËa is not dívided into groups based on soir ferËility.
The single group is dividãd into classes based Ln L96Land L962 on,acres per farm. There is another classifica-tion for !?9L by capital value of farm, in order thatdata for L964, also given in this wây, may be comparedwith thaË for L96T"

:kNote The groups and classes remain Ëhe sameon each table.
for each axea
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Table 2-a

The groups and classes remain the same for each area
on each table"

INPUT INTENSITY - Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

CARMAN

Acres 1958 L959 1960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

-399
400-ss9

560+

-399
400-s59

560+

-399
400 -5s9

560+

Acres L96L L962
I ,000
Dollars L96L

94 -60
l.07 60-100
98 100+

138 -60
86 60-100
84 100+

103 -60
85 60-100
92 100+

57
75
B7

106

95
101

75

72
99
84

104
60
82

95
r00

89

89
L07

98

104
57
92

103
L02

87

72
153
L74

98
74

100

111
93

108

108
103
L4s

L45
151

78

109
L25
Lt4

Fr
Fr
Fr

99
62
75

97
76
83

I,üESTERN MANITOBA

-400
400-560
566-720

720+

LL4
86
88
73

LL6
L02

92
76

-20
20-40
40-60
60- 100

1 ,000
Dollars L964

-r4õ- 111
40-60 109
60-80 L22
80-100 L27

100+ 106
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Table 2-b

The groups and classes remain the same for each area
on each table"

JçNote

INPUT INTENSITY INCLI]DING EXPENSES

CARMAN

Acres 19s8 L959

Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

1,000
L960 L96L Dollars L963 L964

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

-399
400-559

560+

-399
400-ss9

560+

-399
400-s59

560+

L29 9L
L26 L28
94 LL6

LLg L29
79 87
95 L02

LLg
99

L26

r1B
L2L
L42

L20 L24
L43 140
133 133

133 191
76 LLz

LzL LL2

L34
135
131

-60
60-100

100

-60
60- 100

r00

L34 -60
L27 60-100
L36 100

L96L

98
L07
L20
135

89 L22
L70 L67
200 L67

LL4 L69
9L 92

L20 L26

L42
133
1s3

L26
L24
L40
L44
L24

L32
111
L4L

1,000
Dollars L964

Fr
Fr
Fr

WESTERN MANITOBA

Acres L96L
1,000

L962 Dollars

-400
400-s60
560-720

720+

L84
108
108

96

L66
r35
LL6

99

-20
20-40
40-60
60- 100

-40
40-60
60-80
80 - 100

100+
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Table 2-c

:kNote

LAND

CARMAN

The groups and classes
on each Ëable.

remain the same for each axea

Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

-399
400-s59

560+

-399
400 - ss9

560+

-399
400-s59

560+

I^TESTERN MANITOBA

Acres L96T

48
18
35

1 ,000
L962 Dollars L96L

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

Fr
Fr
Fr

Acres 1958 L959 L960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

-60
60- 100

100+

-60
60- 100

100+

-60
60- 100

100+

39
4s
40

30
42
35

37
43
32

42
7L
65

6B
33
50

55
45
54

23
75
88

47
31
44

44
31
4L

42
4s
42

5B
36
32

4L
33
34

43
l3
36

4L
38
29

3B
35
33

45
22
31

43
24
29

-400
400-s60
560-720

720+

38
31
32
22

40
38
33
20

_20
20-40
40-60
60 - 100

20
25
30
32

1,000
Dollars L964eo so
40-60 45
60-80 49
80-100 49

100+ 4L
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Table 2-d

:kNoËe The groups and classes
on each table.

remain the same for each aTea

MACHINERY -

CARMAN

Fr
Fr
Fr

Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

Acres 1958 L959 L960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

T/trESTERN MANITOBA

Acres

28
26
26

1,000
L962 Dollars

-60
60- r00

100+

-60
60- 100

100+

-60
60- 100

100+

1r000
Dollars L964

-40 23
40-60 28
60-80 33
80-100 36

100+ 29

2L
30
30

26
3r
28

L9
27
25

22
26
24

25
26
18

29
29
2L

2L
20
22

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

-399
400-560

560+

-399
400- 560

560+

-399
400-s60

560+

33
39
43

23
33
28

37
36
43

4L
25
32

26
31
32

2L
26
30

33
23
35

40
28
24

25
L9
26

-400
400-560
560-720

720+

23
23
15

L96L

29
25
26
24

32
30
27
26

-20
20-40
40-60
60- 100

L96L

L7
22
27
31
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Table 2-e

:kNote The groups and classes
on each table.

remain the same f.or each area

LIVESTOCK -

CARMAN

Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

Acres

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

Fr
Fr
Fr

-399
400-559

560+

-399
400-559

560+

-399
400-559

560+

Acres L96t
1 ,000

L962 Dollars

13 -60
L2 60-100
11 100+

L7 -60
8 60-r00

15 100+

-60
60- 100

100+

L96t

1 ,000
L96L Dollars L963 L964r9s8 L959 1960

11
L2

9

13
9
8

13
18
27

L4
L2

B

l3
l1

B

7

10
L2

6
10

ôö

L2
13
T2

15
6

8

2L
20
18

11
5
B

L7
26
L6

2L
20
18

L7
B

L2

L7
22
20

L6
24
24

T^IESTERN MANITOBA

-400
400-560
560-720

724+

32
L9
L9
L9

27
20
18
22

_20
20-40
40-60
60- 100

L2
L9
1B
30

1,000
Dollars L964

-+o 18
40-60 18
60-80 2L
80-100 23

100+ 20
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TabLe 2-f

:kNote The groups and classes
on each table"

remain the same for each area

OUTPUT ÏNTENSÏTY .

CARMAN

-399
400-559

560+

-399
400-559

560+

-339
400-5s9

560+

VTESTERN MANITOBA

Acres
-400

400-560
560-720

720+

Current Dollars
Per Improved Acre

Acres r958 L959 L960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

Fr
Fr
Fr

42
29
27

26
23
18

25
34
47

30
30
33

37
35
43

1,000
Dollars

_20
20-40
40-60
60- r00

42 -60
38 60-100
38 100+

37 -60
28 60-100
31 100+

35 -60
39 60-100
55 100+

L96L
30
30
31
31

-40
40-60
60-80
80- 100

100+

29
39
39

30
29
29

28
31
42

23
31
45

32
23
2B

4L
45
47

34
29
24

34
26
48

29
2B
43

25
22
26

1,000
Dollars L964

L96L

-ø
31
32
25

L962
4L
37
31
27

26
27
JJ
29
30
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Tabl-e 2-g

tkNolg - The groups and classes remain the same for each alea
on each table.

OUTPUT INTENSITY 45- A PERCENTAGE OF INPUT INTENSITY
- Current Dollars

Per Improved Acre

CARMAN ,

1,000
Acres 1958 L959 1960 L96L Dollars Lg63 Lg64

Ex -399 44 42 42 45 -60 35 28Ex 4oo-559 29 30 32 36 60-100 22 zlEx 560+ 36 40 44 39 100+ 27 27

cd -399 27 32 31 27 _60 25 20cd 400-559 37 48 40 33 60-100 30 37
Gd 560+ 25 29 31 37 100+ 26 26

Fr -399 30 36 40 34 -60 2L 22Fr 4oo-559 36 26 44 47 60-100 33 zl
Fr 560+ 52 54 54 60 100+ 42 33

I{ÏESTERN MANITOBA
1,000

Acres L96L_ L96Z Dollars L96L
1 ,000-400 60 35 -20 52 Dollars Lg64400-s60 36 36 20_40 40 -rm- Z560-720 36 34 40_60 3s 40_60 2s720+ 34 35 60-100 29 60-80 27

80-100 23
100+ 28
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TabLe 2-h

:kNote The groups and classes remain the same
on each Ëab1e-

SUMMER FALLOi^T AS A PERCENT OF IMPROVED LAND

CARMAN

Acres 19sB L959 L960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

-60
60- 100

100+

-60 L2
60-100 5

100+ 18

-60
60- 100

l0o+

for each area

23
L7
28

23
¡7
20

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

Fr
Fr
Fr

-399
400- s5 9

560+

-399
400-ss9

560+

-399
400- 559

560+

2L
22
24

L4
20
L7

2L
23
20

9
5
B

I
4

10

5
8

4

L9
8
9

9
8

4

I^TESTERN MANITOBA

Acres

i1
IS
1t

1,000
L962 Dollars L96L

î7
l2
t7

/¿L

9
L6

ll+

l+L

L4 i..,
39 2L
L4 L4

-400
400-560
560-720

720+

i-L
1B
L4

L96L

40
47
42
35

43
47
40
33

-20
20-40
40-60
60 - 100

-40
40-60
60-80
B0- 100

100+

38
37
35
31

1,000
Dollars L964

29
32
27
34
28



irNote

2L9

TabLe 2-i

classes remain the satne for each areaThe groups and
on each Ëable"

IMPROVED ACRES PER FARM

CARMAN

Acres

-399
400-s59

560+

-399
400-5s9

560+

-399
400- 559

560+

I^I.ESTERN MANITOBA

1958 l-959 L960
1,000

L96L Dollars L963 L964

Ex
Ex
Ex

Gd
Gd
Gd

Fr
Fr
Fr

299
435
677

284
458
7L0

287
38s
672

283
439
669

290
459
698

265
392
66s

287
442
660

283
4L3
7LL

255
4L0
652

270 -60
449 60-r00
750 100+

259 -60
433 60-100
747 100+

266 -60
43L 60-100
604 100+

329 308
459 472
639 758

422 256
577 550
694 823

308 306
466 42s
583 766

1 ,000
L962 Dollars L96LAcres

-400
400-s60
560-720

720+

L96L

228
332
437
6L3

2L7
343
437
627

-20
20-40
40-60
60- r00

377
393
501
572

1,000
Do lþr s L964

-40 26L
40-60 384
60-80 4s6
80-100 55r

100+ 9L7
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TABLE 3

FARM ORGANIZATION STIIDIES DATA

The data is given both in current and constanË

dollars" It should be noËed that values for land and

buildings are given separaËely by this source. Therefore the

individual values are not the producË of a rigid division of

reaL esËate values as in the case cf both the other sources of

data. The order remains the same for both tables and is given

here. The constant dollar fígures are not used in this study.

They are included because of their possible value as a

reference.

*(ru. 
sources on nexË page)



Location

SOMERSET-
}'IANITOU

L964

SOMERSET-
MANITOU

L9s9

RED RIVER
L957

RED RIVER
L962

SIFTON-FORK
1958

SIFTON-FORK
T963

RUSSELL-
MINNEDOSA

L956

RUSSELL-
MINNEDOSA

t96L

22L

TABLE 3
FARM ORGANIZATION STTIDIES DATA

ORDER OF SOURCES

fæ_e o.I__farm
grain
grain
grain-livestock
grain- livestock

grain
grain
grain- livestock
grain- livesËock
grain-1ivesËock

grain
grain

grain
grain
grain

mixed
mixed

mixed
mixed
mixed

grain
grain- livesLock
grain
grain-livestock

grain
graLn- livestock
grain
grain- livestock

Acres
240 - 399
400 - s59
24A - 399
400 - s59

240 - 401
402 - 874
240 - 40L
402 - 56L
562 - LL20

240 - 400
40L - 559

234 - 40r
402 - 56L
561 - 879

70 - 239
240 - 399

70 - 239
240 - 399
400 - 799

240 - 399
240 - 399
400 - 7L9
400 - 7L9

240 - 399
240 - 399
400 - 7L9
400 - 7L9
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Table 3-a

INPUT INTENSITY : FARM ORGANIZATION STIJDIES

Current Dollars Per Improved Acre

Land

84 "L25
138 

" 
918

93 "702
85,889

Buildíngs

L2"357
L0,279
L7 "730
L6,339

Machinery

2"528
"796

L7,469
L6.525

LivesËock

24,646
30.26L
31" 983
32.L07

ToËa1
Input'

Intensity

L23,657
L80 "255
160,887
L50 "862

Buildings &
Machinery &
Livestock

39,532
4L"337
67 "L84
64,973

223.476
34.392
85,551
44.395

25.4Q0
9,893

L8 "229
LL.9L9

30 
" 
203

3.579
10 " 908
L3.459

76.L05
L2.845
29.494
17,510

355 " 188
60.7L0

143.183
87.286

ßa;109
26.3L8
57,632
42,890

40,302 7,465 11,493 16,g70 76.L22 35,g19ffi
68 "414 8,L46 1" 630 L7 "846 96 

" 
038 27 "624

7L"277 L2.527 4.935 25 "277 LL3,7L7 42.640

/z "524
7L "244

26,947

19 
" 
b3u

LL"7L6
5 "O74
3.362

23.4L0
2L"596

L20 "649L07.gLg
48,L23
36 "674

L4"0g]' 8,230 24 "zLl 73 "480 46,533
3L ,4L3
28 "L47
31" 130

L7,492 LL"376
11,934

7 "866

22"724
22 "562

83. 00 7
73.207
70 "3gL

5L.594
45 "059
39 "260

10 
" 
663

8,956 22"437
50,707
48 "40249,L4g
5L "694

LL"663
L7,32L
L4,224
L3 "205

6.249
L2 "020

4 "540
13 

" 
890

22,760
2L"969
20,511
22"59L

91" 380
99,7L3
88 "425

101 
" 
393

40 "673
51 

" 
311

39 "27 5
49 "68948,47L

46 "270
54.874
53 "426

" 
550

7 "857
9"103
7 "270

I "602
L9 "43L
7.408

L7,762

23 "969
25.260
22"498
28.234

87 "593
98 

" 
819

93 " 885
L06 "693

39,L22
52.549
39,010
53.267
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iabie 3-b

INPUT INTENSITY : FARM ORGANIZATION STI]DIES

Constant Dollars Per Improved Acre

Land Buildinge MachinerI Livestock

Total
Input

InËens4ty

46 "6gg
69 "406
60 "29356.43L

23 "339
55,908
33 "772
29 "733

Buildings &
Machinery &
Livestock

L2"787
13 

" 
430

22 "534
2L "gLg

8 "525
Lg "057
L4"652
L2 "374

33.893 3"494
55"973 2"905
37 ,755 5 "0L234,606 4"6L9

14" 811 2,907
36 "842 5 "L7219"L20 3.382
L7 "357 2,LL7

"969
" 
306

6.722
6.358

L"447
4 "413
5 "4494"649

8.323
10.218
LA "7gg
10.940

4 "270
9 "47r
5.820
5 "6072l "253 3"900

29 "062 2 "334
L.67L

"727

7 "L59
6 "395

39.987
38 "524

T2J3T
9 "45729"22L 5.52L

28,706 3 "29328"7L9 3.522

1"995
L"256
1"808--4:Tn--
3"485

7.276
6 "7L2
7,856

43,gzL
39 "973
4L"g0g

L4,693
LL.262
13 

" 
188

6,622
LL.447

3"475
4"067

4"572
8"009

2L"604
27 "}Lg

L2,766
L5 "562L2"652

LL "34L
L2"542

4 "797
2 "9262,455

4 "LgL
4.350
2"ggg

I "2468,188
8 "L44

29,89L
26.gLL
26.040

T7 "224
L5 "465
L3 "4gg23,863

22,778
23 "L29
24"327

3.395
5"040
4 "L40
3 "944

2"975
5 "7232.L60
6 "6L6

8"556
8.26L
7,7L2
8,495

38 "795
41.809
37 "L46
43 "296

L4"926
L9 "025
L4 "0t4
18, 956

L6 "973
L6 "203
L9 "2L7
18 "709

1.851
2,2L8
2 "572
2"053

3.310
7,478
2"850
6 "836

8.091
8"530
7 "596
9,533

30 
" 
231

34,436
32 "242
37 "L37

L3.253
L8.227
13 

" 
019

18 "423
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T abLe 4

FACTOR ANAIYSIS MAT;R.TX

Residuals 1951 ' L96L

Variables Numbered as in Text

FacËor
il
ll
l!
lt
t1

f1

lr

Vari-
ables

1.

2,

?

4"

tr
Jo

6"

7"

B.

9.

10"

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

I

(1)

"9029

" 8940

.BL7L

,6376

.9828

"3748

"26L5

.3233

- .3401

"6302

(3)

" 
0345

" 
0458

- " 0143

.2263

"0522

" "2979

.8649

" 
0013

"6909

- "2294

(s)

- "0736

- "0797

-.2878

" 15Bt

-.0840

.4260

" 1809

- .L37 6

"0186

"3L49

(6)

- .0410

- " 0691

"0942

-.Lggî

-.0537

" 
1906

.2990

"2054

-,2783

- .1830

(7)

-.L462

- .1383

.L794

.2L64

" 
0066

.2070

-.1508

.2L39

" 1845

-.L269

(B)

-.1013

- "a637

"2605

- .1950

-.0650

-.0171

"0426

-.0245

.1088

.2604

PRINCIPAL COMPONENI FACTOR MATRIX

Exp lains
n
tt

tl

ll

fi

t!

(2)

- " 3096

- "3469

-,2L07

"5336

- .0905

- "7087

"L562

."7L76

-.444L

.5637

44.8L Pex Cent
65.92 rilI
80"16 rr rr

86.97 tt t!

9L.56 rr ¡¡

94.89 r¡ !t

97 "70 rr rr

99.77 tr tl

(4)

.2035

.L928

-.3085

- " 3330

- " 0431

.0836

-.1115

.5225

.2932

.L253
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Table 5

VAR.i}fA,,\. R-OTATIO}T OF FACTOR ANAT,YSTS MATRIX

Residuals 1951 - L96L

Variables Nurnbered As In TexË

FACTORS

Variables

L

2

3

5

6

7

oo

9

10

(1)

"9536

" 9588

"8074

,8533

"9786

"7384

,8532

,8924

,8762

"782V

(2)

,9563

.9657

"7743

"2527

" 
Bg05

a õ1 õ
o rf Õj-Õ

,L246

- . û040

- ,0570

,2932

/ t\
\J/

"LBLL

.J,472

- 
" 
1310

" 
2gg0

"L768

- " 
3004

"07 23

"9278

- "2026

,6394

(4)

"0760

"0737

,2589

"6767

"2902

- "4227

,8601

"L282

" 
1817

,L354

(s)

- "0094

,0108

- "35L4

- "4979

-,2648

.0680

.3043

- "L23L

"8937

- " 5191
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Table 6

FACTOR SCORE MATRIX

Residuals 1951 - L96L

Municipaliuies Numbered As 0n Map 1"

Muniqípalities

1
2
a
J

4
5
6

7
o(J

9
i0
11
L2
13
1,4

15
L6
T7
1B
L9
2A
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
ôrJI
32
41JJ
t/.J+

35
4aJO
37
38
39
40

(r)

7 "384I,22L
.660

5"950
7,038
2 "BLz
- "220
2.542
1"960
L"267
2"ggg
-,754

.4BL
6 "647
2"622

"L7L
3"742
-,376
-,975

-L "667-2.42L
- "232

-1,903
.403
.306

-L"595
L"749
- "L45

-10 " 596
-2 "2L0

" 911
- 1, l_BB

-2 "1_gg
"475

-L"L73
-3 "469

-15"859
-3 " 

g5B
-L "46L
-6 "L44

(2)

- "445
,063

-"831
.L24

-L.972
- "272

.428
-1 

" 
035

"942
- "266
- "709
L "LLL
-"056
- "297
L.302
-,765
-.223
- ,981

-2 "7 34
,826

-,019
2"353
3 "264
2.27L

,799
L "OLz
L"290
- "748

-6 "587
"557
"728

L"226
2"404
- "432
L.5L4
3, 385
4"633

-L "A7 
g

-2"063
-5 " 

985

(3)

-3 "L49
-"381

.2gL
- "0L7-,930

"933
"587
" 
308

1" 581

"662
"695

1.480
-3 "328
-1 

" 
306

1,370
-L"245

.093
L.604
2"049
T"073
- ,103

"025
"265

L,942
"L62

L "29L
" 
538

-L,433
2"378

"87L
"3L4

1"016
,425

- "L73
- 1,455
- 1,586
-1.875
-L"574
- "L25

-3,262

(4)

"453
1,066

-L "TLs
"2L3

1"010
-,270
- "959
- "L7B
- ,02L
- "LB4

" 
030

- "072
"L32
"468
"4roL

- "786
- "169
- "Lzg

- 1, 700
-"340
- "496
- "252
- "6L1

,764
"342
"zLL
"584

- "364
1"898
- "476
-"087
1,019

"326
,2L5
" 016

- "392
"744

- "L47-L,243
- "023



Class 1

Class 2
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TABLE 7

LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION FOR AGRICULTURE

Soils in this class have no important limitaËions in
use for crops 

"

Soils in Ëhis class have moderaËe limitations that
reduce Ëhe choice of crops, or require moderaËe
conservation pracËices .

Soíls in this class have moderately severe limit-
ations thaË reduce Ëhe choice of crops or require

Class 3

special conservation pracËices.

Class 4 - Soils in Ëhis class have severe limitaËions that
restrict the choice of crops or require special
conservation practices or both.

Class 5 - Soils in Ëhis class arce capable only of producing
perennial forage crops and írnprovement pracËices
are feasible"

Class 6 - Soils in this class are capable only of producing
perennial forage plants and improvement practices
are noË feasible.

Class 7 - Soils and lands in this class have no capabiliËy
f.or arable agriculture or permanenE pasËure.

Organic Soils - if unirnproved are designaËed by the leËËer
"0" alotte, if improved aredesignated bV"Oì and the

CG."5 ,' a ;'^6rr."

Further informaËion on the Land Capability Classification can be

obtained from the source of the deËails given here which is:
r:tuËline of the Canadian Soil CapabiliËy Classification for

Agriculturetr issued by The National Soil Survey Cornmittee of

Canada and Canada Land Inventory, ARDA. L964. (memeographed)










